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Murray
Mrs. Terry Lawrence brings in a
Cockscomb that should win some
kind of prize. The thing grew to
about five feet high and has a red
comb on it a foot wide and its red,
red, red. She's going to dry it in
some way to preserve it. For dry
flower arrangements, we guess.

Ford Says He Will
Set Up Protection
Plan For Consumer

Poplar Spring To
Have Homecoming

Congressional Leaders
Get Advance Look Today

The annual homecoming will
be held at the Poplar Spring
LOUISVILLE (UPI)—
Pledging to "protect all Ken- Baptist Church on Sunday, Oc- By NORMAN KEMPSTER
said that in Phase II, he
tober 10.
The Today Show on NBC has been
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pres- believed
tuckians from the crime of
decisions on acceptable
Worship services will be held at ident Nixon
featuring Japan with Hugh
consumer fraud and the blight of
outlines tonight the increases would
be made by
the regular morning hours with second
Downs and his crew on the scene.
phase
consumer
of
his
plan for separate wage and price boards
unawareness,'' Rev. Thomas Perkins,
pastor
We thought about calling the
of
uplifting the American economy composed
Democratic gubernatorial
of representatives of
the church, speaking.
Murray boys who were in Japan
without a renewal of inflation.
nominee Wendell H.Ford today
Lunch
will
be served at noon The President summoned business, labor and the general
recently for the World Scout
outlined his consumer campaign
public.
followed by singing and congression
Jamboree, but then remembered
platform.
al leaders to the
fellowship
in
the
afternoon.
All
they were just about in school at
Nixon has put his prestige
White House for an advance
In an address to the comthat time. An excellent series.
sumer's conference here, Ford friends and former members are look at the proposals late this and perhaps his political future
said he would utilize at least five urged to attend, a church afternoon and also presumably on the line with his oeffort to
spokesman said.
Head Coach Bill Furgerson
arranged for
provisions of the
briefings
of combat the nation's 'pressing
Uniform
walking through the bank.
business and labor leaders in economic problems.
Consumer Credit Code to
MONKEYING AROUND—Chris Hauber, three year old son of Mr. and Mrs. James flasher
If the steps announced Aug.
advance of his 7:30 p.m. EDT
strengethn Kentucky's consumer
Murray, enjoys euninnag on the monkey bars in the Murray City Park while his mother,
Got our flu shot yesterday and
Vickie, protection program.
speech on radio and television. 15 coupled with the program to
we have a sore arm to prove it. enjoys a good book. Unseasonably warm weather has kept local parks and play grounds busy this
Nixon already has made clear be revealed tonight fail to cool
Among
them
are
a
he will allow the 90-clay wage- inflation and reduce unemploy"cooling-off period" to give
Never took one before but we
(Photo by Bill Bartleman) consumers who have been sold
price-rent freeze to expire as ment soon, Nixon's re-election
understand they are very efscheduled Nov. 13, but said the chances next year might be
items in their home a period of
fective against most kinds of flu.
follow-on program would "have seriously impaired.
time in which to cancel the
At a news conference Sept.
This year is being predicted as a
teeth" to prevent a sudden
contract. The elimination od
Three
selected
flu year by the experts and we
string
16,
Nixon promised "a strong,
flood
price
of
specified
and
referral
wage
selling
figured we would try to head. it
effective follow-on program."
techniques, and preventing "fly. musicians from Murray High increases.
off.
by-nit" operators from School will be among 92 from 12 Congressional sources pre- "The American people ...
junior and senior high sChools in dieted that
a wage-price review don't want to have a freeze
allowing
customers to sign a
The Hazel Elementary School
four states who will be on the board--or
The new curbs and gutters along
possibly a series of followed by a thaw where you
kParent-Teacher Club will have its negotiable instrument to pay for Murray
State University campus boards to make wage and price can get stuck in the mud,"
Sycamore, by the new high school
annual Fall Festival on Saturday, faulty merchandise and then Octobim
11 to participate in the decisions—would be set
are about complete now. We
selling
the
up. But Nixon said.
paper
so Alga the
October 9, at the school. The
24th irrinual Quad-State String they said
A leading manufacturer of representing the communiti
noticed this morning that they
Administration officials have
they expected there
consumer still must pay for the
es of doors will open at six p.m.
Orchestra Festival.
extend all the way to Doran Men's suits is considering the Kirksey, Almo, Dexter, Faxon, Events include supper served merchandise.
would continue to be an over-all said the Phase 2 policy will
They are: Kip Mason, Ellen government
Road. Except for a few places Purchase Area for a potential Brewers and Hardin.
policyrnaking body, control wages and prices but
in the cafeteria, bingo, dart paper so that the consumer still
Teitlofi, and Sharon Moore,
where there is a drain that needs plant location according to the The clothing company is game,fish pond, cake walk, ping- must pay for the merchandis
perhaps a continuation of the will allow for some gradual
e.
special handling, the job is about South Kentucky Industrial seeking people previously trained pong toss, basketball throw, The Lieutenant Governor, Their director at Murray High present Cost of Living Council increases, particularly in wadone. Paving of this section of Development Association of and qualified to work in the men's jewelry store, country store, stressing the need for the con- School is Bill Watson.
he created for Phase I, which ges.
Neale B. Mason, an associate started Aug. 15,
Sycamore will be done next year Hopkinsville and the Kentucky suit plant. It is not the company's fortune telling, and
Nixon has made it plain there
to establish
the crowning sumer to know what he is pur- professor of
Department of Commerce.
music at Murray general objectives such as way will be ra. control on business
some time.
intention to hire people presently of the King and Queen at nine chasing, commented that unit
State will direct the "A" or- targets and'rice
Commerce.
employed in existing plants, a p.m.
ceilings in profits in the second phase.
pricing and opportunity to check
chestra, which will be made up of various industries.
Actually sidewalks should be
Profits were not subject to the
Darwin Lee, a
spokesman
said.
Hardin
Contestants for the king and freshness of grocery products the
more advanced players, Nixon asked Democratic
installed from South 16th. Street businessman, is heading a newly The
unnamed
and 90-day freeze, either.
company queen event are Lunn Cothran should be extended farther than
while H. Leo Blair, an assistant Republica
to Doran Road on Sycamore, for formed group of community proposes to employ 250 people, 85 and Kerry Erwin,
Elliot Richardson,Secretary
n leaders of the
first, Lori the meat counter in a grocery. professor of
music at the House and the Senate to the of Health, Education
the benefit of students who walk 'leaders in North Calloway and per cent of whom would be Lovins and Mike
and
Cooper, second, Including the gener.c drug bill university, will
direct the "B" White House at
to school and will most certainly South Marshall counties that female.
Tammy Garland and Ricky and drug formula board in his
4:30 p.m for a Welfare, said last weekend
use Sycamore.
hopes to attract a plant to this
An air conditioned building of Hargrove, third, Kay RossellaQ plan to aid the consumer, Ford orchestra, to be composed of the briefing by the President and Nixon would apply controls to
less-experienced string players. his righthand man on
area. Lee's committee is com- approximated 30,000 square feet Hal Perry, fourth, Conda
the the soaring costs of medical
Stub- pledged to create a consumer Sponsored jointly by
Brown Eyed Susans and Golden prised of 22 businessmen would be built to
the Music program, Secretary John B. care. Doctor and hospital bills
house the blefield and Ricky Garland, fifth, protection agency, "free of
Rod have reached their peak
have been rising more rapidly
facility, a spokesman reported. Paulette Hooks and Timmy political pressures from the Department at Murray State and Connally.
A high administration official, than most prices in recent
A labor survey is being con- Coles, sixth, Tern Erwin and Governo's office". He said it the First District Kentucky
Caught a big Cricket in the hall,
ducted by Joe B. Smith, manager Ricky Todd, seventh, and Janet would have authority to in- Music Educators Association, the who declined to be identified. years.
festival is the first of three which
picked him up and deposited him
of the Mayfield Economic Dter and Andy Coles,eights.
vestigate complaints
and will be held on
outside.
the campus
Security Office. The original Following the crowning
an prosecute on behalf of citizens." during the current school year.
ending date for the survey was auction sale will be held_
A
ham,
Gerald Sledd, music director at
Large Beetle, on his back, unable
October 1 but Smith has extended donated by Dees Bank of
Hazel,
Mayfield High School, is
to turn over on the smooth
the deadline to October 15.
will be given away at 9:45 p.m.
president of the EFKMEA.
sidewalk. With a little stick we
The results of the survey will Costume judging will be held
at
turned him to his feet and he Ralph Wade Morris of Route 1 be tabulated and presented to the
"This is not a competitive
eight p.m.
crawled off to a more natural has
festival," said Leonard D.
been
awarded
the company and the survey will also The admission will be 15 and 25
clime where he could get a designation of Knight of the York be made available to
Whitmer, the assistant chair- WASHINGTON (UPI) • — finished goods went down 0.9
other cents with persons completely
"toehold".
man,
"But a one-day group ac- Wholesale prices declined 0.4 per cent.
Cross of Honour, it was reported 'companies interested in the costumed
admitted free. The The Faxon Mothers Club held
its
tivity
to encourage young string per cent in September, the first
Wholesale price fluctuations
today. This honorary degree, Purchase Area.
regular
meeting
on
monthly
public is urged to attend.
full month under President are usually reflected in consuhighest in the York Rite of
Wednesday at 1:45 p.m. in the players."
Freemasonry, is conferred only _
seventh grade class room with Rehearsals for both orchestras Nixon's 90-day wage-price mer prices in a matter of days
on those who have
Mrs. Jerry Vance, president, are scheduled to begin at 8:45 freeze, the government said or weeks. The September
held the
a.m. The "A" orchestra will today.
report on retail prices—comhighest office in each of the four
°residing.
bodies of the rite.
Mrs. Twila Dunn's fifth and rehearse in the University The Bureau of Labor Statis- monly known as the Cost of
sixth grade classes presented the Auditorium, while the "B" or- tics said the decline, adjusted Living Index—probably will not
One person was reported in- Mr. Morris becomes one of the
chestra will practice in the for seasonal factors, was the be out for about two more
jured in the two car collision that comparative handful of about 400
Mrs. Bethel Richardson, cerning the many charity drives devotion.
of
the
over
four and a quarter president, presided at the lun- in Murray, the women present
occurred Wednesday at three
Plans were discussed for the Richard Farrell Recital Hall in first drop in wholesale prices in 'weeks.
10 months.
The BIS said most of the
p.m. at the intersection of North million Freemasons in North cheon and business meeting held agreed to support any move Turkey and Merchandise Shoot to the new Fine Arts Center.
A joint concert by the two or- The decline appeared to be a commodities measured in the
10th and Chestnuts Streets, ac- America and the Philippines to by the Executive Board of the made by the community to re- be held Saturday. October 9, from
nine a.m. to five p.m. at the chestras will be presented at 7 plus for President Nixon's wholesale price index were
Murray Woman's Club on establish the United Fund.
cording to the report filed by the qualify this year.
the University economic policies. An even
(Continued on Page Ten
A new letter of invitation to school. Tickets on the fishing boat p.m. in
investigating officers of the Mr. Morris served as Master of Monday, October 4.
the Murray Lodge of Masons in
A letter from Mrs. Joseph C. membership in the Murray and rod and reel to be given away Auditorium along with a more sensitive report bearing
Murray Police Department.
Miss Donna Watson of Murray, 1968; High Priest of the Murray Evans, president of the Kentucky Woman's Club was presented by on November 20 are available recording session and a radi heavily on his program is due
a passenger in one of the cars, Chapter, Royal Arch Masons in Federation of Women's Clubs, Mrs. John Belt and accepted by from any mother and father of broadcast. There is no charge, Friday—the September employment-unemployment report.
and the public is invited.
the school.
sustained a bruise on the 1969; Master of the Murray was read in which she thanked the board members.
Nixon's program is desigted
Other
scheduled
activities
for
Council,
Royal
Murray
and Select
forehead, according to the police
Mrs. Randall Underhill read
club women for their Mrs. Richardson announced
Masters in 1969; Commander of hospitality during her recent visit that the First District Fall Board the minutes and Mrs. Gary the day include a directors' both to stop inflation and to
report,
lower the rate of unemployMeeting will be held in Fulton on Wicker gave the treasurer's Luncheon at noon and a string
Cars involved were a 1969 the Mayfield Commandery, to this city.
ment, which has hovered at the
directors'
visiting
clinic
the
at
for
Knight
Templar,
in
1970.
board
The
He was
Chrysler two door hardtop
voted to contribute October 21. Reservations should report. Mrs.
virginia Hale,
COVINGTON, ( UPI (2 'P.m. in Room 210 of the Fine 6 per cent level for almost a Republican
the Arthritis Foundation. be made with Mrs. Richardson Stanley dealer, was a guest.
Newport driven by David Nor- elected to membership in the to
gubernatorial
year.
The next meeting will be held Arts Center.
man Ellis of Murray, and a 1966 Kentucky Priory and his election Following a discussion con- before October 14.
hominee Tom Emberton WedThe good news on the
Mrs. Sam Knight will collect all on Wednesday, November 3, at
Ford two door Mustang driven by confirmed by Convent General of
nesday night pledged to support
wholesale price front came less
John D. Gardner of 312 South 15th the Order on September 25. A
crafts, excluding needlework, 1:45 p.m. at the school
the proposed merger of Northern
than
10
hours
before
President
certificate of membership has
and floral arrangements made by
Street, Murray.
Kentucky State College and the
Nixon addresses the nation on
the club members to be taken to
Police said Gardner, going been mailed to him.
Salmon P. Chase Law School of
the -Phase II" economic
south on North 10th Street, came There are sixty-four Priories of
Fulton and entered in comCincinnati, Ohio.
controls to follow the wageto Chestnut, stopped, and started the Order in North America and
petition with those from other
Kentucky Attorney Gen. John
Calloway
meeting
the
of
A
The
price
1970
freeze,
Chevrolet Monte Carlo clubs
which ends Nov.
across Chestnut Street colliding the Philippines with a present
Breckinri
throughou
dge has filed suit
First
the
t
Women's
Democrati
County
c
of Alfred Hicks Eckles III was
13.
with the Ellis car going east on membership of 8.800.
District.
Club will be held Tuesday. Oc- Underscoring the extent of challenging the authority of the
damaged by vandals while it was
A report on the State Fall
Chestnut Street.
state council on public higher
parked at the lot of the Wrather
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free tober 12, at the campaign the drop in wholesale prices
Board meeting and conference
Damage to the Chrysler was or
education
and regents of the
headquarte
Street
rs on N. 4th
Hall, Murray State University,
and Accepted Masons will have a
was the first decline in the key
the right front end and to the
Kentucky school to approve the
according to the report made to held at Kenbar was made by Mrs. call meeting on Saturday, according to Edna Milliken, club industrial commodities price
Ford on the right bark fender
merger.
the Murray Police Department at Richardson and Mrs. Joe Prince. October 9, at 630 p.m. at the president.
index in nearly 342 years-0.1
Women present at the meeting
Emberton also listed the
Plans will be made on ways the per cent.
lodge hall.
11:30 p.m. Wednesday.
James C Hart Jr., son of Mr.
expressed a concern over the
3rogress. he said the adDamage to the car was the
A class of candidates will be club can assist in the November Prices for farm products and
and Mrs. James C. Hart of 101 N.
many accidents occurring in this
Mnistration of GOP Gov. Louie
right rear tire cut, right rear
examined, and the Master Mason General Election. The meeting is processed foods and feeds fell
8th , Murray, has reported to
city as a result of motorists not
B.
Nunn has made in Northern
interested
woman
any
open
and
degree will be conferred. All
glass broken out, kicked in right
1.7 per cent, while consumer
Aviation Officer Candidate
being able to see around 'blind
Kentucky during the past four
rear quarter panel, and cut the
members of the degree team are in joining the organization is
Partly cloudy east today, School
IAOCS) at the Naval Air
corners". A committee headed
mars, including the beginning of
invited to attend.
vinyl top on the right side, acotherwise mostly fair over the
by Mrs. Sam Knight was ap- needed at the meeting, a
Station, Pensacola, Fla.
he construction of 1275 and the
spokesman said.
cording to the report. Also stolen
state through Friday. Slightly
Upon completion of training at
pointed to make a list of these
ridge between Newport and
from the car was a hub cap, an
Refreshments will be served.
warmer on Friday. Highs today
BOND
SALES
AOCS he will be commissioned an
hazardous points throughout
Ancinnati.
upper 60s to mid-70s. Lows
umbrella, and a sport coat.
Visitors are welcome, the lodge Sales of Series E and H Savings
Ensign.
Murray and present it to the City
The GOP candidate pledged to
spokesman added.
The car is owned by Eckles of
tonight in the 40s. Highs Friday in
Bonds in Calloway County for David Haley Mobilization
He is a 1969 graduate of Murray
Council.
complete the entire circle
the 70s.
Hopkinsville, now residing at
August
$17,030
were
while
sales leader for the Campus Crusade freeway around
State University.
Mrs. Bob Billington, chairman
metropolitan
University Heights Trailer No.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
MRS. HODGES TO SPEAK for the first eight months totaled for Christ on the Murray State Northern Kentucky during his
of the Kappa Department,
10, Murray.
extended
The
outlook.
8189,758
the
of
county's
BAKE SALE
annual
University
campus,
will be the term if he is elected.
reported on the -Haunted
Saturday through Monday.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges of Murray goal of $197,500. Sales a year ago Layman's day speaker at the In his remarks here, EmbAton
(Continued
shows a chance of showers exPage
on
Ten)
Clean Teens will have a bake
will review the book, "The Tall were $130,784.
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist also noted that
THREE CITED
he had a strong
treme west Saturday and over sale on Saturday, October 9,
Kentucky's sales for the month Church on Sunday. October 10,aat
Woman" by Wilma Dykeman at
Three persons were cited by
personal
friendship
with
FREE KITTEN
most of the state Sunday and starting at eight a.m, in front of
were
$5,931,864
while.
cumulative
ten a.m.
the meeting of the Mayfield
the Murray Polic4 Department
Republican
4th
district
A gray and buff female kitten Woman's
Monday. Mild Saturday through Lerman's Department Store on
Club to be held on sales for the year reached The public is invited to attend congressman, M. G. (Gene)
yesterday and last night. They will be
given away by its owner
Monday.Highs upper 7( and the west side of the court square
were two for speeding and one for Interested persons should all Thursday, October 14, at 12:30 $42,046,769 of the State's annual to hear Haley speak concerning Snyder, of Jeffersontown, who
lower 80s. Lows mainly in the 50s. in downtown Murray
p m. at the Holiday Inn, goal of $53,400,000. Sales a year the Campus Crusade, a church represents
driving while intoxicated.
the northernmost
753-5620.
Ago were 937,938,224.
' spokesman said.
Mayfield. '
counties.

Men's Suit Manufacturer
Checking Purchase Area
For Possible Plant Site

Fall Festival Will
Be Held Saturday
At Hazel School

Ralph Morris
Is Awarded
Cross of Honor

One Injured In
Accident Here

Three From
Murray High
At String Fest

Wholesale Prices Decline
September Reports Say

Mothers Club At
Faxon Has Meeting

Board Of Murray Woman's Club
Supports Move For United Fund

Emberton Pledges
To support Merger
Of Law School, NKC

Temple Hill Lodge
Meets On Saturday

Democratic Women
To Meet On Tuesday

James Hart Reports
To Candidate School

The Weather

IDE
Mkt
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Nixon To Outline Second
Phase of Program Tonight

Around

Vandalism To Car
Reported To Police

79c
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Speak On Sunday
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Taxpayers Ask IRS
This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

amanaam•

0

Q) My husband does some
photography work in addition
to his regular job. Can he deduct the cost of maintaining
his photo lab at home as a
busintAs eoense7

Action Needed

c

7
2
.

,

sumed to be engaged in for
profit, and thus, is not a
hobby.

Q) I'm moving aeon. Shoufel
I contact the IRS to let them
la
know where to send my tax
A) If your husband is en- forms next year?
gaged in his photography
A) No. Just leave a forwork for profit., the cost of
maintaining his photo lab is a warding address with the Post
deductible business expense. Office so that your 1971 return
However, if photography is can be delivered to your new
only a hobby for him, his ex- address. Be sure to use your
penses may be deducted only new_address when you file
to the extent of his hobby your return so that the IRS
can update your account.
earnings.
If an activity produces a
Q) When my divorce comes
profit in any two out of five through, will I still be able to
consecutive years, it is pre- claim a withholding exemption
for my wife, even though we
will hioe been married most of
the year?
A) No. If you are divorced
by final decree or legally separated at the end of the year,
you cannot claim her exempNEW YORK (UPI)—Many tion. Make the necessary
low-priced and medium-priced change in your withholding by
issues appear to be accumulat- filling out a new Form W-4,
ing from a technical point of Withholding Exemption Cerview in a very narrow price tificate and giving itto your
range preparatory to advancing employer.
to much higher price levels
Q) My refund hasn't tome
later on, Reynolds Securities
Inc. believes. Following resolution of President Nixon's phase
two policies, the market may
well show sufficient selective
strength to carry the Dow
industrials to a new high.

Wall Street
Chatter

igji

TM' EAX IN YOtV ENP OF TI-IE 130AT!
MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS

Congratulations
Congratulations are in order for Miss Kathy Jo
Stubblefield, our new District Dairy Princess
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stubblefield of
Murray Route Five: - Miss Stubblefield on this
coveted honor over a number of contestants on
Monday evening.
Highly active during her high school days, Miss
Stubblefield' is equally as active at Murray State
University where she is a speech major in her
Sophomore year.
Kathy Jo is a real Dairy Princess since she has
thirty-three head of Jersey cattle in her own name.
Good luck, Kathy Jo, in the State Dairy Princess
contest which will be held in Louisville next
February,
and congratulations now, on your
progress thus far.

•
never have heard what
happened to it. What should I
do?
A) Write the IRS service
center where you filed your
return and ask them to check
on your refund. Be tlire to
give your name, current address, social security number
and approximate date the return was filed. If you have
moved since you filed, also
give your former address.
and I

Nam/

THURSDAY—OCTOBER 7, 1971

We are reminded constantly as we drive down
Doran Road that the widening of this road is imperative, with the approaching opening of the new
Murray High School.
Traffic will increase vastly with the opening of this
school and also the use of school buses will increase
on the road.
It is difficult for us to understand the thinking of
the State Highway Department in their apparent
complete ignoring of the needs in this area.
We predict that the center of traffic accidents will
shift dramatically to the Doran Road-Sycamore
intersection and the Sycamore-South 16th. intersection and along the adjoining streets.
This street should be widened and a line placed in
the center of it. The Highway Department could at
least mark the center of the street.
We are afraid that the usual procedure will be
followed, that is, to allow a certain number of accidents to occur before anything is done about it,

PAGE 1

ritrartrik-

Bertram S. Brown, M.D.

Direc.tor- National institute
of Mental Health

U.S. waste disposal
tops 1.4 million lbs.
More than 1.4 million pounds
of solid wastes are disposed of
each day in the United States.
The disposal of solid waste
material — principally, garbage and rubbish — is
primarily an urban problem
and hasn't received the
notoriety that sewage and
industrial effluents have, according to the Department of
the Interior.
Schools take to air
NEW YORK (UPI) - Nearly
1,100 U.S. high schools now
offer courses in aviation as a
formal part of their credit
eurrie ul um, according to a
report from
tse.na Aircraft
Co. The courses are particularly popular in California, Pennsylvania, Kaitsiet, Illinois, Minnesota, Ohio, Nebraska, New
York and Washington state, in
that order

-ffigimmitsuminewamErgroiempio
It's . . .
DUSTIN
We are in an income market
rather than a speculative one,
HOFFMAN
Harris Upham says. There is a
growing realization' that a 7.5
per cent current return on
WEEK
bonds is preferable to 3.5 per

Da Oare vs. Hospitalization
r.xchange, explained Mrs.
Even an acutely disturbed
Chandler, who added that Betsy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—The McGhee of Mason, Ohio, is tape mental patient may do just as cent on stocks, it adds. Until
annual meeting and luncheon exchange librarian. Society Aell, if not better. in a day care the international currency siprogram than when fully hospiawards program for the Ken- members may tape readings of talized, according to a two-year tuation is resolved, don't look
tucky Poetry Society at Jesse their poems for inclusion in the study supported by the National for an all-out bull market, the
Stuart Lodge, Greenbo State library and for participation in Institute of Mental Health.
firm advises.
Open 7:00 nitely Phts 1 00 Sat &Sun
Park, on Saturday, October 16, is contests within the context of
One of the first of its kind in
ADULTS $11110, CHILORP
destined to be a great day for recordings.
the Nation, the study was conThe market is in an excellent
SO
at the New York State position from
Kentucky poets. Not only will the
a
technical
TONITE
thru
Another phase of efforts to ducted
TUE.
TONITE
thru
chiatric
Institute.
Po.
TUE.
society present prizes to winners update the society and its purstandpoint to move higher over
The questions were: Should the near term, says E. F.
in 16 contests, but a review of the pose is the compilation of names
group's progress will be made. of members who will be available ,,:utely ill patients live in the Hutton and Co. Major fun..otomunityonly get day
"Our recording membership for readings and programs in therapy at and
the hospital" Or, damental uncertainties in the
chairman, Doris Gogmat, of schools, colleges and civic group should they receive fill-time international
monetary and
LEDGER 4tr TIMER FILE
Louisville, says our membership ;meetings. Coordinator
domestic economy arenas, will
of the hospealization?
has jumped 500 percent," project is Catherine
provide some
The answers were, according continue to
McKay of
The Murray Swim Club has voted to purchase 74 acres of land laughed Mrs. Rose Wiley
Sunny Hill Farm, Walton, Ky. To to the study findings, strongly nervous and erratic moments,
located two miles west of 18th Street just off the Lynn Grove High- Chandler
of
Paintsville, aid the effort will be selection of in favor of the first course. the firm says.
way.
Active treatment arranged in a
president of the society.
four regional representatives.
"day hospital" setting proved to
Glen McCuiston of the New Concord 4-H Club had the champion
"Equally important are other
Investors
should
consider
Registration for the meeting
b: a feasible alternative to inanimal in the 4-H and FFA Beef Carcass Show held at Union City, accomplishments of the society
increasing their market comwill begin at 10 a.ru.„ and will be
hospitalizapatient
or
care
full
Tenn.
made possible by its outstanding followed by an executive
mitments on a selective basis
tion.
session
Jackie Washer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Washer, has members."
-A total of 424 unselected pa- at this time Edward A. Vinder
at 11 a.m. when new officers will
been chosen 1961-62 basketball queen at Murray College High
Lee Pennington, teacher at be elected. During a noon
lun- tients admitted to the Institute's and Co. observes. Current
School. She is a junior.
Jefferson Community College, cheon prizes and awards
Washington Heights Commun- market activity reflects conwill
be
The Calloway County Coon Hunters Club will hold a water and Louisville, will detail the
presented winners in the various ity Service were screened for cern over the content, duration
and why is he saying those
drag race October 8 at the Gregory Ferguson pond located two society's progress during the
the study. Ninety patients (22 and impact of the phase two
Pan...is:m.0r•technscolor• [Gy* ins
contests. Contest Chairman Mrs.
miles south of Mt. Carmel Church on the Concord Highway.
temtie &rigs about mer
luncheon program, Mrs. Chan- Thelma Kiser, of Ashland, percent) were assigned at ran- economic program, but at least
—Evening Feature—
dom to either day care or inpa11.111
dler said. One of the most im- reports that poets have submitted
some
of
the
Thurs,
Sun.,
uncertainti
Mon.,
Tues.
es
tient care.
portant steps, she said, was the 1514 entries in 16 categories.
only
should
resolved
7:30
be
at
by
the
During the first four weeks,
change last spring from a Guest speaker at
Fri.-at.7:15 & 9:55
the luncheon approximately twice as many of second week of October, when
newsletter-type publication to a will be Harry Meacham
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
of the inpatient group had to be details are expected to be
transferred to an intensive care announced, and this should
magazine. "Only the name. Petersburg, Va., well-known
unit because of dangerous or provide an improved invest* CHILDREN'S MOVIE SAT. 1 til 3 *
Pegasus, is the same."
businessman and poet, and disorganized behavior.
Dr.0. C. Wells, optometrist, is remodeling the Bus Station Cafe
Editor of the magazine--a proponent of Ezra Pound.
ment climate, it adds.
An
building and converting it into a professional building which when quarterly-is James B. Good, a
In measuring return of the
executive of Dunn & Bradstreet
patient
full-time community
completed will contain three offices.
Louisville teacher.
and lecturer on business and life, day ire was clearly supeThe automobile of Charles Blalock burned October 5 after it
Part of the - new
ac- other subjects, Meacham is rior. Ave n. numlver of days
* LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT. 11:30 p.m.
caught fire while he was traveling on the New Concord Road.
complishments is a Poets Tape author of the book, "The
*
Caged until discharge back to the
A complete week's program in observance of Fire Prevention
SHOWS
Panther: Ezra Pound at St. community was 48.5 for daypaWeek has been announced by Fire Chief W.0. Spencer.
The Almanac
Elizabeth." Meacham was one of tients•and 138.8 for inpatients.
Miss Ann Eva Gibbs and Rev. John Marshall Sutton were
By UfAted Press International
i.'111•ACO 108
a group of supporters working A final followi p made six
married September 29 at Knoxville, Tenn. The bride is the
Toda. Is Thursday, Oct. 7, for release of the controversial months after admission to the * The Greatest Motion
THE
MAKING
OF A WOMAN
study found that this trend still
X
daughter of Mrs. Edd H. Gibbs of Murray and the late Mr. Gibbs. the 280th day of 1971.
Picture of all times.
Pound from confinement in the held.
The moon is between its full asylum and walked with Pound
Nor was there an eviden.c
Pfflgj
phase and last quarter.
when he left the institution.
that the early release of day
41111•11
The
morning
stars
are
pen 6:45 (6)
Also a highlight of the luncheon care patients resulted in inMercury and Saturn.
DRIVE
will be recognition of the person creased early readmission rates.
Start 7:1
IN
,74-45
The evening stars are Venus, who has done most during the On the contrary, more of the
-71
*
For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, Mars and Jupiter.
past year to promote—poetry in inpatients showed up again tor
which is Christ the Lord.—Luke 2:l.
admission than did the day care •
Those born on this day are Kentucky.
people.
God makes His deliverance knowable, available, and personal under the sign of Libra.
•
In addition to Mrs. Chandler,
JAMES
HENRY
American poet James WhitThe study was part of
officers of the state society are ject under the Hospitala proImcomb Riley was born Oct. 7,
Mrs. Thelma Kiser, Ashland, provement Program which has
1849.
vice president; Lee Pennington, the goal of stimulating and asOn this day in history:
Louisville, secretary; Rufus sisting improved care and modIn 1863 William Gladstone,
by Carl Riblet Jr.
methods in public mental
Reed, Lovely,
Board ern
Mr. Nixon's forthcoming trip to China has inspired British chancellor of the of directors are treasurer.
hospitals.
•
*"
Quentin Howard,
exchequer,
predicted
the Amer- Pikeville,
a provocative display of opportunism in fashion--chairman
(Howard
-is
*
THE
U.S. BIRTH RATE DIPS
ican Confederacy would remain
mandarin coats, concubine skirts, and sing-song separated
publisher of the new poetry
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
from the northern
magazine WIND); Jesse Stuart
lingerie. What will Chairman Mao and Premier states permanently.
Census Bureau reports that the
* Shown nitely at 7:30 plus
of Greenup, Kentucky's poet
Chou En-lai,think of us? Why, they're bound to
U.S. birth rate reached the * 2.
In 1916 the most staggering
laureate;
Blaine
Hall,
lowest level since late in the
suspect that Henry Kissinger went to Peking, not football defeat on record took Prestonburg
; Katherine
depression
years
when
it
simply as a presidential envoy, as advertised, but in place when Georgia Tech beat Amyx, Grassy Creek;McClure
Mary dropped in July for the fifth
Cumberland University, 222-0.
mates monism Flu mall MISS UM in
the secret role of couturier.
Ann Lord, Louisville; and Sister
consecutive month.
In 1961 a British air liner
SEE
Albertina Mason of Newport.
"'rife Chinese....have a great talent at bowing out crashed in the
The Bureau said Sunday that
French PyAN1'
To make a full day, Hazel liberalized state abortion
ambassadors who come to visit them."
renees, killing 37.
AND LEARN H:s 1
laws •
In 1963 Bobby Baker resigned Dan-iron, recording artist of probably contributed to the
—in "The Indicator"
LIVE AND LOVE!
as Senate Democratic secretary Flatwoods and regular per- decline of about 12 per cent
PASSENGER SHIP SINKS
PFOPf WHO KNOW HOW TO
LAVER BEATS ROSEWALL
after being charged in a former at the Rockdale Jam- between February and July. It
MANILA (UPI) —An inter- $300,000 civil suit with using his boree near Ashland, will en- estimated total births for the * ENJOY SEX ARE RE0P1F WHO
: BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)—
KNOW HOW TO LIVE,
? Australian Rod Laver bested island passenger vessel sank influence for personal monetary tertain during the afternoon, first seven months of 1971 at
X
and later a Pegasus concert will 2,050,000 —down
Plus Second Feature
even the filth and sweat couldn't
countryman Ken Rosewall 6-4, today in stormy seas 420 miles gain.
about 2 per
be
presented.
south
Host
of
society
Manila
,
for
the
the
Philippine
rent from the same period last
: 6-4, 7-6 Sunday in the men's
stop their primitive cravings!
A thought for today: Ameri- event is the Flatwoods Poetry year.
: finals of the $50,000, Redwood Navy reported.
Society.
Bank International tennis tour- A Philippine tanker at the can poet James Whitcomb
*
nament. Marcie Louie of San scene reported it had rescued Riley said, "When over the fair
Now You Know
Law-abiding maroit,
; Francisco won the women's at least six persons. The fame of friend or foe the By United Press International
\FA; wills (I 1'1
\I-r.
; crown with a 7-5, 6-3 victory owners of the vessel, M.V. shadow of disgrace shall fall, Jack Benny, the comedian titan (R) per cciit of
rTacloban,
said
the
•
ship
'ma
instead
Barbara
Downs of Alamo,
of words of blarrfe, or who often puts his age at 39, .Linsf•ii•nllotis, law-abiding i iii
over
jrt
nifest showed 20 passengers proof of thus and so, let
* Nitely at 7:45 plus 2:15 Sat.
• CagaN,ff,r
Calif
•
was born Benjamin Kubelsky in /111S, repOrIS ihr
)11'.11111er,
*
and 47 crewmen aboard.
something good be said."
Waukegan, Ill., on Feb. 14, 1894. IIISUralWe Iti formation Bureau. **&*Sun.
* * ** * * * * * * * *'• NJERMISEINEEEINISM
By Helen Price'Stacy
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Miss Janey Kelso
Attends Kentucky
Food Conference

Mrs. J. B. Burkett!' • • •

Mrs. Jerry Pendergrass was
the honoree at a delightfully
Miss 'Janey Kelso, Route 7,
planned shower held at the home
Murray was a participant at the
of Mr. and Mrs. Hyland K.
Annual Kentucky Youthpower
Darnell recently.
Food Conference held Setpember
Games were directed by Mrs.
3-October 1-2 at the Colonel
Max Workman and the honoree
A reunion of the Black family Sanders Inn, Louisville.
opened her many lovely gifts.
The three-day conference was
Homemakers was held at a park near Clinton
Refreshments were served The Coldwater
attende
d
by
Septemb
teenagers
on
Club
Tuesday
er
met
28,
,
Sunday,
Septemb
er 19.
from the beautifully appointed
Those present were Mr. and representing 4-H Clubs, Future
table. Mrs. Gary Dick and Mrs. at one o'clock in the afternoon at
Farmers, Boy Scouts, Future
Hubert Bazzell presided at the the home of Mrs. Noble Fuqua. Mrs. James Black and children, Homema
kers, Distributive
Mrs.
Doores,
Newel
the
new
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harland
Black and
table.
president, presided. The scrip- children, Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Education Clubs and Area YouthThose present were Mrs.
ture reading and prayer was held Black and family, Mrs. Cletie power groups.
Charlotte Paschall, Mrs. Fannie
followed by the roll call and Black, Mr. and Mrs. Keys Black Janey, whose parents are Mr.
By Abigail Van Buren
Rogers, Mrs. Treva Penand Mrs. Glen Kelso represented
minutes by the secretary.
and
children,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
dergrass, Mrs. Faye Warren,
DEAR ABBY' I am a 28-year-old unmarried woman. I
Wayman Greer, Ganett Bazzell, FHA and was selected to attend
Mrs. Susie Wilson, Mrs. Darlene
am not a virgin, but I have never been promiscuous.
"Polluti
lesson
The
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Black and for having an outstanding
on
on"
WAS
Workman, Mrs. Clara Bazzell.
recently 'became acquainted with a very attractive eligible
son, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles leadership record and interest in
Mrs. Shirley Dick, Mrs. Oina presented by Mrs. Doores.
the food industry of Kentucky.
man, and was thrilled when he asked me out. This man had
particip
Those
ating
Rushing.
the
in
Darnell, Miss Treva Peay, Mrs.
She is a student at Calloway
"class." He was good-looking, charming, well-mannered,
"What
on
Pearl Pendergrass, Mrs. Georgia discussion
County High School.
intelligent and financially secure.
Homemakers Might Do To
Nell Jordan, Mrs. Judith Ann
Sponsored by the food inOn our very first date he said, "I don't like ti play
Reduce
Pollutio
Water
were
n"
Fuqua, Mrs. Lanita Russell, Mrs.
games. If we like each other, I'll expect you to play house
dustries of Kentucky, with Farm
Mrs.
Bazzell,
Homer
Mrs.
Edgar
Betty Burton, Mrs. Mollie
with me, so don't waste a lot of time with that hard-to-get
Bureau and state agencies
Smith, Mrs. C. W. Butler, Mrs. Mrs. Hattie Watson
was the coopera
Cochran, Mrs. Mavis Crouse,
routine."
ting, the conference
Artice
Fuqua,
Smith,
Mrs.
Udell
honoree
at a dinner held in
Mrs. Lila McCuiston, Mrs. Hilda
I told him I thought he was crude. He said he was just
objectives are to dramatize
celebration of her birthday at her
Crouch, Mrs. Linda Workman and Mrs. Jerry Bazzell.
being "honest" and I should appreciate being told from the
statewide concern about teenage
demonstration
A
on
home
on
Sunday,
Septemb
and son, Gregory, Mrs. Velma
er 19. eating
start what he expected.
habits and the cultural,
Wisehart, Mrs. Nell Smith, Mrs. "Preserving Fresh Flowers With Enjoying the hospitality were social
I told him I thought he was "too honest" for me. Needand
economi
TIMMY COLES, left, is pictured with his
c
Cerarne
values
of
x"
was
given
by
the
Mrs. Maggie'Glass, Mr. and Mrs.
Larue Sledd,
sister, Sherrie Coles,
less to say I never heard from him again.
Mrs. Laverne
food;
to
develop
and older brother, Andy Coles, with
cooperat
ion
Lamb, Miss Sharon Darnell, Miss hostess instead of having the Vernon Stairs, and children, Mr. between
pumpkins he grew in his 4-H
I think I could have really cared for this man if
youth groups; to inhe
project with the Hazel Club. They are the
and Mrs.Ernest Edmondson and
s.
Karen Darnell, Miss Dawn Sledd recresit'hadn't been so blunt. Was I wrong to have sent him
children of Mr. and Mrs.
crease
on his
underst
anding
The
Gerald Coles.
of
next
the
meeting
will
be
held
children, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
way?
the honoree, and the hostess.
HAVE MY PRIDE
at
on Tuesilay, October ta ,
,02n and son, Mrs. Algie farm-to-table story; to improve
DEAR HAVE:
p.m. in the home of Mrs. I4ewel Taberi, Miss Debate Tucker,and teenage nutrition; and to
n t be surprised if you bear
acouaint teenagers with a better
from him again. No man
Doores.
'class" likes a pushover.
Miss Carlene Lamb.
understanding of food careers.
Delegates are charged with the
DEAR ABBY: Here's my story: I was a young divorcee
Thursday, October 7
at the home of Mrs.
responsibility to tell the "food
Wesley
with three children, ages 4, 6 and 7. I married
The Town and Country Waldrop at 130
a widower
p.m.
story" in their home comwith two children, then 7 and 8 years old.
Homemakers Club will meet at
munities,
through
Now, seven years later, my husband tells
radio,
the home of Mrs. Billie Price, The Suburban Homemakers
me he has
television, newspaper articles
drawn up his will, leaving everything to me
1100 Doran Road, at 7:30 p.m. Club will meet at the home of
and HIS chiland by speaking to civic clulis,
dren. When I asked him what would happeto MY children
Mrs.0. J. Jennings at seven p.m.
school assemblies, PTA's, youth
if I were to die first, he replied, "I've done
The Gamma Omicron Chapter Mrs. Lenith Rogers
enough for
will be
groups and Farm Bureaus.
YOUR children already."
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at co-hostess.
Miss Kelso will be available to
Abby, I feel that I have done enough for HIS
7:30 p.m.
children
already, too. I have also done enough for him
tell the food story to your group
because when
The Garden Department of the The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
I
married
upon request. Send your program
him he had nothing and now he has a big busiMurray Woman's Club will meet he First United Methodist
ness.
request direct to Janey Kelso at
at 1:30 p.m. Hostesses will be Church WSCS will meet at the
My ex-husband has never contributed anything
her home address.
to the
Mesdames R.L. Bowden, Gene church at seven p.m.
support of my children, and he never will.
Brandon, James Byrn, L.E.
This has been bothering me to the point of
where I am
The executive board of the
McSwain, and Melvin Cayce.
afraid to travel for fear something will
happen to me, and
DONNA SMITH of the Aimo 4Quota Club will meet at the
my children will be left unprovided for.
H Club is pictured with the
Friday, October 8
Southside Restaurant at 5:301
I would sure like help on this matter,
but I can't go
largest pumpkin grown in her 4-H
The
North
Murray p.m.
to any lawyer in this town as my husband
is very wellproject for the year. She is the Homemakers Club will meet
at
known. I don't want to embarrass him, and I
The Theta Department of the
don't want the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald the home of Mrs. John Workman
whole town to know my business.
,
PLAIN WORRIED
Smith.
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
1508 Parklane Drive, at 1:30 p.m. Murray Woman's Club will have
Mrs. Kyoko Cooper, wife of Murray Fire Chief Jackie Cooper, is
DEAR WORRIED: You need to be advised
of Beta Sigma Phi sorority
an open meeting at the club house
of your
doing her library practice work in the Calloway County Public
children's rights, If indeed they have any.
recently started the club year
The 4-H Pumpkins Show and at 7:30 p.m. with Waillard Ails library.
And if they don't,
She is a senior at Murray State University majoring in
you'd better find out now. Go to a lawyer
with a potluck supper at the
Sale will be held in the Central as guest speaker on "Drug In- Library
and tell him your
Science The Coopers have one daughter. Jeanette, In the
problem. Lawyers respect confidences, so
formation for Adults". Hostesses
assembly room at the Murray
Shopping Center.
don't worry about
fifth
grade
and
one
son,
Shawn,
age
three.
"embarr
wil be Mesdames Charles Hale,
assing" your husband or being talked about.
Branch of the Hopkinsville
Arlie Scott, Ben Trevathan, and
Federal Savings and Loan
Saturday, October 9
DEAR ABBY: I am an 18-year-old girl
Association on Main Street.
Turkey and Merchandise Shoot John Mikulcik.
with a problem I
hope you won't think is too minor to bother
Twelve
sorority
Mrs. Clarence Culver Opened will be held at
girls
and
their
The
Sigma Department of the
with. I'm fairly
the Faxan School
good-looking, have lots of friends, and don't
her home for the September from nine
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Shulti families were present including
have any troua.m. to five p.m. Murray Woman's Club will meet
ble
attractin
g
a
guy's
meeting of the Wadesboro Lunch
attention
and getting him to like me
of 307 North Fifth Street, Murray twenty-nine persons. Only four
will be served in the at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
My
problem
is
that
as soon as I get a guy to really like me,
Homemakers Club.
are the parents of a baby girl. sorority girls were absent.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
lunchroom.
I don't want him anymore By that time
The meeting was opended by
he's already asked
Tracy DeAnn, weighing six
Those present were Brenda anc
James Boone, John Nanny, The Nellie
me to go steady, and I've said okay because
Outland Sunday
the president, Mrs. David
I just hate to
A Turkey Shoot will be held at Richard Orr, Bobby Nix School Class of the Cherry Corner pounds ten ounces, born or Scott Nix; Beverly Herndon;
hurt his feelings. But I end up hurting his
Palmer. Mrs. Max Hurt led the the Lynn
feelings anyway
Grove School, spon- Crawford, Leonard Whitmer, and Baptist Church held its regular Friday, October 1, at 11:34 p.m Frances Armstrong; Rita
because
I
have
to
break
up with him
devotion on the them, aGoci sored by
Farris; Linda and Doug
the Lynn Grove PTA, Virgil Harris.
If I do go after a guy and don't get him,
monthly meeting on Friday, at the Murray-Calloway Count)
Given Goodness".
it just kills me
Srnotherrnan ; Paula and Tiffany
Hospital.
starting at ten a.m.
to see him with another girl, even tho
October 1, at seven o'clock in the
Tuesday, October 12
I know if I did get
Thirteen members answered
Duncan; Larry, Sue, Lisa and
They
have
two
other
girls,
him I'd end up hating him, too.
evening at the Southside
The
New
the roll call by naming a state
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 F. &
Providence
Connie Lynn, age nine, and Tammy Overby; John Paul and
What is the matter with me?
NEVER SATISFIED
park and telling something about A.M. will have a call meeting at Homemakers Club will meet at Restaurant.
Patricia
Nesbitt; Kenny, Sylvia,
Karen Lee, age eight. The family
Mrs.
Ema
Jean
Thurma
the
n
home
of
it.
Mrs. Larry Curd at
DEAR NEVER: Face it. Wu enjoy
the lodge at 6:30 p.m. to examine
is employed at the Murray Steve, and Terry Thomas;
the chase more
presided at the meeting in the
than the prize. Some people never
The club voted to donate $20 for a class of candidates and to one p.m.
Division of the Tappan Company. Wallis, Jerrie, Perry Paul, and
outgrow it, but I hope
you
do,
the filling of the ditty bags to be confer the master mason degree. The Paris Road Homemakers absence of the president. Mrs.
because
William
there
Parkin,
is little happiness for those who want
and Willard
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Cassell Garrison, due to a death
only the unattainable.
sent to the soldiers in Vietnarr
I. D. Shultz of Farmington Route Mark, and Martha Ails.
Club will meet at the home of in her family.
through the Red Cross chapter. A
The Gamma Omicron Chapter Mrs. John Roach at 1:30 p.m.
One and Mr. and Mrs. W. 0.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "THE FRUSTR
The class voted to bring linens
ATED WIFE OF
group from the alub had mel of the Tau Phi Lambda sorority
Spencer. 205 Woodlawn, Murray.
MR. FIVE BY FIVE": From your
for the new kitchen at the church
letter, I would say that
previously to make the bags.
will have a wiener roast at the
Great grandparents are Mrs.
The Westside Homemakers at the
you
have
done everything a loving wife can
next meeting to be held
possibly do.
Kenlake pavilion at 6:30 p.m.
Della Swift, 702 Riley Court,
Club will meet at the home of Friday.
And don't worry about his ruining
the furniture. You'll be
November 5, at seven
Mrs. Virgie Clark
gave the
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Mrs. Jerry Don Butler at 12:30 p.m.
able
to
buy
new
furniture
from the money you'll collect
Mrs. Lawrence Farmer of
at the home of Mrs. Perry
craft lesson. She explained the
Styers of Detroit, Mich.
from his life insurance.
p.m.
Hendon, Sha-Wa Circle, Murray.
Murray has been dismissed from
preserving of fresh flowers by The fall festival will be held at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Refreshments were served.
What's your problem? You'll feel better
painting with a special paint and the Hazel Elementary School.
The Progressive Homemakers
if yam get it off
with the Hazel Parent Teacher
Present
Mr.
were
Mesdame
and
Mrs.
Doris
Helson,
s
Gary
806
your chest. %rite to ABBY. Boa 0700,
then glazing if desired.
Club will meet at the home of
las Asgeles, Cal.
Club as sponsor. The doors will
Jefferso
Watson
Gibson,
1103
n
of
College
Gibson,
Mae
Courts,
Ruby
Murray,
an1000. For a personal reply enclose
An interesting and informative
Mrs. John White, 1500 Johnson, at
stamped, addressed
open at six p.m.
Forrest, Betty Wells, Eunice nounce the birth of a baby girl, Poplar Street, Murray, was
envelope.
lesson on "Pollution" was given
seven p.m.
Outland, Erna Jean Thurman, Heather, weighing seven pounds recently dismissed from the
by Mr,. Cletus Young and Mrs.
The Captain Wendell Oury
Velma Hendon, Etna Rickman, Paz ounces, born on Thursday, Henry County General Hospital,
Lowell Palmer.
For thby's new booklet. -What
The Murray Branch of the Frances
Chapter of the Daughters of the
Teen-Agers Want to
Jones,
Rubene September 30, at 5:27 p.m. at the Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Ernest Futfell conducted
Knew." send II to Abby. Boz 0700. las
American Revolution will meet AAUW will meet at the home of Roberts,and Jerrie Lovins
Angeles, Cal. 000.
Murray -Calloway County
agameafor the group and delicious
Mrs. Frances Matarazzo, 1602
at
the
Calloway
Public
Leonard
Library
Outland
Hazel
at
of
has
Hospital.
refreshments were served by the
?leven a.m. with Mrs. Lucille Keenland Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
They have one son, Brian, age been a patient at Lourdes
hostess, Mrs. Culver.
Store Those Eccs
Ginger, first district chairman
3ka. The father is a sociology Hospital, Paducah.
The best way to keep fa";
Groups of the First Baptist
from Henderson as speaker. The
student at Murray State
If oti need vitamin 1'—
from deteriorating is to a
Budget Lomb
group will go later to the Colonial Church WMS will meet as them
University and employed part- Mr and Mrs. James Nix left
dint overlook cabbage. I
temperatar , s
in
cool
Ground lamb generally is House Smorgasbord for lunch. follows: I with Mrs. Noel Melugin
time at Jim Adams IGA Store. Monday for their home in Enid.
is a more stable source
around 50 to 55 degrees F.
McKinley Arnett was honoree
made from neck, breast,
at 9:30 a.m., II with Mrs. Edgar Do not keep eggs in a hot car
than most leafy vegetables with a dinner in celebrat
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Oklahoma, after a visit with his
shanks, and flank, although
ion of his
Morris at ten am, and III with or away from refrigeration
it should not be alloaed tc 70th birthday
C. V. Helson and Mr. and Mrs. brother, Rue Nix and Mrs. Nix,
boneless lamb from any cut
on September 9, but
Sunday, October 10
Poguel
because
brother,
for
Mr.
Fred
long
her
periods
Mrs.
and
dry
Store
properly,
out
Luther
Downs, just off
Robert Mattingly; all of Owencan he used One pound of
the event was held on the Labor
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson Hazel
quality is lowered and h
a here humidity is high.
and Mrs. Pogue.
Highway, at 2:30 p.m.
ground lamb yields approasboro.
Day holiday.
will
have
rial
spoilage
an
open
from
excv,,I,e
house
from
two
anately three and one-half
A bountiful dinner was spread
sweating on the egg into live p.m. at their home on Morning
servings.' Because ground
Important
Mrs. Rue Nix suffered a broken
Circles of the First creases.
on the dining room table.
Murray
lamb is highly perishable,
Route
Four
Septemb
in United Methodist Church will
Saturday
25,
er
ankle
,
on
Alwavc follow the 111,41111 Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
store only one to two days celebration of their golden
What is "wilted spin
fact iirer's directions alien
meet at 9:30 a.m, as follows:
at her home.She will have her leg
Do not attempt to op,
in the refrigerator and two
wedding anniversary. All friends Alice Waters with
aelt"'" Made the same as James Burkeen and son, Mrs.
painting
,
reminds
weeks.
the
six
Na
cast,
for
a
in
microwa
ve
Mrs.
oven with th. -or
Willard
to thaee months in a free7.- and relatives
Bazzell,
Ilona' Paint. Varnish and
old-fashioned
are invited to at- Alford at Panorama
wilted
let- Ophelia
the
et- at n degrees Fahrenheit
Shores, and open. Likewi4e, tin not
Lacquer Associatioti The
John Steve Goodman, Mr. ana
tuce,
tend.
the
%allied
spinach
Mary Leona Frost and Mr. A. J. nnerowave feature if th.
'Shoe Focus
finish will be the best posdish adds color and zest) Mrs. J. C. Goodman, Miss
Kipp, 1001 Payne Street. Bessie is damaged
that i. ha- tar
Monday, Odober 11
sible and you will be
Iii renaae decals or stickers
Shoes tend to focus attenflavor to a meal. The hot Imogene Reed, Joyce Arnett,
or
gap
in
clo.ore
--n:
the
Tucker
a
spared the possible headhas postponed its meeting
The
Calloway
from ;Jas.-, use %iiicair ,ind hot
County
tion on the ankle, rather
vinegar dressing n made of Sam Arnett, Mrs. David Orr and
!,ed
broken hinge, .
ache and added expense of
1.ent
Generalogical Society will meet until October 18.
than the toe. This is done via
water.
flour.
sugar. salt and bacon family, and Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
a paint failure.
door.
straps, sandals, and lacings.
drippings, and a ater
Arnett.

Mrs. Noble Fuqua
Hostess For Meet
Of Coldwater Club

Reunion Of Black
Family Is Held

No man with class
likes a pushover

Birthday Dinner Is
Held, Mrs. Watson

Potluck Supper Is
Held By Gamma
Gamma Chapter

Culver Home Scene
Of Regular Meet
Of Wadesboro Club

Protect vitamins

Spinach salad

111111111Vil

as-

oukiret
vings!

gew

3-DAY SALE * Thursday -Friday -Saturday
at The Happy Yellow Store
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College Forecast

At Least One Top Ten Team
To Lose Its Perfect Record

THURSDAY-OCTOBER 7 1971

UK Cagers To Start Practice
Oct 14; Rupp Has Thin Squad

p omore defensive back gional and honorable fliention
By Herb Sparrow
By United Press International
10 -Vols having offensive
Darryl Bishop was out of school -state basketba
One for sure and maybe two
ll player at
but not enough to suirialdusities.
problems but there's nothing
LEXINGTON, (UPI(-When last year, but quietly became the
uisville Desales.
of the nation's Top 10 college
Oregon
State
30,
Californ
ia
•
wrong with that defense.
University
of
Kentucky first black basketball player in Linebacker Elmore Stephens
football teams will lose their
Alabama 35, Vanderbilt 7 - 'alai -Beavers feel they have
Basketba
ll
coach
Adolph
Rupp Kentucky history the year before was also on the freshman team
perfect records this week,
as
good
a
chance
as
any
to
win
Crimson Tide continues to roll.
starts
practice
Oct.
14th,
will when he started for coach Joe briefly last season, but decided to
he
according
to the
forecast
Notre Dame 20, Miami 10 - Pac-8.
have
one
of
thinnest
the
squads in Hall's freshmen. Bishop was an concentrate on football. Stephens
compiled
Southern California 24, Oreby
UPI's seven Miami keeps
All-American basketball player was
improving but not
his
years
41
UK.
at
regional experts.
an all-state basketball and
gon
-Trojan
21
s
rebound
from
that much.
With the departure of 7-foot-2 at Louisville Seneca High School. football player at Thomas JefTexas No. 31 is a one-point
humbling loss to Oklahoma.
Also: Auburn 28 over SouthOnly four freshmen were on ferson High School
sophomore Tom Payne for the
pick to edge Oklahoma Ktied
and was a
BALTIMORE ;UPI) -The
Platooning Outfield
ern Mississipi, Louisiana State Washington State 35, UCLA
basketball
scholarship last starter in
pros,
the
"Baron
Basketba
of
for seventh) in a game that
ll'
the annual Kentucky-Bruins
21
Baltimo
come
alive
re
but
fall
Orioles, defending Pirate Manager Danny Mur21 over Florida, Kentucky 7
football
season,
so
ers Frank Indiana All-star series.
puts a black mark on at least
short.
world baseball champions, al- taugh has been platooning third will have only 11 varsity players
over Ohio U., Florida State 19
reporting for practice, including Lemaster and Steve Green Sophomore end Bill Bauer
one of the leaders whether it's
Also:
San
ready
Jose
have
State
over
4
met
the
Pittsbur
basema
gh
n Pagan and Gene
over Mississippi State, Duke 14
helped Hall fill out his roster, and made
five sophomores.
a defeat or a tie.
the all-regional basketball
over Clemson, Syracuse 10 over Long Beach, San Diego State 29 Pirates, their challengers in ths Clines, a centerfielder, with
both ended up starting. Lemaster team while
Rupp
could
look
across
In the Far West, unranked
the
over
Pacific,
at Seneca and, with
Santa Barbara 14 upcoming world series, in a Hebner and Al Opiver.
Maryland, Wake Forest 12 over
street to Stoll Field for help if had an older brother, Jim, who Bishop, was on Seneca's 1968
Stanford is picked by 14 over
over
San
Fernand
baseball
o
Valley,
game
this
year.
Weaver,
non-committal, said:
North Carolina State, South
things become too deperate. lettered in basketball at Ken- state tournament runner-ups.
No. 9 Washington but all others Carolina
Hawaii 20 over Los Angeles
The
Orioles
played
the "With four 20-game winners,
13 over Virginia, West
Thirty of coach John Ray's tucky, while Green was an all- Tight end Ray Barge, the
in the Top 10 rate an edge of
State.
Pirates March 23, in an we can go a lot of ways."
Virginia 6 over William and
football
ers lettered in basketball
from three to 29 points.
team's leading receiver until he
The Rockies
exhibition game in Bradenton, The Pirates' pitching, by
Mary, The Citadel 17 over VMI.
in high school and a few have
By Tracy Ftingolsby, Jr.
was injured against Auburn, was
The East
Fla.
contrast, may be depleted by
The Southwest
already given the roundball sport
By FRED MCMANE
UPI Cheyenne
an all-city basketball player in
The Pirates won, 7-4.
nagging injuries to starters
By Mike Rabun
Arizona State 42, Colorado
UPI New York
Ulna, Ohio, which has produced
But the Orioles looked so Nelson Briles and Dock Ellis. a whirl at Kentucky.
UPI Dallas
State
Penn State 21, Army 15 3
Kentucky players Jim Andrews
-Fastmoving
good
unde,
in the rest of their 26 However, the Pirates appear
Texas 24, Oklahoma 23 Oddsmakers are overrating Longhor
feated Sun Devils will burn exhibition games, their 158 to have a solid statistic
and Dan Perry.
ns are used to big-game
al edge
Nittany Lions by making them pressure
holes in CSU's defense.
Sophomore tackle Richard
regular
season
games
hitting.
in
and
During
their
the regular
and they'll need that
a 20-point favorite.
Force
Allen was all-league in
18, Southern three-game sweep
anof
the season, the Pirates led the
experience to win without Air
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) Pittsburgh 30, Navy 8 ti and Jeff Woodcock was ar
injured quarterback Eddie Phil- Methodist 14 -Falcons will be Oakland A's in the playoffs, Birds in all team batting
With the New York Mets all-Nashville guard.
"Don't Tread On Me" has
steaming after narrow loss to that they are solid favorites to categories except Home
lips.
Runs.
showing
become a plea for mercy for
the way, the National
Penn
State
Sophomore end Ron Steele
and
Mustang
beat
s
the
won't
Pirates
, almost as Baltimore hit four more, 158The Murray High Tigers will
Arkansas 42, Baylor 6 -A
League set another attendance earned four basketball letters
the Middies.
easily as they crushed the 154.
at
try to even their record at three
breather for the Razorbacks in have enough horses.
record in 1971 as 17,324,857 fans Louisville St. Xavier and played
Boston College 23, Villanova
Higher Averages
wins and three losses as they host
preparation for Texas next Texas El Paso 21, Utah 17 - Cincinnati Reds last year.
turned out for its games,
17 -Eagles have begun to get week.
Miners to bounce back from
in the 1969 state tournament,
Light Workout
But the Pirates had a higher the Trigg County Wildcats Friday
That beat last year's record while defensive tackle Tony
it all together in recent weeks.
Texas Tech 13, Texas A&M 0 two league defeats against Not resting on past victories, team average, .274-.261, more night.
by 662,659 and represented a Moffett was an all-district and
Cornell 24, Princeton 15 -Too
the Orioles scheduled a light hits, 1,555-1,382; more runs, 788This past weekend, Murray
-Red Raiders survive this one winless Redskins.
2,229,911 hike over the 1969 all-regional selection at Oldham
much Marinaro sauce for the
Also:
Arizona
4
workout
over
Wyomtoday
in
742,
preparation
and more runs batted in, traveled to Bowling Green and
between two clubs that have
total, when the league expanded County.
Tigers.
ing, Utah State 10 over for-The series openers Saturday. 744-702.
not lived up to expectations.
was defeated 26-8.
to its present 12 teams.
Also: Dartmouth 20 over
Brigham
Young, New Mexico 21
Then there is linebacker Ken
Earl Weaver, Baltimore man- The Pirates had 15 more "We did not play nearly as
Louisville 17, Memphis State
well In figures released
Pennsylvania, Columbia 8 over
over
New
Wednes- King, who played basketball at
Mexico
State.
ager,
pondere
doubles
d
which
223-208,
of his 207 -Defending Missouri Valley
and more than as I had hoped we would," said
day by National League Pres- DeSales arid had an older brother
Hou-vard, Yale 12 over Brown,
game winners will start the twice as many triples, 61-25.
champs get back in this year's
Coach Ty Holland. "We had five
Colgate 13 over Holy Cross,
series. He has four, only one
The Orioles will have a passes intercepted and a punt ident Charles S. (Chub) Feeney, named Jerry who was an Allrace.
The 60 games that "Bear" less than the entire
the Mets topped everyone by Missouri Valley Conference
Etucknell 12 over Davidson,
National strong home field advantage. blocked. You really can't expect
Also:' Texas Christian 4 over
Bryant won as Kentucky football League and
Rutgers 6 over Lehigh.
four more than The _Pirates, played more than to win when that happens. We attracting 2,266,680 fans while forward at the University of
Oklahoma State, Tulsa 9 over
coach in 1946-53 are the most by Pittsburgh,
The Midwest
half their games this year on did have several individuals who the Los Angeles Dodgers drew Louisville.
Virginia Teal, West Texas
any one coach at the institution.
2,064,594. That was the eighth
Ed Sainsbury
likely
to
select
artificial
turf, at Three Rivers played a good ballgame.
one
of
State 12 over Texas-Arlington,
Bryant's over-all record at UK the two right
time
the Dodgers had topped 2 AAU VOTES SEA1TLE
UPI Chicago
handers, Jim Stadium and several other "I was particularly pleased
Drake 6 over Northern Iowa,
LAKE PLACID, N. Y. (UPI)
was 60-23-5, for a .710 percentage. Palmer or Pat
Michigan 20, Michigan State
million
in 14 years on the coast.
Dobson.
National League parks.
with Chris Clopton, Adam
Akron 13,over North Texas His
-The
Amateur Athletic Union
nearest competitor in games
18 -Spartans fall short in allEleven
of the 12 N.L. teams
Dobson, a National Leaguer
The natural grass at Memor- Lanning,and Mike Ryan for their
State.
voted Wednesday to hold the
won was Blanton Collier, who last year, said: "The
out effort.
topped
the
one
million
mark,
Pirates ial Stadium here is not only fine defensive showings," conTe Far West
won 41 games in 1954-61 and had are better against
Northwestern 24, Iowa 6`another record, while the only 1972 men's track and field
a lefty softer, but far less regular than cluded Holland.
By Joe Sargis
an over-all mark of 41-36-3 for a because Jose Pagan's
FiVe stxaight for Hawkeyes,
team
to fall under that figure championships at the Universia better the artificial turf, because two Trigg County won their game
UPI San Francisco
percentage of .531. Charlie hitter than Rich Hebner.
was
loses that is.
San
Diego, which attracted ty of Washington next June.
ANl football games were played last week, defeating North
Seattle beat out San Francisco
530,000.
Wisconsin 20, Indiana 7 - Stanford 28, Washington 14 - Bradshaw (1962-68) had a-25-41-4 they pick up with a switch
in there in the ram.
Marshall 29-0. This was the fifth
in
the bidding.
Badgers get a pigeon to shoot Stanford's defense gives a little record for .554.
Behind
the Mets and Dodgers
the outfield."
Boog Powell's ailing right win of the season for the Wildcats
down.
in
order
were
Chicago
Coach E. R. Sweetland exwrist, the only injury of against only one setback.
(1,653,007 ), St. Louis (1,604,671), perirnented with a new formati
Purdue
34,
Minnes NI. Roundup
consequence to Baltimore, will
Last season when theztwo
on
ta
20
not keep him from starting teams met at Cadiz the Tigers Philadelphia (1,511,223), Pit- at the start of the University of
Boilermaker offense in high
Saturday. The wrist hurt badly dropped a 16-14 decision to the tsburgh (1,501,132), Cincinnati Kentucky's 1910 season, placirt
gear.
(1,501,122), Montreal (1,290,963), all four backfield
Monday, but
men side by
Powell
still Wildcats.
Ohio State 55, Illinois 7 -Or
Houston 1 1,261,589), San Fran- side instead of in the
managed two homers in the
Gametime in Holland Stadium
conventional
maybe 65 for
cisco ( 1,106,043) and Atlanta pattern with the
merciless
Orioles 5-1 win over Oakland. for Friday's game is 8 p.m.
quarterback
(1,006,320).
Buckeyes.
directly behind center.
Also: Northern Illinois 19
over Marshall, Kent State 6
By IRA NILLER
lected Ellis -if he
tiealthy - questionable strategy, Al Oliver
over Western Michigan, Toledo
UPI Sports Writer
3 over Bowling Green, Cincin- PITTSBURGH 1UPI) -The to pitch the series opener slammed a three-run homer.
Kison, who was 10-1 at
niti 20 over Xavier, Arkansas Pittsburgh Pirates, believin Saturday at Baltimore.
g
State 10 over Southern Illinois. their pitching staff vindicated, It was one of the less- Charleston, W. Va., in the
heralded
members of the International League when the
headed for the World Series
The Midlands
Pirates' pitching staff who did Pirates recalled him
July 3,
By Charlie Smith
today worried more about an
in San Francisco.
retired 10 men in a row
UPI Kansas City
elbow and a thigh than about
Bruce Kison, a fuzzy-cheeked between the fourth and seventh
Nebraska 38, Missouri 0 - the Baltimore Orioles.
21-year-old righthander with innings. Murtaugh yanked
him
Score depends on what sort of
"We don't care if Paul
only a half-season in the with two out in
the seventh
mood coach Bob Devaney is in. Bunyon is pitching," said Willie
majors, picked up the biggest when Willie McCove
y singled
Kansas State 21, Kansas 10 - Stargell. -We're going to beat
win of his career when he shut and Bobby
Bonds walked.
Annual grudge battle can go
out the giants on two hits in
Dave Giusti then came in,
either way but Kansas State
The elbow belongs to 19-game four
and two-thirds innings of struck out Dick Dietz
to end the
probably has too much muscle. winner Dock Ellis and the thigh
clutch relief.
inning and set the Giants down
Colorado 49, Iowa State 20 - to Nelson Briles, but despite the
510 5-Door Wagon
"I knew I had to do the job," in the eighth apd
ninth innings
Cyclones' unbeaten bubble will injuries the Pirates are conKison said. "It was either today without a hitAo
record his third
burst; Buffs have too many fident they will not suffer the
or never and I knew there was successive playoff save.
weapons.
same fate that Cincinnati's
no reason to save it."
The Giants scored their final'
crippled pitching staff met in
The South
When Kison, came in the fourtuns in the second
on Chris
last year's World Series.
By David M. Moffit
score was tied 5-5 only because
ier's homer, singles by Ken
UPI Atlanta
"My arm feels better," said Richie
Hebner hit a three
Henderson and Tito Fuentes
Georgia 21, Mississippi 14 - Flliq, Pittsburgh's top winner,
hornet In the bottom of/the and a three-ru
n homer by
Bulldogs running game may who created a storm when he
second inning after Steyr' Blass, McCovey.
not
be
as fearsome
as labeled club officials "cheap- the struggling
Pittabhrgh star- In the bottom of the second.
Alabama's but it's still too skates" because of travel
ter,
was
lifted
fry
a pitch hitter. Hebner homered after singles
much for Ole Miss.
policies.
The game rernained tied until by Manny Sanguillen
and Bill
North Carolina 24, Tale 13 - Only moments after the
the bottom of the sixth when Mazeroski, pinch-hi
tting for
It's been a long time since the Pirates beat the San Francisco
Roberto Clemente singled home Blass.
unbeaten Tar Heels looked so Giants 9-5 Wednesday to win
the tie-breaking run and, after
The Pirates were scheduled
strong.
the National League pennant, the
slumping Stargell was to fly to Baltimore today
Tennessee 21, Georgia Tech Manager Danny Murtaugh seand
intentionally passed in a bit of work out Friday
at Memorial
Stadium.

Orioles Are Solid
Favorites To Down
The Pirates Today

Tigers Meet
Trigg County

National League
Sets Attendance
Record For 1971

Pirates Are Confident
About Pitching Staff

Two reasonscompetitors
take Datsun so seriously:

By Popular Request ..

Erickson To
Have Surgery

Invites You To Dance
Paducah,

-Music Smooth As GlassB.

t

I

DON GLASSER
And His Orchestra
With

LOIS COSTELLO
Vocalist

TONIGHT Thru SATURDAY

Free To Our Dinner Guests

-Special For Our Out-Of-Town GuestsHave dinner then dance to -music smooth as glass
After the dance
spend a restful night at beautiful Ramada Inn and o continental breakfast
the next morning. All for only $26.50 couple.
For complete weekend reservations, call 502-444-7111 and ask for Special
Weekend Package,

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (UPI Forward-guard Keith Erickson
of the Los Angeles Lakers will
undergo surgery Thursday Oct.
14 for removal of a cyst from
the tendon of his right knee, the
National Basketball Association
club announced Wednesday
night.
A spokesman for the Lakers
said Erickson, 27, will be lost
from four to six
weeks
following the operation.
A six-year pro who averaged
11.3 points per game last
season, he will enter C,entinnella Valley Community Hospital
next Wednesday, Oct. 13.
Erickson was bothered by
tendonitis last season.
ROARKE NAMED
MILWAUKEE (UPI) -Mike
Roarke, a Detroit Tiger catcher
from 1961 to 1964, has been
named manager of the Milwaukee Brewers' Class AA club
next season. The Brewers have
no double AA affiliation at the
moment, but have applied for a
franchise and _expect to learn
soon where it is located.

11E.iE.11.1E.E.
T.E.E. H.E.E. are tke magic ingredients of every Datsun-ingredients
not
to be taken lightly. T.E.E. H.E.E.
stand
for Technical Engineering
Excellence.
And Highly Extravagant Extras,
Our 5-Door Wagon is brimming
over with T.E.E. and stuffed to
the
tappets with H.E.E. T.E.E. refers
to a
car body welded into a single
steel
unit. No rattle. Longer wear. It's
standard equipment, like safety front
disc
brakes, an overhead cam engine
and

a 4-speed stick. (Automatic is optiona
l.)
Now for the H.E.E. Our wagon
comes with reclining front buckets,
allvinyl upholstery, nylon carpets, fold
down rear seat (for six feet of flat
load
space), tinted glass and whitewallsall standard equipment.
See the Small Car Expert, your
Datsun dealer, for a free test drive.
The
performance it delivers is no laughi
ng
matter.
Drive a Datsun ... then decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

LASSITER-McKINNEY
DATSUN
604 So, 12th Street
Phone 753-71
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 8:00

14
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Sports Parade

Clemente Says Celebration
Following Win 'Foolishness'

KENTUCKY

Dennis Partee kicking
up a storm for Chargers

THURSDAY—OCTOBER 7, 1971

College Grid Roundup

Washington-Stanford Winner
May Have Ticket To Rose Bowl

By BILL MADDEN
ployed the arm of Heisman
and El Paso.
UPI Sports Writer
By RICK SMITH
most successful season.
By MILTON RICHMAN
Trophy
winner Jim Plunkett to
He
jawing away at each other over
went
Sonny Sixkiller-Don Bunce;
Copley News Service
to college at SouthHis good friend, Tom DempUPI Sports Writer
pull out a 29-22 win over the
ern Methodist and kicked two sey, focused
some inconsequential point ball- Orioles' pitching. He saki he
Washingt
on-Stanford;
subthe
attention on long
PITTSBURGH (UPI) —When players
Huskies in the fourth period.
IRVINE, Calif. — The drawl field goals in the last half
always sieze upon at knew Mike Cuellar and Pat
ject is roses.
a ballplayer is looking to get times
Dobson but not Dave McNally comes up from the flatlands of minute to win games Jerry kicking last year when he set a
Bunce
has proven to be a
like this.
That's the story Saturday
pro record of 63 yards, but a
away from the press there's no
west Texas and levels off in a LeV las had put In position to be new rule this season which will when the two giants of the worthy successor to Plunkett,
Roberto Clemente winced at or Jim Palmer.
better place than the trainer's Sanguillen
but Sixkiller is a year older and,
and Johnson's shrill- "Give the Baltimore pitching twang somewhere between San won with his running and
allow field goal attempts to be Pacific Eight Conference, led wiser and will
room.
have a partisan
catching. The Mustangs went
ness as the poor acoustics in staff to Pittsburgh and we'd Diego and El Paso.
returned has made the Partee by two of the nation's premiere crowd
Roberto Clemente chose it the room
clinch the pennant in July," he
behind him this time.
The foot comes straight down to the Cotton Bowl for the first
quarterbacks converge in Seatamplified the noise.
mold more desirable.
Wednesday right after PitThe Texas-Oklahoma meeting
said.
the middle and so does he. Den- time since Doak Walker.
Disappointed Man
—11-ie long ones will be of tle for what could prove to be a
He was an 11th-round draft
tsburgh powered its way to the
matches up the No. 3 and No. 7
"I'm disappointed in my "With your shoulder the way nis Partee embodies middle
one-way
value only at the end of the half
ticket to the Rose
t is, are you concerned about America as much as he does choice in 1968 and he and CleveNational League pennant with a self," said
teams in a traditional grudge
or end of the game," Partee Bowl.
Clemente, who drove
affair at neutral Dallas. The
going up against the Baltimore the soul of the San Diego land's Don Cockroft stand submitted,
come-from-behind 9-5 conquest of in three runs,
Washington (4-0) has disposed
"and it's such a
including the
Chargers' kicking game.
alone today as the only men on chance
San Francisco.
shot anyway. I figure of non league opponents Califor- Sooners, with quarterback Jack
winning one Wednesday, and pitching?" a newsman asked
Conceal the voice and he the 26 NFL teams who place- my value
complementing
Clemente wasn't trying to struck out
Clemente.
the
lies from 33-45 yards. nia at Santa Barbara, Purdue, Mildren
his other three times
could take his place as that kick and punt. .
duck the press so much as he at
If I make 70 per cent of those, TCU, and Illinois as Sixkiller running of Joe Wylie and Gret
bat.
He smiled. It was a very thin neighbor kid down the street in
Recently, against the new there won't be
was looking to divorce himself
any trouble." tossed eight touchdown passes Pruitt, have won this grudge
He made his statement in smile.
any community in the country. Orleans Saints, he kicked five
battle only once since 1958.
from all the boisterous shout- reply to a
Anything 32 yards and in is a and picked up 949 yards.
question about how
He's
"Don't worry about me," he
the paper boy who straight field goals and aver- gimme. "Beyond
In another game involving
ing, spilling and swigging of he felt getting
that,
you
Stanford,
ready to face said. "I'll manage somehow."
led
by
Bunce's
"notched" every delivery from aged 50.5 yards for six punts. start
Big Eight teams, Colorado ( tied
champagne which is the tradi- Baltimore in
thinking,"
he
said.
"Inseven TD .passes and 909 yards,
the World Series
the street, rang door bells, then
He was a defensive end his side that, you've got to make
with Oklahoma at No. 7) meets
tional follow-up to any pennant starting Saturday.
Always Makes It
lost its first game last week ( 9ran and hid and played "Kick first
them.
year
I'll
clinching ceremony.
in
tell
you,
college
you
but he benever 3 to Duke) but previously rolled Iowa in a battle of unbeatens.
That's the thing about Rober- the Can," threw water balloons
"I expected to come to the to Clemente
The Buffs have beaten more
Celebration: 'Foolishness'
. Injuries and and let the air out of automobile caine a specialist when a knee forget it if you don't.
over
Missouri, Army and
injury, which came while he
"I missed one from the 19
impressive opponents ( LSU,
"I don't go for that," said World Series at my best," he everything else, he always tires, got
caught filching candy
was punting, sidelined him as a against Miami three years Oregon. With Southern Califor- Ohio State among its 4-0
Clemente, who finished the said, "but right now I'm not does.
once and stood with his face to
ago," he said. "It was from the nia the only other team rated a record), but the Cyclones (3-0)
sophomore
capable
.
of
playing
ball
the
way Danny Murtaugh, the Pirates' the wall in the cloak
season with a bad right
shot at the Pacific Eight crown,
room
of
his
He
started
I
want to."
kicking when he left hashmark and I kicked it to
have not forgotten last year's
shoulder and a good .341 batting
manager, says:
fourth grade class.
was 12 and once made a 39-yard the left side. I still can see it." Sixkiller and Bunce may very humiliating 61-10
"What do
you
mean?" "He's the best baseball
defeat at
average. "To me it's lots of
He's the college boy who sold field
well
decide
things
even
this Colorado.
The punter-place-kicker is a
goal in high school.
foolishness. I'm very happy somebody asked him.
player I've ever seen, and I say hamburgers in the summer, "There
were three seconds left dying breed, he contended, early in the season.
Bad Shoulder
about winning, as happy as
put $50 down on his first car, a
that without qualification."
In other key college games
in the half," he remembered, simply because the two jobs
"I'm playing with a bad
anybody else here, but I'm a
'51 Ford, had his insurance "and
it gave us a 3-0 lead. We contradict each other. "On one this weekend, Texas is a sixDanny
Murtaugh
taking
is
in
shoulder,"
said
Clemente,
who
rates raised for a couple speed- ended
quiet fellow. I know that's hard
you're extending your leg com- point favorite over Oklahoma,
up losing, 38-3."
a lot of territory there. He's ing tickets, didn't
kiss a girl unto believe, but I am. I has a .320 lifetime batting
pletely,
while on the other, Michigan is rated 13. over
taking
in
Like
the
likes of Joe til his fifth date and mostly
any athlete worth his
remember when we won in 1960 average in 17 years with the
place-kicking, you're locking Michigan State, Penn State 20
chin
DiMaggio,
Ted
Williams,
strap,
Stan
he
can
Pirates
tell
and
you
unquestion
stood
the
at
ably
the
postgame sock hop.
I sayed outside with the fans,
the ankle. In practice you have over Army, Georgia 10 over
He may have been all of these down,distance, time, place and to get
then came in and took a ranks as their greatest super- Mostal, Willie Mays and Hank
the right balance. You Mississippi, Ohio State 22 over
clearance
on
Aaron
others
among
almost
every kick
and he may have been none,
shower, didn't say nothing and star since Honus Wagner.
can't do too much of either." Illinois, Colorado 17 over lows
he has made.
but
the
part
"You
was
see
how
made
for
I
Den-,
swing?
left."
Partee considers himself a State, Kansas
Even if he's taking in a little
But a few weeks ago in San
three
LOS ANGELFS ( UPI) —
over
Clemente leaned back on the They're pitching me on the too much territory, that gives nis Partee. The son of a sales Diego
better punter. "That seems to Kansas State, Southern Califor- Deacon
Stadium,
when
Jones, the All-Pro
he
consupervisor
for a Texas tread
outside, and that's the ball I
rubbing table.
come
natural to me. Place- nia 12 over Oregon and Air Force defensive er4
you some idea of the kind of company, he was
fronted his first field goal atwho has nevez
born
usually
in
hit,
but
I'm
not
Apart from Manny Sanguillen
tempt in almost 20 months, he kicking takes more concentra- 14 over SMU.
ballplayer Roberto Clemente is. Cameron and grew up in
missed a regular season game
Waco
and Bob Johnson there were no -twinging level. I don't try to hit
was as nervous as the first day tion," be said.
Top ranked Nebraska is a in 11 years with the Los
His range apparently . is 50 solid 21
other Pittsburgh players in the the ball out of the park because
he reported to camp in 1969.
points choice over Angeles Rams, was listed
I
can't.
I
tried
to
the
hit
yards
ball
in
the
latter. Apparently, Missouri while
room, and those two were
"I
was
so
nervous.
It
was
like
out
of
the
park the last time I
because he tried it once, in the 14 over Miami,Notre Dame is Wednesday as questionable for
engaged in a loud exchange
Tennessee 10 the San Francisco Forty Niners
I never kicked before. You're
1969 opener against Kansas over Georgia
over a certain pitch Johnson was up. I uppercut the ball and
Tech, ISU 20 over contest Sunday because of a
scared. It has been a long City, anti
struckout.
the
How
ball
many
hit
times
the
crossthrew in Tuesday's game.
Florida and North Carolina 10 foot injury.
time," he said.
bar and slipped over for three
Anybody who didn't know you see me strike out thr
over Tulane. The WashingtonA thigh injury sustained the
Jones picked up a sprained
points.
better would swear Sanguillen times?"
Stanford matchup is considered arch on his left foot last
second day of practice in 1970
Sunday
And
just
recently
in
Nobody
San
could
remember
the
and Johnson were arguing.
a toss-up.
precluded his field goal kicking Diego,
in the Chicago game. He has
he toed one from the
They
weren't. They
were last time Clemente had done
all season. Unhappy, he played same
"We
have
forgotten
Duke and been
hobbling
around
distance with the same
on
that.
out his option with the team, result.
all that disappointment," Stan- crutches all week at the
Ram
"I want to play Baltimore,"
became a free agent, then
As a punter, his maximum ford Coach John Ralston says. training camp and taking
said the 37-year-old rightfielder,
signed again.
cannot
be judged as easily, al- Right now we feel we'll be therapy on the foot—whirlpool
one of the two players left with
In practice this summer, he though his
averages for four playing the best team in the and ultrasonar treatments.
the Pirates who took part in
was impressive enough that seasons
have been 40.7, 44.6, Pacific Eight this Saturday in
Jones' backup man who
their last World Series 11 years
last year's place-kicker, Mike 43.3 and 43.9.
In four games this Seattle and that's all we're doesn't get much work normalago. "Everybody says BaltiMercor, was waived, and now summer it is
a powerful 46.5 for thinking about right now."
ly is Jack Youngblood, a 250more is the best ball club. If
Partee expects this to be his 25 kicks.
Last season, Stanford em- pound rookie from Florida
Oakland had won, to me it
MIAMI (UPI) —The Orange wouldn't be the same because
DONNA KIRKLAND AND CHRIS Witherspoon, employees of
Bowl's 1205,000 rug gets a Baltimore is the best club and the City
Park, are working on restoring the Douglas Gymnasium.
is
it
always
a
challenge
to
beat
thorough vacuuming and a
The gymnasium is expected to be in use by the park system by
the
best."
shampoo starting today hopefulJoan W. Galbreath, the November 1.
to prevent another sTIpping
and sliding exhibition such as Pirates' chairman of the board,
plagued the New York Jets and came into the room and shook
Clemente's hand.
the Miami Dolphins Sunday.
'Couldn't Be Greater'
Officials of the American
"He couldn't be greater,"
Biltrite, the makers of "polyturf" surveyed the artificial Galbreath said to those gathfield Wednesday and said ered around the veteran outfielpollution may have caused the der. "He never lets us down."
Clemente went on to talk
slippery film on the field.
By PALL CORCORAN
"I think much of this white about the Orioles' pitching. He
Copley News Service
film on the field might be a said he knew Mike Cuellar and
"I
don't
Pat
care
Dobson
where
they trade me — just as long as I can pitch
but not Dave
residue from planes flying
every fourth day."
overhead. Pollution is just a McNally or Jim Palmer.
The phrase should sound familiar. It probably has been quoted
"Give the Baltimore pitching
comrnon big city xoblem." Art
Spinney, manufacturer's staff to Pittsburgh and we'd 100,000 times from almost as many athletes. What makes the quote
representative, said Wednesday. clinch the pennant in July," he somewhat different, however, is that it comes from Denny McLain
of the Washington Senators, who is the only man to win 30 baseball
He said the shampoo was a said.
games
as a pitcher in more than 40 years.
"With
your
shoulder
the way it
new product American Biltrite
That's the thing about sports cliches: it is not so much what is
has tested successfully on fields is, are you concerned about said as
who says
going,up against the Baltimore
in other cities.
A wise man in the Old Testament said thousands years ago that
there is nothing new under the sun, and few have come along since
to dispute him — certainly no sportswriter.
Everything's easier in Florsheim
Take,for example, the remarks of San Diego Charger guard Walt
softness. Because Florsheim makes a
Sweeney,one of the finest offensive interior linemen in pro football,
shoe to get you wherever you're
when asked to comment on his team's chances in 1971.
heading in utmost comfort and in
-We have a lot more confidence this year," Sweeney said "We
enviable style. Come see.
know deep down inside we have the type of team that can contend
— if we keep our poise."
• Black Kid
It may be argued that the corner drugstore owner may be
presidential timber if "deep down inside" he has such a feeling,
and if he "keeps his poise."
• arown Kid
But no one really can challenge Sweeney for his phrasing —
hair loss? Even if baldness
Louisville, Ky. October 7 Mr
WOM(N S SHOf C011ICTION
unless one argues he might be overoptimistic.
seems to "run in the family,"
B. R Baker will be back in
The Chargers are given no better than a chance for third in the
Most Florshe,m styles $1995 to $2600
Murray, Ky. again Saturday, this is certainly no proof of the
cause of your hair loss
October 9 Now is the time to act
western division of the American Conference.
Many conditions can cause
on this great opportunity Every
Even Woody Hayes, a coach who speaks his mind, belabors
hair lOss. NO matter which one is
man and woman now loosing
cliches.
hair should take adtrantage of causing your hair loss, if you
wait until you are slick Bald and
-We are going to have to get a fast start," the Ohio State menthis FREE CONSULTATION
your hair roots are deacryou are
GUARANTEED
tor said on the eve of the 1971 season.
beyond help So, it you still have
You will be given a written
"This is an inexperienced squad, but mostly because of the earlYguarantee on a pro rated basis hair on top of your head, and
would like to stop hair .10ss and
from the beginning to the end
game — and the fact it is a conference game." To Hayes, a conNaturally we could not give grow more hair. .now is the time
ference game is as important as Communion is to a Catholic. It is a
You Such a guarantee if it didn't to do something about it before
form of helmeted religious ritual.
it's too late
work
CAN'T HELP
San Diego Padre coach Bob Skinner, in analyzing Clarence
FREE CONSULTATION
Male pattern baldness is the
Gaston's
hitting, expressed a truism that is unlikely to go down
take
Just
a
minutes
few
of your
cause of a great maiority of
among historic remarks.
cases of baldness and excessive time on Saturday, October 9.
"All he has to do is put the bat on the ball and not strike out,"
hair loss, for which no method is and go to the Holiday Inn in
effective Ebb Hair Specialists Murray, Ky between I p.m. and
observed Skinner.
cannot hefp those who are slick 8'30 p.m and ask the Desk Clerk
True. It is hard to be a good hitter unless you get the bat on the
bald after years of gradual hair for B.R. Baker's, room number.
There is no charge or
ball And striking out can be troublesome, especially if you have a
loss
But, if yoU are not already obligation.. all consultations are
.230 batting average.
Slick bald, how can you be sure private, you will not be em
Athletes get so accustomed to questions from reporters that they
what is actually causing your barrassed in any way
are as professional as politicians when it comes to pat answers
The question is whether any writer serves a real purpose in
reporting the obvious when space could be used for more incisive
questions and answers.
One thing is sure: writers don't have to worry about McLain's
dilemma play me or trade me. The "trade" that might involve a
sportswriter is final, like being out of a job

Jones May Be
Sidelined For
Sunday's Game

Orange Bowl To
Get Artificial
Turf Shampooed

Sports cliches
spring eternal

easil
does it In
Florshelm
softness

a

EBB HAIR CONSULTANT
In Murray Saturday

THE LOCKUP

Will Explain Hair Problems
FREE!

erfo.• Tr entment

All., Treolm•nt

Erank Morgan Shows He- ReGrew Hair, He Did
Not Have Male Pattern Baldness.

df4etik,

MELLON ACCEPTS
LAUREL, Md. ( UPI ) -The
American selection board announced Wednesday that Paul
Mellon has accepted an invitation to enter Run the Gantlet in
the $150,000 Washington International at the Laurel race
course. The 3-year-old gained
his reputation by beating older
horseS in three grass stakes
this year.

THE FLIRT

MAGNUM APPOINTED
NEW YORK (UPI) PGA
commissioner Joseph
Dey
said Wednesday that Clyde C.
Mangum Jr. of Southern Pines,
N. C., has been appointed an
assistant'tournament supervisor
of the PGA Tournament Players Division

• Brown Suede
• Grey Suede

Burnett's Shoes
Open Evenings Tit 8:00 p.m.
Paris, Tennessee
9

811.
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Plan helps women
go back to college

Hospital Report
October 3, 1971
ADULTS

92

.J11371:100k

erica
of Am,

Recent references in this se-

No. 116 ries to history-making nationleaflet,

al and other banners, and in our tree
Facts About State and. Locality Flags, be-

tan Professor of Naval History at U.S. Naval
Academy.
About the Lone Star Flag of Texas questions: This was not the first of a Republic
and State. Vermont, which declared itself an
independent republic in 1777 and maintained
this status till 1790, had one. The only Texan
flag at San Jacinto, which brought Texan
independence was a "silk banner made by
ladies in Kentucky and brought to Texas by
Sidney Sherman's volunteers," to quote H. &
V. Gambrel's' history of the Lone Star State.
The ladies' handiwork hall a bare-breasted
amazon with an upthrust sword and a banner inscribed, "Liberty or Death." The

stirred responsive interest among the (lagtelling the whoie
WEST LAE:\1 ETTE, lnd come close to
NURSERY 6
conscious.
storr.
(UPI) - A Purdue University
The statement, "the Stars and Stripes was
For Mrs. Sharron Cavness,
designed for use at sea; it was not supplied
project now being copied elseNO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
from
housewife
to Washington's army. Until the close of the
where remembers mamma he- a 36-year-old
die need for such
war, the Stars and Stripes, whether on land
71 .4':Pi%
yowl her potential as wife, Francesyille,
DISMISSALS
a program was brought home
or sea, the Stars and Stripes was seldom
mother and housekeeper.
ago. Then, her
seen and little known." This is documented
It's designed to prepare a a few years
Mrs. Jean Allison Williams,513
had a tumor
comprehensively in published studies by Rear
woman for a 'good job_ if she husband Richard
to Shady Lane, Murray, Mrs.
unable
Admiral G. H. Preble, Lt. Col. H. S. Kerrick,
was
and
leg
one
in
labor
the
into
ever must go
Bonnie Kaye Jones, Rt. 7,
U.S Army, and others.
several
for
work
to
return
head
market, perhaps eyen as
original is enshrined in Texas with other
Franklin
The design approved by the Congress in
months and the family had to Murray, James
of its war of independence.
of the household.
relics
first
the
not
was
ensign
' 1777 as a naval
•
Hargrove, Box 84, Murray, Mrs.
Called the "Span Plan," the depend on he income.
emblem. It was preceded
nay/A
411
able
I,
Rt.
was
Mary
Garland,
Gladys
she
. At that time
program includes counseling
by Pine Tree flags of New Enga teacher's
Lee Smith, Rt.
freshmen to get more out of only to find work as of 1,000. Alrno, Mrs. Patsy
land ships (and troops) and
town
1, Dexter, Mrs. Teri Lee Mannino
Rattlesnake banners common to
college than a -husband and a assistant in the
and Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Box 414,
other colonial forces.
fund that provides "seed
"As an assistant, I was only Murray, Mrs. Anneda Perry and
The latter had their origin in
money" assistance to student
Benj. Franklin's classic editorial
wives and mature njarried making about $50-60 a week Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
cartoon, with separated segwomen who want to take col- and 1 kept -eyeing the teachers Linda Gay Shoffner, Rt. 6,
mnnts of a snake labeled for
and thinking 'Why, I could Murray, Mrs. Grace Louella
lege courses.
A'4 colonies, and the slogan, "Unite
Dr. Cecelia lissus, associate do that,'" Mrs. Cavness said." Jones, Rt. 1, Hardin, Frank
or Die." In the patriot uprising
"When Richard .iyas able to Benjamin Leffler, Box 28, Hazel.
dean of would, who directs
against Britain, the warning bekept
idea
work,.th+
to
return
program
the
said
Plan,
the Span
came "Don't 'Tread On Me," and
go
should
that
I
to
me
coming
Purdue
no longer unique to
13 stripes denoting unity were
because other St-1)oots have hack to school."
tober 4, 1971
introduced.
first
at
skeptical
rawness was
Accomplishments of ships unadopted at least parts of the
about his wife„ a 1953 high
der the banners are chronicled
program.
97
ULTS
refreshingly and stirringly, fact"The name Spin Plan refers school graduate, returning to
:
,ual engravings, photos, maps
to the belief that girIC-and college for a degree in dr
6
URSERY
In Illustrated History of the
PULLING IN HIS OARS—Boat rental operator Nick Minwomen should make educa- mentary education and library
This was identified as "Paul Jones Flag, 1776" in
United States Navy, (pub. by
uses a sling to remove one of his boats from the
dek
tional and work plans for their science.
Boston publication, 1851, when memories of RevoluADMISSION
was
It
NEWBORN
Co.)
Crowell
Y.
Thomas
"Now the closer 1 get to
Wolf Run marina on the Allegheny River near Warren,
total lifespan," she said. Freshtionary,War banners were still green. There were
readership
general
for
prepared
Pa., a sure sign of autumn.
men women are given a chart a degree, the better it looks to
variations in placements of snake and motto.
by E. B. Potter, longtime civilNone
.
showing the average age for both of us," she said.
Dismissals
With - two children, both
major events in a woman's
Mrs. Vonda May Srnith, at. 1,
"According to the Span girls, aged 13 and nine, and a
Plan chart, the average woman husband, there is no practical Puryear, Tenn., Miss Kathleen
at age 35 has her last child in way for Mrs. Coyness to live Louise Mariani, No, 401 Regents
school and has 30 active years on campus, so she commutes Hall MSU, Murray, Billy Paul
before her," Dr. Zissus said. 100 miles a day for classes. Erwin,Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Norene
Like others who have made Sawyer, Rt. 3, Puryear, Tenn.,
Not t(k)long ago,such a woman
probably would try to rill her use of Span Plan grants, Mrs. Gary Fletcher Siegmund, 221
time with dubs or similar social Gayness started out on a part- Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs. Shirley
• activity, but that does not time basis. Now she is going Jane, Vaughn, Rt. 1, Murray,
happen very often now, she
Mrs. Betty Jean Carroll, Rt. 1,
For the last two semesters, Almo,Mrs. Ella Irene Mitchuson,
she has been on the dean's list
Dickie Joe Seavers,
There are some 31 pillion for earning straight As, and, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Murray, Mrs.
_women in the labor force todai Mrs. Cavness said, this fact 1"10 Melrose,
Barbara Ann Cherry and BABY
• and the average one is married really has susprised people.
183, Dover, Tenn.
and 39 years old, Dr. Zissus
'it came auite a shock to Boy, Box
Belle Christopher.
bochie
Mrs.
said. The figure represents over some people that the old gjr1
Dr., Murray, Abe
Ann
Peggy
1214
and
people
think
really
can
in
40 per cent of the women
St. , Murray,
Elm
503
Harder,
much
on
me
look
to
began
the United States.
507
The Span Plan is sufficiently more seriously as a student," Mrs. Lattie Lynn Ferguson,
new. It . started in January,. she said. Since then she has S.: 6th , Murray, Mrs. Pauline
. so there are really no become active in career oriented Irvan, at, 5, Mayfield.
.1968
"typical" cases of women who activities and this fall will help
have benefited from all its to counsel senior women.
Mrs. Cavness's voice reflects
aspects.
• But Dr. Zisaus did have her enthusiasm for the plan
figures on the number of women when she talks and she said she
students, often students' wives would like • to see the plan
Minneapolis
The
who were "putting. hubby expanded.
Metropolitan Transit ComAt least hi her family's case. mission has called a proposal to
through," who have received
grants under the program. More the Span Plan is already reach- install television monitors in its
than 140 grants have beep given ing a second generation, she counting room "too Orfor a total of about 19,000, said. "1 think it's been a good wellian."
experience for the girls because
she said.
About $7,500 in bus fares has
18.•
,
1188
This might not sound like now they say 'when I go to disappeared in the past eight
to
go
1
if
and
college'
not
inuch, but the purpose of the
months.
grants is to enable women to college,'"she said.
A
MEAN SWINGER
ttake a course or two, not to
DEREHAM, England (UPI)—
Vinance a complete education, POLAND OFFERS HELP
Christine Melton, coached by
:she said.
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)— her fiance Noel Crane, 24,
"It was felt that if the wife
Poland offered the United swung a golf club for the first
had a chance to take a course
or two, she would feel en- Nations Tuesday. a standby time Tuesday and the ball
;•eouraged to take more courses force of its army for possible struck her boyfriend between
on her own," she said. The use in peace-keeping operations. the eyes, resulting in a fourPoland was the (!ecTML,iosilet
idea ha,. worked that was in
naTori-iii -offer its troops "I'm going to stick to
'quite a few cases.
for U.N. peace keeping, the tennis," Miss Melton said later.
The whole story
other being Czechoslovakia two But Crane said it was his fault
Here again, figures don't rears ago.
since "I stood too near."

'Orwellian' monitors
for Mirmeapolis

TN

BUY Safe—Reliable Used Cars
all Are Local Trade-Ins - Guaranteed
Air cond. Like new.
1970 COUGAR.
1971 SAJARU.
270 TOYOTA 2-Door.
/
11
Like new.
1971 TOYOTA Pickup.
3200 miles__
RT.
1969 DODGE Charger
Air-conditioned.
1968 DODGE Charger.
Automatic, trans, air-cond.
1968 DATSUN 4-Door.
6-cyl., standard.
1969 FORD Falcon 4-Door.
1968 FORD Custom 4-Doot _V-8, automatic transmission.
1968 OLDS 98 Luxury Sedan, Loaded.
1967 PONTIAC Station Wagon. 3 seats.
1966 MERCURY 4-Door.
31,000 actual miles, air-cond.
1965 FORD Station Wagon.
Air-conditioned.

BARGAIN SPECIALS
1968 OLDS 442. 4-Speed. - 1275
1967 FORD Fairlane 500 GT. 875
1966 FORD Fairlane 500 GT. 600
1968 - 1967 - 1966 VOLKSWAGEN
* MANY OTHER PRICES MARKED DOWN! *
SEE . .

'Ron Jones or Aubrey Hatcher

Hatcher Auto Sales
575 South 12th Sireet

PA(a.

921
-11,
1741•C;;R18K 1K1m•NA

SHOPLIFTING
IS STEALING
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BUT I'M A JUVENILE,
NOTHING CAN HAPPEN!

III
III Ilk

il i le

111

Don't believe it. True, there are separate laws
governing criminal acts by juveniles, but an arrest is
still an arrest and a police record is still 'a police
record One shoplifting conviction can seriously
alter the guilty one's life. Although youngsterS
may go free after an apprehension, once arrested,
the charge will follow them demanding explanation
and causing embarrassment whenever it reappears.
Don't chance it.
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* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *

.S. Naval

CH. 3
CH.4
WSIL
WSM
8:30 Laierine
6:00, Mor. Show
9:00 The Hour
700 Today
10:30 That Girl 9,00 Dinah
11:00 Bewitched 930 Concen.
ti :30 Password 10:00 Sale-Cen.
12:00 My Child, 10:30 Squares
12:30 Make-Deal 11:00 Jeopardy
1:00 Newlyweds 11:30 WWW
1:30 Dating
12:00 Noon
.
2:00 Gen.HosP• 1:00 Our Lives
2:30 One Life
1:30 Doctors
3:00 Love Am.
2:00 An. World
- 3:30 Matinee
2:30 Promise
5:00 Hugh X.
3:00 Somerset
5:30 News
3:30 Virginian
6:00 Cactus Pete 5:00
Mayberry
6:25 Weather
5
1 :25 wea.-spts.
6:30 Anderson
5:30 News
7:00 Brady's
6:00 News
7:30 Patridge
0:30 Mayberry
8:00 Room 222
7000. A.
0:30 Odd Couple
7:30 Movie
9:00 Love Am.
9:30 Monty Nash
10:00 News
10:00 News
1030 Cavett
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Movie
1:00 News

cas ques
Republic
itself an
aintained
ily Texan
-it Texan
made by
Texas by
iote H. &
:ar State.
-breasted
.d a ban.
h.' Th.•
th oth,•

eseimimmimmeew

CH. 5
CH. 6
WLAC
WPSD
515 Journal
700 Today
6:00 News
9:00 Dinah
6:30 N'Ville
AM 9:30 Concent
7:55 Kitt,
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen
8:00 Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy
9:30 T or C
11:30 W-W-W
10:00 Fem. Affair
11:55 News
10:30 Love of Life 12:00
News
11:00 Heart Is
12:15 Pastor
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp. Rm
12:00 Singing Con. 12:55
Calendar
12:25 News
1:00 Lives
12:30 World Turns 1:30
Doctors
1:00 Love Is
2:00 World
1:30 Guiding Light 2:30
Promise
2:00 Secret Storm 3:00
Somerset
2:30 Secret Storm
3:30 Popeye
2:10 Edge of Night coo Gilligan
3:00 Gomer
Pyle 4:30 Dan Boone
3:30 Gilligan
5:10 Newt
4:00 Movie
6:00 News
5:25 News
6:30 Gr. Acres
6:00 News
7:00 D. A.
6:30 Tell-Truth
4:30 Movie
7:30 O'Hara
9:30 Felony Sq
8:30 Movie
10:00 News
10:00 News
1030 Tonight
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

-

CH. 8
WSIX
6:30 McCoys
7:00 Bozo
830 Romper
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Mov.Game
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Flipper
12:00 My Child
12:30 make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Password
3:30 Love Am.
4:00 Jeannie
4:30 Green Acres
5.00 News
5:30 News
6.00 Andy Grit.
6:30 Your Life
700 Brady's
7:30 Partridge
8:00 Room 222
8:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love Am.
10:00 Takes Thief
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

SAN JOSE, Celif. (UPI) The Sari Francisco Bay-Area
is being surveyed and photo=
graphed by U-25, but it has
nothing to do with espionage.
These high altitude photographs are being taken as part
of a federal project to gather
continuous, up-to-date information on urban development.
Two San Jose State College
geography professors are part
of several national research
teams participating in the project designed to provide a fast
arid accurate tool for city and
country planners.
Drs. Richard Ellefsen and
Duilio Peruzzi have the task of
converting aerial photographs
into maps that clearly show.
-Which direction a city is growing toward, where population
concentration lies and where
there is open space:
The project, conducted by
the U.S. Geological Survey, is
studying three core areas-San
Francisco Bay Area, PhoenixTucson in Arizona and Baltimore-Washington-as a basis for
• more thorough, nationwide
'--study of 27 urban regions.
Next year an Earth Resources Technology satellite

acre

llo(1ern Transportation—De Luxe

CH. 12
". 21
KFVS
WDXR
5:45 Sun. Sam.
Gli'4.00 Gourmet
6:15 Break. Show 12:30 people
7:00 News
12:37 News
8:00 Kangaroo
12:46 Harvey
9:00 Lucy
12:50 Sewing
9:30 ititieinies
1:00 Movie
10:00 Fem. Affair 3:00 Mov.
Game
10:30 Love-Life
330 McHale
11:00 Where Heart 4:00 Bozo
11:25 News
5:00 Call-West
11:30 Search
5:30 Ministers
12:00 Farm
Pic. 5:57 News
12:05 News
6:00 Movie
12:20 Weather
7:27 News
12:30 World Turns 2:aa Theater 29
1:00 Love
Many 9:40 News
1:30 Guiding Light 9:53 Harvey
2:00 Sec. Storm
10:00 Creat. Feat.
2:30 Edge-Night
10:30 Movie
3:00 Lassie
1200 Sports
400 Virginian
5:30 News
5:45 Scoreboard
5:50 Weather
6:30 5P0f78
7:00 Teddy

7:30 O'Hara
8:30 Movie
wee News
10:30 movie

4-H WEEK
ASTRONAUTS VS. METEORS
The possibility of an
astronaut on the moon being hit
by a meteroite is remote
because a lunar landing site is
struck once in 10 years by an
outer-space object no larger
than a bird seed.

Bears

12:10 News

-

Entrance to the Chapultepec Station of Mexico City's El
Metro resembles entrance to an art museum, which it is.

-weamelimlImmilula

will be launcifed by NASA
to televise pictures of the urban
sites and other sciehtific data,
providing a constant check on
urban growth patterns and development. The satellite will
travel over the Bay Afea every
18 days.
Nine cameras
The C-2s are equipped with
a battery of nine cameras using
various combinations of film,
filters and lenses of different
focal lengths. One picture from
nearly 10 miles up covers 200
square miles and'clearly shows
such San Francisco landmarks
as the Golden Gate Bridge
Alcatraz, Fisherman's Wharf
and Golden Gate Park.
The color infrared views
show vegetation in shades ofib
pink and red, revealing, for
example, both the sand traps
and fairways of golf courses
and the landscaping in residential areas.
"We are establishing the histerriesl base for the long-range
project," Ellefsen explained.
"We are- learning all the
time ways and ,methOds of
detecting change patterns. We
are developing procedures that
can be used for interpretation
of the satellite images.

By SANDO BOLOGNA
Central Press Association Correspondent

The engineering was an extraordinary feat because the
subway is set in soggy subsoil
of parts of downtown Mexico
City which sink up to half a
foot every year because it rests
,r1 top of an area formerly covered by Lake Texcoco, near the

civilization. Pino satires
Station is identified with a re-

tec

MEXICO CITY --In some respects the newly completed subway system in Mexico City features the advantages of the
most
modern of the ,world's 43 subways.
Mexico City's stations are clean, like some of the stations in
Moscow's underground railway. Travel is noiseless and smooth
like the subway in Toronto. Each orange-colored car of the
Mexican El Metro travels on eight French pneumatic rubber
tires over wide flat tracks, just as in the new -Paris and Montreal subways. Paper tickets with magnetized metal tips, similar
to those used in the Milan, Italy. subway, are "tokens" here.
However, El Metro is distinctive in other respects. Along the
26.5 miles of the three lines, there are stations with Aztee artifacts. displayed from excavations which started June .19, 1967.
Relics of the earliest Spanish Periad (1521-1555) were unearthed, including part of a water system and foundations of ancient Aztec capital of Tenothe nave and the cloister of the chtitlan, founded in 1325. With
reinforced concrete for retainMontserrat Monastery.
ing walls, the tunnels were inMore .than 100 tons of arstalled in "floating" positions.
chaeologicai objects, including
Each of the 48 stations has
altar
an
with exauisite murals,
graphic symbols to identify it
ceramic vessels, stone and potfor any illiterate passengers.
tery, clay figurines; wood carvThe grasshopper, -for example,
ings. and other artifacts were
is the mark for Chapultepec
found in the excavations. They
which means "grasshopper.:'
were transferred' to museums
Some of the brightly lighted
for study, restoration, and disstations have marble floors and
play purposes.
stairways: The walls of some
• • •
stations have large photographs
THE COST for the subway, of life in - Mexico'. Concrete colthe second in Latin America umns are carved in the style of
ithe other is in Buenos Aires) ancient Indian temples.
is estimated at $400 million
Insurgentes Plaza is a round
with most of-the financial help, white
marble
station
with
equipment, and technology com- carved sandstonz) columns
and
ing from French sources.
polished floors. A large oval

ARRIVING IN MOSCOW for a 3-day visit,
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi folds her hands
in greeting at the
airport. Behind her is Soviet Premier
India and the Soviet Union recently Alexei Kosygin.
signed a "friendship" treaty.
(Cablephoto)

SAAE-Ai

Mexicans Love Their Art-lined Subway.

NewsO
Ne

flights used
in urban planning

" in
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pedestrian' mall has been built
outside the station with cafes
and shops. The symbol at Itrairgentes is a liberty bell.
• • •
AT ZOCALO STATION.
there is a model of Mexico
City's lareest square of the Az-

stored ruin of a circulair pyramid unearthed on the spot.
Uniformed guides, who speak
Spanish and English, answer
questions of the commuters and
tourist!? Mexican and classical
music is played in the stations
and in the trains which are controlled by computers. —
The system can transport up

V•

PERFECT'
CHOICE

to two million people a day.
of themotor congestion of this capital
district of nearly eight million
thereby relieving much

inhabitants.
Each French-made train con•
sists of eight cars, each car
having a capacity of 167 passengers. By 1972, there will be
,
LASSEN 11000
about 150 trains 'With 900 cars.
ALSO $150 TO 5000
Some 2,000 Mexicans are employed in the subway system.
El Metro is a travel bargain.
Choose Keepsake
The fare is one peso, the equivwith confidence,
alent of eight U.S. cents. The knowing
the
trains run from early mornifte engagement
to midnight.
diamond is

flawless, of fine
color and
precise cut.
DAMAGE SUIT •
CHICAGO (UPI) —An inmate
at Stateville Prison has filed a ICet_gaptsEL
IcEt
$250,000 damage suit charging
prison officials with raising
prices in the prison's commissary in violation of President
Nixofs wage-price freeze.
NEGIIITER•0

1,•••0•40 ItINGS

rilletitay" eft
QUALITY JEWE

The mineral hot springs at
Glenwood Springs, Colo., produce 3,000 gallons of water
per minute.
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(' BAYER

ASPIRN
FOR
CHILDREN

Phone: 753-8304

awn.
ASASSOS

BAND-AID

BAR
•

SHEER STRIPE
PS
Medium 30's
163' Value
All Wide 30's
831 Value

ii;

Your
Choice

SUAVE

JOHNSON'S

DENTAL FLOSS

30 SIM'S
IS SPO3

HAIR CURE
SPECIALS

DRY
III

NEW!CerAV

Pocket Size

tvittnt.4...41sticli

!I!

caig

oilevet
pDENTAL

SUPER ANTI-PERSPIRANT
SPRAY DEODORANT

FLOSS

Say-Rite's Low Price
3-oz. Size

All Wide 30's
851 Value

Large 50's

cleans where `the toothbrush
. dento
can't reach
..13.1 taper
.0•4

FLOSS

Ill

VAN
QUISH
The
unique rnf•du ation tor'
prompt effective relief from

Ill

FOR LONG LASTING
PAIN RELIEF
CAPSULE-SHAPED TABLETS

heaclach, paiit muscular odic%
Colds discomforts

f...1.."„

III

COMPARE
THIS
LOW
PRICE

1.09
Value

60
Tablets

r

Johnson & Johnson
Ribbon Floss
69' Value
Med. 20 yds.

56!

•
NM • MO Mb •
•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•••• •
•
•
•
•
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61
/
4-oz. Size
11-oz. Size
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Z•Z Z'Z

Large Size

Compare This
Low Price!
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•
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Wall Street Mountain property.
Chatter in growing demand
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Blacks seek dignity,
Agnew is reminded

By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS ment owned: 'and about oneNEW
YORK (UPI)-The
half the kmainistig acreage is
most effective way to conserve
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
flat grazing land not ideal for
and increase now is to sell the gold in "them thar hills" is
more than a 'shake of the dice' in the Worldwide marketplaces
By VERNON E. BROWN
recreat al lio.,lantaites," he says.
market short, according to T.J. turning out to be the hills
for the black man, and are for her goods and services,
Copley News Service
"As
result,
a
there
probably
is
Holt & Co. "The odds of stock themselves.Vice President Spiro Agnew coot inced that police and such as her vast amount of
-- less than five per cent of the
prices tumbling in the months
Over the past few years
has brought to the White House goverznent officials persecute resources: iron, copper, zinc,
undeveloped land available for a
ahead are unusually great," the interest has grown steadily in
new and different vibration, the Panthers."
uranium, gold, etc. Therefore,
development."
Agnes-'s resonse was, "After she has very salable comfirm says. This is underscored mountain property for iecreabeing a No. 2 man, represenby the probability that institu- tion, home- building and investting the No. 1 country in the reading all this in lament, this modities. Black America has
Land rush
takes me back to 1968, when I none.
tional investors, who went hog ment. Pick a mountsin state
In Colorado, he said, the world.
had to dress down Negro
In
wild scrambling for common and you can bet there's building
the
past
I've
If Mr. Agnew truly advocates
defended
his
rush for land has been such
leaders in Baltimore after they black Americans patterning
right,
as
well
stocks last spring," are now activity.
as
anyone's
right,
that it now is the sixth fastest
During the I940s and 1950s.
made no effort to stop the their philosophy after Africa,
anxiously waiting to unload to
growing state in population. to speak out and say what he
feels. I feel very strongly about rioting we had then. They can't then I think he is advocating a
the unsuspecting public, it adds. Americans rushed to the shores
This
has
led
to
establishthe
for second home sites. So great
stand pressure from Militants number of things that he would
ment of a Land Use Com- the fact that when an American
was this boom that Waterfront
who call them 'Uncle Toms' or not advocate for his white
is
no
longer
allowed
the
right
to
mission to protect the landspeak, then we will no longer cr about white repression. brothers.
The market has arrived at a property today is hard 'to come
scape
and
natural
resources.
by even at prices that range to
There's a steady retrenchment
I would also like to remind
critical crossroads, James
In other mountain states, have America.
$30.000 or more for a 50-foot
by moderates like Wilkins to the vice president that when he
I've
listened
to
a
great
many
Dines dr Co. says. It could section of
Wells
said,
the situation is much
choice ocean frontaccommoda
te militants."
was the governor of Maryland
the same and many westerners things Mr. Agnew has said. I
plunge at this point or begin a age.
!would like to suggest a few and there were riots in
must admit I rather enjoy his
substantial short-term rally
feel
chambers
of
commerce
Now, to get away from the ,
things to Mr. Agnew:
Baltimore, the conditions that
should stop trying to attract antics on the golf course (. by
centering in low-priced stocks noise,traffic jams and pollution
1.1 agree if we had true black led to the riots were not created
always
hitting
someone
with
a
newcomers
.
and would mark the last of the more crowded areas,
leadership
in
our country we by the black leaders he
-The demand, however, Wells golf balUi
speculative binge of the bull they are turning upland.
But num black leaders, as might pattern Ourselves, and "dressed down," but instead,
•
said,
has
prompted
market, Dines says.
some
wellSki fever gave the initial
might do a few things like conditions were caused by
established owners of large well as our black nation, took we
boost to many mountain areas
exception,to Agnew's comment African nations have done for inadequate facilities, lack of
tracts
to
open
them
for
developIn the poor breadth readings and it's a fever that hasn't
concern for minorities, and outment. One of these is-Golden 'that we should take a few themselves.
2. On nearly every continent and-out disregard for one's
FLIGHT TO FREEDOM—Elderly CLIU.111 1 eiugcc iv,uncion
and selectivity of the rally abated. But the ski enthusiasts
Cycle, which owns 9,000 acres lessons from our distant
now are staying Ow year-around
Munoz is carried from plane that ferried 94
African brothers. I'm of the you see a great number of fellowman.
since President Nixon's Aug. 15
of
Colorado
Cubans to
mountain
property,
and are being joined increasingly
Miami, Fla., as refugee flights from Cuba
opinion that black America has African students learning other
wondering
I'm
speech E.F. Hutton & Co. sees
if
Mr.
Agnew
much
of
it
held
resumed, but
since
the
comby folks who enjoy hiking and
customs,
other
languagdli
only
and
temporarily. Fidel Castro had ordered a stop in
was big enough to "dress
signs of the early stages of a
pany was founded in 1895 as a no true black leader: if we did,
the
climbing,golf,and tennis,horsefreedom flights and some arriving Cubans
we certainly wouldn't be in the mistakes of'other countries. down" the Maryland institution
second phase of a bull market. back riding,swimming
gold mining operation.
felt Castro
and boatBlack
America
has
not
done
allowed
mixed-up
additional
frustrated
that
created
bag
and
people
30
protected
to leave the country to keep
This stage will be highly ing in mountain lakes, and
Located just beyond Pikes
by
inhuman conditions upow
up a good "image."
Peak, the Golden Cycle prop- million black people are in this.
selective "and, once strongly many who just like the great
Throughou
3.
t
the
Comhuman people.
erty is the sited a new develop- today.
underway, will carry much out of doors.
Mr. Agnew took a good swing munist sphere of influence Last, I would say that the
ment known as Cripple Creek
further than the final topping
The University of Louisville
A person standing 16 feet
Mountain Estates. Cripple Creek at Roy Wilkins, leader of the Russia. Red China, East Berlin over-all support from the black
The demand is having inout phase ... in 1968," it adds.
(Ky.) founded in 1798, is the
above
level
sea
many,
can
and
many
about
see
more
ComNational
Association
communit
for the
y given to the
was the location of a famous
evitable effects. Choice properoldest municipal university io
munist countries - there are Panthers and other young 5Y4 miles.
ties are becoming harder to gold strike in the 1890s. It also Advancement of Colored
the United States,
literally
thousands
of
African
black militant organizations is
is the area 'where Lowell People. In so many words, the
Little will be lost in treading find - and more expensive. In
students
being
indoctrinat
vice
ed
president
said
rapidly
he
growing.
was
might
I
Thomas
water until the unknowns prime ski- areas it is hard to.•
was raised, where
and learning to believe in the remind the vice president, as
Bernard Baruch was j
surrounding Phase Two of the find property for less than .fiv •
i tele- shocked at the support given to
ph operator. Jaelr_Demey the •black militants, especially Communist philosophy of life. well as you fellow Americans,
President's economic program figures.
had his first fight and where the Black Panthers, by the Black America has not done that you are dealing with a new
William T. Wells, presider
and the international currency
breed of black now. He's
Cycle
Corp.,
Golden
Texas
of
Col(
Guinan played the church NAACP. and other black this
debate are resolved, Standard
4 Throughout the continent younger, he's wiser, and he's
passive Organizations.
rado
Springs,
organ.
says even in th
& Poor's says. The market is
Mr. Wilkins said, "We and of Africa, we have seen war committed to continuing the
wide on
open' Rockies, land
Wells said his company has
temporarily oversold and, while_fa
the Blatck Panthers are on the.. after war. In Biafra, millions of struggle for equality. He's
limited
con
.found
t
•
mod
e
‘
coming
t
ib
a
no
predominan
t
type
fundamentals are critical, the
of customer for mountain same side, but we may not people died from war, • and willing to die-demanding black
outlines of a potentially strong
agree .all the way down the millions more starved to death dignity. •
"More than .80 per cent o
property.
technical base for a sustained
as a result of Star. The losers of,
Mr. Vice President, if this is
Mountain
the entire Rocky
"We've had retired couples,
upturn are apparent, the firm Range from Wyoming
Mr. Wilkins also said, "Most this battle were Africans.
militant, then put Vernon
to the people wanting vacation homes,
adds.
5 Africa, being independent Brown's name on the top
New, Mexico border. i. govern- and those who want to invest black people share the Panof
in the land itself," he said. thers' belief that a trial is no of America. Is able to bargain your list, sir.
"As in. the 1800s, when
rimmtimmumittilitiimmitlimmultimmimi iiiiiiiip0111111111111111111411111411111111111
11111111M11111111111i11111111MIIIIIIMIMIlltilM111111111111111111111111111111111111iinz
pioneers sought out virginal
=
territory to conquer," Wells
said, "today's desire to return
For The Month of October
to nature has revived the en,
- :. ...:
"Pikes Peak or bust!'"
— No. 1
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* SPECIALS *

—
Fresh Catfish
Country Ham
Pit Barbecue
plus (4) Vegetables
Served family style

2.00

— No. 2 —
Roast Beef
Meat Loaf
Baked Ham
plus (4) Vegetables
Served family style

1.65

Children Under 12 Years
10' for Each Year of Age

Ky. Lake Lounge Restaurant
On Hiway 68 - Aurora, Ky.
Serving Time: Weekdays 5-9 p.m.
Sundays 11:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

Alaskan land grant

=

,TE-. Conservationists seek Nixon'
s aid to help stop it :

RAINS SPIDER WEBS
MONTEREY, Calif. UPI)It's raining spider webs in this
coastal community.
Fragments of web have been
dropping from the sky and cling
to bushes, trees and telephone
wires.
Zoologist John Davis of
Carmel Valley said the airborne
material appeared to be from a
"local dispersal" of spiders that
spin ballon-like webs and use
them
to float over
the
countryside.

WASHINGTON (UPI): A
dozen major conservation
groups are trying to enlist
President Nixon's help to
stop legislation that would
give Alaska natives possession of 40 million acres of
federal lands.
The legislation, two ver•
mons of which have passed
congressional
committees.
would grant the land-and
$I billion cash as well-in
settlement of native claims
of Eskimos. Aleuts and

-.mit- tribal villages on SLIGHT DETOUR
LONDON (UPI) -Henry Gill,
Voidanao in the Philippines
are built entirely in treetops. 69, decided to spend a couple of
says NationaLGeographic.
days cycling to Margate, 90
miles oast of London. But he
turned right instead of left at a
traffic light. He finally returned
to his London apartment
Monday, nine weeks and 1,800
miles later.
"I don't know why there has
been all this fuss," he said.
"After all, I am old enough to
look after myself."
When he realized he'd taken a
wrong turn, Gill explained, -1
just decided to keep on
cycling."

Entertain ja Your Friends In A Paris Mobile Home

MAGIC DOESN'T HELP
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI Phillip Bonewits, the only man
to possess a degree in magic
from the University of California, wound up in jail for
challenging a "street person''
with a dueling sword.
Bonewits told police he wore
the 300-year-old European
sword as part of his regular
dress and pulled it Monday
because someone accosted him.
He was booked for brandishing a weapon and held for two
hours.

S

This photo was taken in a Buddy—
America's No. 1 mobile home.
44.

Paris Mobile Homes

UNSOLVED MYSTERY
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)--A
candidate for sheriff of San
Francisco had an unsolved
mystery today-a baby abandoned at his campaign headquarters.
Volunteers at the campaign
office of Richard D. Hongisto
said a slim, redhaired woman
worked one day and left a child
while she
went out for
cigarettes.
When she didn't return the
baby was taken to the Youth
Guidance Center Monday where
it was reported in good health.

407 E. Wood St. Paris, Tenn. Ph. 642-6420
"TALK TRAILER WITH TAYLOR TODAY!"

'SWORD SIDE'
The term "sword side" of the
family, stems from the Ger.mans and means the father's
side.
•

Indians to the lands of
their ancestors
The conservation groups
*rote Nixon asking him to
oppose it because it would
open the way for "speculators and exploiters" to take
advantage of t h e natives
and despoil "America's last
frontier.
We believe a raid upon
the public domain of Alaska
must be prevented," the
letter said, "and we call
upon you to use the poser

National Wildlife Federation. Friends of the Earth,
Alaska Action Committee,
Citizens Committee on Natural Resources, Defenders
of Wildlife, Environmental
Institute, and Zero Population Growth.

"We need to prod France
igorously." Blount said.
"If the American people
decided to boycott French
goods and did so until the
cost of the boycott exceeded the benefits of the drug
I ra f f ic out of Marseilles,
then greater effort might
be taken to end that traffic.Blount made his remarks
dining the dedication Of a
stamp which warns about
drug abuse. The eight-cent
stamp shows a yriung girl
sitting on the ground with
her head buried in her
arms. The words "Prevent
Drug Abuse" are inscribed
across the top Of the stamp.
"Why should the American people buy French
goods when air estimated
80 per cent of the heroin
which finds it way into this
country and into the bloodstreams of our young still
comes from Franc e?"
Blount asked. 'There is no
reason why the individual
American citizen cannot
have a role in the war
against international drug
traffic."
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It tastes like sausage used to taste.

— CLIP THIS COUPON

BANKAMERICARD
ttieterimp kite

BRING THIS AD

THE FABULOUS FAKES

Boycott asked
on French goods
until curbs mode
DALLAS il•PI,
e r i•
Lans should boycott all
•,:oods imported from
France until that country
agrees to stop the flow of
heroin to the United States,
Postmaster General Winton
Blount said.

We
CO,

altde 0,4C2A/
COUNTRY
SA
US
AGE
COMING SOON.

and prestige_ bf_your office
to help stop it until these
defects can be corrected."
The letter was signed by
the top officials of the Sierra Club. the Wilderness Society', National Rifle Assn.,

Proposal
to fight
heroin

Ma

/
1
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Our representative will help you with your selection.
Will Be \On Display
4 Days Oittrat Big K
October 7, 8,9, 10
If set in genuine diamonds
these rings may cost $100 to
$200. Come in, compare with
your genuine diamonds. See
if you can tell the difference.
You'll
be
surprised,
delighted and amazed. Many
of the wealthy people keep
their real diamonds in the
vault and wear these and
their friends don't know .the
difference.
Don't miss this sale! If you can't
attend, send someone for you. You
must send exact size.
-ALL RINGS SET IN STERLING
OR GOLDBring this certificate and $4.99 plus
tax and receive • Ladies' Sterling
Silver or 10-Kt. Gold Filled Ring, set
with I, Kt. Genuine Reproduction,
Sparkling Flashing With Lifetime
Guarantee.

'Colors:
• Blue
• Black
• Brown

The

$499
kt.
Only
Ladies' 1 kt

$5.99

Ladies 2 kt

$6.99

F1-,
All a It's the 5.
crinkle
little-hei
everythil
longer s

Dinner Rings,— $6.99
Men's Rings

$8.99
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Nixon ignores threats

Programs are needed
for handicapped children

from right and left

By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
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ubans to
ned, but
ip in the
t Castro
to keep

I Louisville
798, is the
riversity in

indicate Mr. Nixon may not be
able to regain a role of complete restraint next year. AlWASHINGTON — With the
though assured of renommaunanimous consent of closest
Uon, Mr. Nixon does face some
advisers, including himself,
potential embarrassments
President Nixon has chosen to
which could have an effect on
ignore threats to his political
the general election campaign
flanks from right and left
One centers on an as yet unfactions of the Republican
made decision on the presi
Party.
dental strategy in primaries
The first was from Rep. Paul
where McCloskey will run. In
McCloskey, R-Calif. who wants
some cases, such as Ohio and
to challenge Mr. Nixon in priCalifornia, there will be loyal
maries next year, on the
and popular Republicans leadVietnam war issue. The second
ing tickets which are pledged to
and most recent came from the
the President. Use of this tactic
Young Americans for Free— to avoid a direct confrontadom, a group of young consertion within the party for the
vatives who decided recently
sake of only a few delegate
they would not actively support votes
— is considered politicalthe President's reelection efly savvy.
fort.
McCloskey does not figure to
Mr. Nixon's public statedo well in the early eastern and
ments show that he intends to
midwestern primaries because
follow the lead of other presihe is unknown and since his
dents in putting the office
prime attack against Mr.
above politics. Aside from that Nixon,
the war, is fading as a
personal belief, the President
major issue. In California,
also received strong advice however,
the President could
that the YAF and McCloskey run
into one of those "embarmovements were not serious
rassments."
threats to his candidacy.
The McCloskey strategy at
Sources in the White House
who expect to play a major pail this point appears not only diin the 1972 campaign, however, rected at the President but

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance

Gov. Ronald Reagan who will
head the slate of delegates
loyal to Mr. Nixon.
The McCloskey camp thinking runs generally in this direction:
The candidate will campaign
hard against Reagan as a
stand-in for Mr. Nixon and try
as directly as possible to link
him to issues. The goal is to
capitalize on anti-Reagan
sentiment among liberals and
anti-Nixon feelings among coo.
servatives.
Between now and June,
McCloskey also will lean
heavily on an appeal to youth,
hoping that a substantial number of newly franchised voters
will register Republican in
California and vote for him.
Even cautious McCloskey
aides feel that the proper combination of anti-Nixon, antiReagan and antiwar youth
votes could narrow the primary
gap to give their man a respectable showing. None, however, is predicting victory.

Navy Thinks
It's Beating
The Termites

AIR LINE—This rural box holder at Frazeysburg, Ohio,
is making sure that he receives his air mail.

Living costs strike
a sour note in
La Belle France

By CLIFFORD L
DOCHTERMAN
Director of Public
Relations
Education Commission of
The States
Distributed by
Copley News Service
Only 40 per cent of the
nation's handicapped children
stand a good chance of
becoming contributing
members to, instead of a
financial drain upon, American
society.
They have this opportunity
because they are receiving
special educational services at
the state or local level. But
what of the 60 per cent of our
handicapped pupils who are not
fortunate enough to get such
training?
About 12 per cent of the
nation's 46 million public school
children require some type of
special education to assist in
overcoming mental, physical
and other learning impairments. A great majority of
these pupils need and could
benefit from special programs.
Many questions have conftised and impeded development of programs for the
handicapped. There is no
common and easily understood
set of elefinitions for various
child handicap; Handicaps
may be physical, mental or
emotional and either permanent or temporary. In some
instances pupils may have
actual learning disorders and
in others the youngsters may
merely find it difficult to
function in the traditional
school setting.
Too often youngsters are
stuck with labels for the rest of
their lives, whether or not there
has been vast improvement in
their learning achievements or
even if the labels have been
misapplied. Many school
districts are unable to find
trained teachers to handle
special education classes.
In the current issue of Compact magazine, North Carolina
Gov. Robert Scott, chairman of
the Education Commission of
the States ECS i, says, "There
will never be a stronger
movement
to
improve
programs for the handicapped
unless disinterested policy
makers take it upon themselves to support the cause. It is
only right. And the time is
now."
U. S. Commissioner of
Education Sidney P. Marland
Jr. has called for adequate
educational programs for
every handicapped child by

the greatest cooking in the
By ALINE MOSBY
estern World. the Durys.
PARIS (UPI) — "One could
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
lose power in Fiance over the largest expense goes for food.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The price of a subway
ticket" — around 500 francs a month, in
IS MORE MAN
U.S. Navy believes, or at least L'Express magazine
th.. family of four.
.
JUST A WORD
hopes, it may be on the verge
**
(In the day I shopped with.
MTH US
Collete Duey, 21, rummaged Mrs. Itury. the lumh menu was
of winning a few battles in a
in
her
red
market basket for cucumber salad, blanquette de
long war it has been waging
13.80 francs (about $2.55) to yeau (seal 'Chunks in a white
against termites.
Termites, as the Navy and hand to the butcher on Orden- sauce with mushrooms
many a householder well know, er St, for some veal steNmeat mushrooms .have gone- Up'"),
for lunch.
potatoes and carrots, camemare fiendish anti-sized creatures
"Life is very expensive in bert cheese and fruit.
with an insatiable appetite for Paris,"
said Mrs. Dury, echoing
For this meal, she paid 27
wood. They organize them- the complain
ts of her sisters in fraru•s, plus wine at 2.30 franc,
selves into social colonies, the United
States and other a bottle - -a year ago the meal
complete with caste systems.
countries where the cost of would have been
10 per cents
They attack anything made of living is soaring. Mrs. Dury
and
wood, whether old locust tree her daughter Crystal, three, less," she said.
The Durys rent a teleyision
or naval barracks. It is not true were making the rounds of
set for 70 francs a month, their
Storm Windows Done at Regular Price and Your
that they have developed a food shops, seeking to stretch
main entertainment. The rest
hunger for steel and concrete. her food allowance.
of the money goes for gasoline
But if they ever do, don't blame
/
"It's the government econo- for the motorcycle, clothing.
2
For 1
the H-bomb prematurely for mists who are responsible," she utility bills and savings. On On
Phone
9
.
t
t
o
hr5
u
New Office Hours:
said. "We voted for them, but shopping trip, daughter
what happened to civilization.
Cry s
753-7756
Mon.
Anyway, the Office of Naval in the next election we will tal. three, wore a pantsuit that
not.
We
are fed up with theii cost 36 francs with the sweater
Research (ONR) reported recently that it is "making price policy,."
priced at 27 francs.
Government economists
progress" in efforts to destroy
"Vacations? Qh, yye 4.an
entire termite colonies "without. pute whether the French really afford those.- said the pp•tty
suffer
from high prices, claim- brunette housewife. "Cry stal
the use of insecticides" which
might endanger the general ing salary boosts have kept gets two months with her
buying power ahead of risin godparent, in the rountrv
environment.
prices. They say the French and this mouth. the train thlet
Termites are "Wily"
But, ONR unhappily reported, think they spend more because went _up 20 per cent to 2.5
franca."
scientists have discovered that they cannot resistnew pri
&RAS flooding the rapidly
The National (14111S11111er•
termites "breed more profusely
modernizing country.
Institute :•41‘:. it ha, received
and are more wily than they
The Organization of ..
about 8,000 letters in three
anticipated."
nomic Cooperation and Dey el
months from Frenchmen comThe Navy's current target is opnient
(OECD) says In.'- plaining about the 1971 price
the Formosan termite which rose
5.3 per cent in France in hikes.
infests Hawaii and the naval 1970, more than
in Gerfflall.
Achille Denfort. a salaried
installations there, and has the same as in Italy
, but less in office worker. wrote. "I don't
made its way to continental Switzerland, the
United State, care what the go%ernment says.
United States.
The Netherlands, Britain and Tha wine I itrinl, w,44 up- five
-New Jersey has introduced
With
special
construction Japan.
per cent in a month. olive oil an air pollution inspection
methods, use of resistant
But in recent months, Mr10 per cent, cheese from nine system so severe that at least a
materials, and erection of Dury and the rest of the to 12 francs, a suit I bought third of the state's 3.3
million
"chemical barriers" you can French have been hit with "'it last year at 200 francs now cars are expected to fail it.
reduce termite infestation. But more price boosts, on ,111.1,Il
sells at 380."
these methods are not entirely tickets (protest demonstrations
effective, and they add con- on this increase are planriedt.
hospitals, laundries, dry cleansiderably to building costs.
Insecticides didn't work. The ers, postage, gasoline and h•od.
termites were too smart for the Next came increase, in teleNavy. They walled off sections phone and gas rates.
Mrs. Dury says: "I don
of their underground empires
care what the figures say. our
where
insecticides had been
Colors.
applied and proceeded on their cost of living has gone iip
per cent in a year."
business of eating the remain• Blue
One question often ie-ked
ing unpoisoned wood.
by foreigners in France
So ONR gave the University appalled at
• Black
the high priceof Hawaii a contract to find How does the
ay erage
• Brown
ways of wiping out termite family manage?
colonies with epidemic diseases
Mrs. Dury's husband. lean
The Hawaiian researchers en- Pierre, 24, a handsome motor
listed a parasitic worm called cycle messenger who work.- at
nematode DD-136. It was known the Paris race track, makes all
to be "highly infectious to all average of 1,800 francs a
The
stages and castes of the month (about $360
figore
roughly about five francs to
termites family."
the U. S. dollar for all cony erWorking Theory
This nematode takes about sions).
Mrs. Dory, a former seamseven days to infect and kill a
termite. This presumably would stress in the Paris Opera cosAll a-glaze in crinkle patent
give a diseased termite time to tume department, does- mit
HE SAID "NUTS," AND BOLTED — Henry M. Durham
wander through the colony work because the couple has
two small children. The young
(right), former Lockheed AO craft Corp. employe,
It's the slickest look around—gleaming soft
tells
spreading the infection and er is 10 months old.
a joint economic. subcemmmittee in Washington
that he
crinkle patent styled by Naturalizer into a
starting an epidemic.
quit his job in Marietta, Ga., in disgust after Lockhee
The budget
d
But it developed that in some
paid $65 each for four "$2 or $3- bolts. Listenin
little-heeled shoe that goes beautifully with
While she shopped recently.
g is
colonies the termites were able
I,ockheed-Go-orgia Vice Pi esident 1.1`(` PUMA'.
everything in your wardrobe, especially the new
to recognize their diseased in her neighbiulloisl in the
north of Paris, Mrs. I hiry
relatives.
longer skirts and co-ordinatinp
So they collected estimated
she spends 170
them, quarantined them behind
francs per month for laundry ,
walls, and thus prevented the timtlipas
te, stockings, cleariiii
epidemic plotted by the Navy. and similar
necessities.
The Navy has another big
'The self-sery ice laundry III
.gun in the armory of weapons t 11
Images of unborn babies
neighborhood co,' three
The United States has conit is deploying against termites. francs a machine last lirinpJ
sumed more minerals since produced by echo-sounding
It is a "highly infectious" she said. "Now it's five francs.1940 than the entire world used represented the greatest
fungus. But is doesn't spread in
The I /in)s pay. 200 fran, a before then; an Interior medical application of sonar to
the midnight gloom of the month rent for a *iine-nsini Departme official
has told a date, said the British Medical
nt
Association
termite galleries.
apartment with a small kitelien congressional committee.
A number of mattrnity
So now the Navy is looking lint no liatli. Thr%
the
He said the country faced a
for strains of this fungus that building's toilet on the ground serious shortage of raw hospitals throughout Britain
"thrive in the dark." Its war floor arid patronize radii materials, and might not are employing sonar on a large
* Open F;:i. Niglyts against termites is far from bat ha..
Downtown Murray
always be able to depend on scale because it is felt that
sonar is safer than X-ray, said
As is the national lialrit in a foreign supplies.
won.
•••••••
an association spokesman
nation with the reputation for
0"

We Specialize In Your Needs
COMPLETE WINDOW SERVICE

Winter's Coming!
Prepare Now!

Call 753-7756 for Storm and Inside
Window Cleaning.

INSIDE WINDOWS

Price

1980. The goal is worth striving
for. But it is unlikely that the
federal government will be
able to provide the needed
progrags without substantial
state commitments.
The ECS, with a grant from
the Bureau for the Education of
the Handicapped of the U. S.
Office of Education, is
initiating a program to assist
states in working toward the
goal. An ECS task force on
Education for the Handicapped
is being created. A series of
regional
conferences
is
scheduled throughout the fall to
help develop public awareness
and a state commitment to
expanding the availability of
special education for the
handicapped. These meetings
will bring important state
leaders together to examine
local problems stalling efforts
on behalf of the handicapped.
It's no secret why more
hasn't been done to provide
complete school services to the
handicapped. It is only recently
that public lobbies for the
handicapped have become
effective. In the past, few
seemed concerned. Those who
are unaffected personally

I
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FAT

SHOE STORE

U.S. is consuming
raw materials rapidly

Unborn infants
shown by sonar

seldom think about the
problem. Most families with
youngsters with physical,
emotional or mental handicaps
must count on public assistance
to cope with their unusual
circumstances.
The low priority given to
education for the handicapped
is closely related to the lack of
understanding of the need.s of
afflicted children and their
parents by key administrative
and legislative policy makers
and some educators.
Furthermore, there is a
persistent, although
not
carefully analyzed, public
belief that comprehensive
programs for the handicapped
would be prohibitively costly.
School finance experts find
that educational programs for
the handicapped cost two to
three times that of typical
elementary and secondary
programs, depending on the
nature of the handicaps.
Establishing special programs
becomes more difficult outside
of major cities, in small
communities and sparsely
populated areas where there
handicapped
fewer
are
youngsters
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Taft-Hartley Act Invoked Quotes
-From The
On Striking Longshoremen News
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Trudeau
worried
by shifts

•

By United Press International tion asked by the government
President Nixon used the which would impose the full 80Taft-Hartley Act for the first day Taft-Harley cooling off By United Press International
HASSELT, Belgium - Mark
time late Wednesday night tc period.
•
•
force 15,000 striking West Coast "There is very persuasive Durwael, son of the employer
By GREG CONNOLLEY
of
Mario
Roymans
, who is
longshoremen back to work, evidence in the form of
a.
A .
Copley News Service
ending a 98-day walkout.
affidavits that the national accused of stealing a Vermeer
Officials said it wbuld take health and safety is threatened painting in order to get a
OTTAWA - Political change
"a couple of days" to get dock by continuance of the strike:: ransom to be paid for relief of
indicating discontent with the
•,
Bengali refugees:
operations back to normal.
Williams said.
government is sweeping across
fritt. 11046.
U.S. District Court Judge One affidavit, filed by Califor- "Roymans was neat, courtCanada
with such force as to
eous
and
a
good
worker.
'41'!1`
But he
*M410
Spencer Williams issued the nia Gov. Ronald Reagan, said
%
s
give Prime Minister Pierre
temporary restraining order in more than $10 million a day had a passion for Pakistan.
Trudeau serious cause for
San Francisco. However, Wil- was being lost to the state's Every-time the work slackened
concern.
Aix
off
he
began
talking
about the
liams' order did not affect the business and labor because of
Provincial
governments
sad plight of the Bengali
Atlantic and Gulf Coast dock- the dispute.
have been thrown out of office
workers strike as the White The West Coast strike-which refugees."
with great enthusiasm by the
House said Nixon is hopeful began July 1-tied a record for
electorate and Trudeau must
federal mediators can negotiate the longest dock strike in BOSTON-Sen. George Mcwonder if his turn is coming
a settlement to the week-ol American history. It tied up 208 Govern, after conferring with
too.
Sen.
Edward
Kennedy
, Dstrike.
ships in 24 Pacific Coast ports.
The latest provincial adaaaaaaix,taaiaaa
Williams set a hearing for It was the first time in Mass.:
ministration to be defeated was
Friday on a permanent injunc American history that the East "Sen. Kennedy is apparently
the Social Credit government in
and West Coast dockworkers content for the time being to
the oil-rich province of Alberta
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lture
center
Bartow,
in
Fla.,
concentr
consume
ate on being a senator.
s
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sitovi.n 4n action at SINI ft & Company's p1-14 isas much electricity as a . city of 5,000 population.
But at some point in the future
1935. The Conservative Party
time.
under handsome young leader
The Nixon injunction also I expect Sen. Kennedy will
Peter Lougheed performed the
included grain elevator workers emerge as a presidential
candidate."
miracle of ending the Social
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Church decline
is being probed

•

'A

NEW YORK — The minister
is a mediocre preacher. The
sanctuary is old-fashioned.
Worship
services
are
traditional and there is little
interest in the "new" liturgical
music. Visitors are welcome
but no special effort is made to
attract new members.
This sounds as though it
could be a description of one of
the many dying churches in
America, doesn't it?
But it isn't. Quite the contrary. It is one of the relatively
few that is flourishing, whose
membership has grown while
others are crying the sheepstraying blues.
This church was one of 19
congregations, large and
small, iir-ban and suburban,
black and white, old and young,
studied by the Division of
Evangelism of the United
Presbyterian Church in the
U. S. A. in an effort to diagnose
why this denomination — and
others as well — is sick.
"It is an ecclesiastical admission and a sociological fact
that membership in the
American Christian churches
is declining," the division said
in its report on an in-depth
study of unidentified local
churches in Minnesota, Northern California, New Jersey,
Florida, Pennsylvania and
Texas.

The body noted that a period
of unprecedented membership
gains in the 1950s was followed
by a decline in the 1960s,slow at
first and then rapid. The United
Presbyterian Church reported
a net loss of 125,800 members
between 1966 and 1969, to a total
of 3,165,000.
"There is little advantage
and no comfort in the fact that
most of the other majoi
Protestant communions in the
United States suffered similar
or proportionate net losses,"
the report said.
"Neither is it helpful to point
to the fact that the American
Catholic church in 1969, for the
first time in its history,
reported a net loss in membership or that Christian
churches'in Europe have been
in numerical decline for at
least four decades."
A net loss in membership, the
board said, "brings with it
feelings of anxiety, failure and
guilt among many segments of
the constituency."
While lamenting the general
decline, the Division of
Evangelism noted that some
congregations were growing.
As many congregations were
shrinking a few churches had
attracted more than 200,000
members.
"A growing church must be
doing something right," a
Presbyterian leader declared.
"Let's find out what it is."
Thus the project was
launched. Interviews were conducted with church staffs and
Giving speeches is fun. You lay and community leaders.
travel and see things.
They went into a variety of
Getting a speech together is questions.and what follows is a
interesting and educational. You+ summary of some of the things
think about what you want to give they found out.
your speech on. Next you obtain
All the growing churches
facts about it. They should be were well maintained and
interesting and easy to un- accessible both to members
derstand. Get all your speech.' and to the community. Most
used their facilities extensively
for nonchurch functions —
scout meetings, gatherings for
the aged, Head Start classes,
sessions of community and
social action groups, music
instruction, political and
educational forums and even
public school classes.
Architectural beauty took a
back seat to activities, which
the pastors and people
regarded as instruments for
mission rather than ends in
themselves.
"Preoccupation of
congregations with bigger and
better buildings proved to be
largely a myth in this study,"
the report said. "The 'edifice
complex' of earlier years
seems to have given way to a
Gail Tucker
new self-understand
Start learning it until you know it. these congregat ing,within
ions of Vie
Then try putting enthusiasm in necessity of utilizing
what they
it. Practice saying it to your have to the maximum."
leader or your parents. See what
The study found that the
they think about it. The first time membership of mast of the 19
you give your speech in public churches confcrmed to the
you may win or you may not. economic norm of their comEither way you are learning to munities. All the booming
give a speech.
congregations had strong
.The first time!ga3t my speech .stewardship programs, with
in public this year was at per capita giving generally
Murray. When I won I went to well ahead of the national
Clinton. While I was at the average. All were optimistic
speakers stand I stood straight about the possibility of inand tall. I spoke loudly and creasing their budgets.
The -division also drew the
clearly where the judges and
that
the
everyone in the room could hear conclusion
and understand me. After I won homogeneity of congregations
there I went to Lexington where I seemed to be increasing the
alienation of young people from
gave my `speech in the
the. ohurek While providing
Agriculture Building at the
security for adults, it said, the
University of Kentucky. At 8:00 church
is •'threatening to youth
p.m. the awards were given out who
experience
disapand the winners were announced. pointment, even
betrayal,
I won a blue ribbon which isn't because the church does not
too bad. It was a lot of fun. But_ provide them an avenue into
then everything in 4-H is fun. the increasing heterogeneity of
Why don't you join? •
life."
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• Youths - from '6.99
• Boys - from '8.47
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5-FT ALL WEATHER POST
3-Point Support
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Purchase

• All Colors
• All Sizes
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Clark Gable as Rhett Butler and Vivien Leigh as Scarlett
O'Hara in David 0. Selznick's production of.Margaret Mitchell's •
"Gtme With the Wind." The all-time-great picture, winner of ten
Academy Awards, is now presented by !Atm- Goldwyn-Mayer
for the first time in 70rnm. wide-screen and full stereophonic
sound, Metrocolor, giving evengreater power to the memorable
'love story set against a spectacular background of the Civil War.
Leslie Howard and Olivia de Hivilland also Aar. Showing at
Salem Cinema I now thru Tuesday.

P

56" TO 60" WIDE
• Animal Look
• Poncho Plaids

54" TO 60" WIDE

Reg. 5.00 Value
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Come In And See Why Everybody
Shops At Uncle Jeffs

100%. POLYESTER

MEN'S CORDUROY SLIPPERS
5

election
wonder

g

DOUBLE KNITS FAKE FUR

Speech Giving
In 4-H Is Fun
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"funnyhe party
nts after
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AUTOMATIC

STEAM & DRY
.

IRON

Automatic steam ar2d
dry, with all Fabrics. Fincontrol.6-oz. water

687reservoir.

$611
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47-Inch
Long
Handle
Round Point

/49

27 D-Handie
Kea treated
bladeRolled
shosticlet

• *i
Lady Vanity

I

DRAIN
SPADE

TABLE-TOP
12-INCH

SKILLET

VJ

Automata square skillet
Temperature control with

SHOVEL

$1288

$188

'299
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CITY LIFE TAKES TOLL

Urban frustrations
force many to flee

Parliament Expected To
Approve Common Market

division is not confined to party
By PHIL NEWSOM
lines.
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Britain stands at more than
On Oct. 28 the British toe crossroads of history and
parliament is expected to
tradition. Althe greatest city in the world, approve by a comfortable departure from
members of
are
Britons
keep him. Tired of the noise they dream of simplicity in the majority Britain's entry into though
By CIMA STAR
society and Brithe
affluent
of
crowds
,
an
rural
and
the
or
air
the
farmer
Life
of
bad
and
the European Common Market.
Copley News Service
payments
city. tired of the competition shopkeeper or even the laborer. It is a move disapproved by 60 tain's balance of
as
only
income and outgo are
sees
reflecting
he now
Tired of shuffling paper, they
which
cent of all Britons.
NEW YORK — "Believe me,
at record highs, her economy is
corporate in-fighting, he heads long to work with their hands. per
Among those opposing it is
there was a time when if you
write
to
rebel
ngland,
es
New
executiv
Other
rural
close to a state of crisis.
for
Prime Minister Harald
lived in this city, nobody could
play, to, viork in summer because they feel their in- former
The Heath government is
a
governLabor
pay you enough money to leave
to find himself.
dividuality being stiffled by the Wilson, whose
upon Britain's entry
stock,
counting
it. New York was the greatest
for Common
to help cure
32-year-old Cabinetmaker, vast corporation. The cor- ment applied
A
Europe
into
1967.
city in the world."
highly skilled artisan who for porate drive for efficiency Market membership in
ment which is approaunemploy
The cabbie swerved viciously a
winding
The Labor party, just
years took pride in his work, makes them feel like the
cying the million mark. The
to avoid a cluster of jaywallcing
up its annual conference at the labor unions predict the oppohis job, sells all of his punchouts on an IBM form.
quits
pedestrians, his permanently
Although these affluent seaside resort town of Brighton, site—even more unemployment
furniture and his car. He buys a
etched scowl deepening, and
and with his wife and rebels may soon find the went on record against it
camper,
Food Prices Higher
added, "Now, I wouldn't stay
three children, heads for the problems of rural life for a city nearly four to one.
A main source of Britist
here a minute if there was any
there's
as
ng
maybe
devastati
as
"where
innocent
West,
way out."
opposition to the Commor
Nationwide polls show a
still some space, some air to those they left behind, the efof
All Americans are becoming
by majority of British housewives Market is the prospect
breathe." He wants to live in fect is being felt
increasingly concerned with
higher food prices. Yet food
country-,perhaps on a farm, management.
the
oppose it.
the quality of life, but in New
prices already are higher and
his children can learn
So far, according to Louise
to be a where
which
continues
York,
seems little likelihood the
there
on
about
-s.
back
and
earth,
its
turns
Curley, vice president
As:Britacn
their record
-about the
Mrs. Louis Penfield show off
larger-than-life version of
can be economist of Scudder, Stevens an imperial past and reluctant- process can be reversed.
life
.
what
backyard
about
animals,
SQUASH GREEN THUMBS—Mr. and
Ohio,
.
Norwalk
raised in their
every big city, many seem
and 8c Clark, "the switch away ly accepts a European future,
Partly due to inflation, partly
muggings
1'71 1-2 -pound Hungarian squash they
without
totally disillusioned.
not its doubts and misgivings are due to world market conditions,
is
business
from
shootings and violence."
Affluence has not brought
A public relations executive significant."
reflected in the fact that the British food costs jumped 10.4
peace of mind, has not stilled
ng 40 leaves his job
But it is noticeable enough same 60 per cent opposed to per cent in the eleven months
approachi
the restlessness of youth, has
and goes to work as a con- that major corporations are Common Market entry also between June, 1970, and May,
not made the metropolis a
struction laborer because he taking steps to insure that it fully expect it come about.
1971.
to
live.
place
pleasant
feels his work no longer has does not become so. Many are
Further increases are expectTechnological change and meaning, relevance, reality. moving corporate headquarExpression of Regret
as the government prepares
ed
economic growth have given an
And the opposition therefore,
Individual reasons vary, but ters out of the city. Pollution
market where
undreamed of standard of it is the tension of working in control is being raised to a rather than expressing an for entry into the
prices are even higher.
For some time he and other living. But the hidden cost — a
ahead stirred less campus den which lies behind higher level of priority. Some alternative to the Common
By EDWARD NEILAN
The crux of the government
GW professors have been con- cost which beautiful ad- Manhatta
bate than an earlier proposal to
disenchantment of nearly companies are reevaluating Market, may be taken more as
the
a
Copley News Service
as
s
ant"
language
t in favor of joining
these
"signific
cerned that
argumen
drop foreign
vertising on color television
growth
the idea that continuing
an expression of regret for the the market is that only in this
WASHINGTON — The old graduation requirement.
students weren't being chal- can no longer hide — is high. all.
They complain of the daily is necessarily vital for the passing of a time when the sun
freshman - sophomore - junior lenged enough by the tradican Britain hope for the
Linton admits the plan is
Pollution of the air and
and the impersonal modern company. Others are never set on the British empire way
senior cycle of college life may dramatic and that the idea of
tional freshman-sophomore water, filth in the streets, grind
productivity and effiincreased
greater
e
encourag
to
Few,
life.
of
city
beginning
quality
proudly aloof
be on the way' out.
introductory courses.
allowing some freshmen to besoaring crime, widespread however, actually live in the participation by executives in and Britons stood
ciency necessary to compete
from the continent.
With the start of this fall come "instant sophomores"
- In some cases, Linton said, drug abuse, and irrational
against such world economic
they commute, the social problems of their
semester. several American
students complained that these violence have taken their toll. city Instead,
may rankle some students and
giants as the United States and
ies.
a
or
four
hours
five
to
communit
two
from
as
split
acBritain
The issue has
universities are testing
general courses presented mafaculty members.
The reaction against the day, to the affluent suburbs in
Japan.
that
feel
s
companie
Many
few others could and the
celerated programs that would
terial they already knew from system which promised an
-I think it will help attract
Island or Westchester or this disenchantment is only a
allow qualified students to get bright high school students to
high school. Implicit in their almost utopian dream, yet Long
that
and
passing phenomenon,
their college degrees in three our college," says Linton. complaints was the challenge: produced frustration and Connecticut.
City men, born and raised in even where it is not, it can be
years,instead of the traditional George Washington University
-If you don't believe I know personal dissatisfaction, is
the cabbies used to call stopped.
four.
this stun, let me take a test and dramatized by the hippie. what
is only a hop, skip and a jump
The concept has been de- from the State Department in
prove it."
These young, and not so young,
bated foe years.
The new plan will require people break from traditional
the Foggy Bottom section of the
colleges
state
California's
only three years of superior family ties, spurn the rewards
District of Columbia. It is also
By WILBORN HAMPTON
have begun a pilot program to very near the new John F. Ken- college work frdin'students and of work, and the persuasions of
ROME (UPI) - Across the even the tourists who go for a
sere if a shopened degree pro- nedy Center for the Performing
will leave summers free -for the business world.
top of the Temple of Caesar a casual stroll or arrive with tour
gram will permit more stu- Arts.
work or travel.
The hippie who panhandles in
thick black cable hangs among groups and guides.
dents to be served by a hardIn addition, others in GW's Tompkins Park or Washington
Though Linton says the timBy TEWART HENSLEY
A small but unyielding
and purple flowers. Into
maintain
ivy
to
planes
pressed college infrastructure. ing is coincidental, the pro- 4,000-student Columbian Col- Square is the ultimate dropout.
the
needs
UPI Diplomatic Reporter
of Roman students, led
group
where
altar
of
the
side
the
reaNew York's state education gram revisions are being put lege of Arts and Sciences — inRogers
balance.
military
can
he
that
He is unique in
WASHINGTON (UPI1 —SeMassimo Pallottino,
by
Prof.
have
workmen
lay,
Caesar
great
system, faced with a shortage into effect during a year when
decision
a
ng
—
cluding incoming freshmen
only exist in an affluent society. :retary of State William P. lizes that withholdi
bored a two-inch hole to carry contend the show is causing
of physical plant facilities, has GW failed to attract its cuss
about
represent
planes
the
will be allowed to bypass up to Unwilling to participate in it,
on
Rogers is running out of time in
huge irreparable damage to the ruins
been considering the idea and tomary freshman quota of 1,150 a year's worth 30 credit hours
the only real leverage he has in another cable to a
his efforts to get an interim
with its scores of floodlights;
spotlight.
is watching the experiment in students.
to
Israel'
e
of college courses if they can he lives on the extravagant
persuad
to
t between Egypt and trying
ng stereo tapes and the
agreemen
thunderi
Via,
Sacra
by
the
Outside,
lized
California, and elsewhere, with
an
industria
that
wastes
duate
covundergra
tests
rning
with
In fact,
pass credit-ea
compromise with Egypt and a
Suez
the
of
g
of
about 1,000 tourists
reopenin
crush
on
filled
is
Israel
box
outlet
on
an
and
electric
,
on
produces
keen interest
fell
civilizati
ering the course work.
tuition at $2,150 per year, it
Suez Canal accord.
with, plugs and by it an electric who nightly mount the BassiliThe catalyst for action on the some 200 freshmen short — a
Instead of being locked into the generosity of those who Canal.
Israel's
that
g
pretendin
While
Rogers said a couple of
meter totes up the kilowatt Ca Julia to watch the spectacle.
concept that has been debated predicament experienced by a the traditional array of fresh- have more than adequate
position is not endangered by hours used to tell a dubious
About two dozen students,
months ago that unless such an
for a long time was the Car- number of private colleges man and sophomore "survey" means.
U.S. withholding of the planes, story of the Roman Forum
holding placards written in
negie Commission report early around the country this year aS courses in history, biology and
But, increasingly, he is not' agreement was reached by the
realizes that under the with sound and light.
several languages to explain
this year titled "Less Time, students flock to the less expen- such, the GW student may now alone.
end of this year, the chances Rogers
of domestic politics it
Pressure
The reopening of the night- their protest. have set up
sharply.
IBM
More Options."
the
Others, from
for it would decrease
sive state and community col- choose from a wider variety.
will become impossible at some ly sound and light show in the booths inside the Forum near
Faculty and student opinion leges.
He did not explain this
The student may, with fac- salesman to the factory
point for the administration to ancient ruins of the Roman the entrance and enlist the
ing
around the country seems to be
advertis
However,
the
to
publicly.
worker,
of
n
own
t
his
discussio
statemen
tailor
faculty
,
GW's
ulty approval
signatures of any tourist who
Forum has touched off a lively
divided on the wisdom of the the various increased options, major field of study spanning executive or the top manager, administration officials said -xintinue to deny them.
Rogers is understood to protest which has caught up may want to sign a petition
accelerated plan boomed in the however, was formally initi- two or more departments.
are turning their backs on the that what he meant was that it
that there are two
Carnegie report.
ated two years ago when Linton
The effect of all these "in- urban and industrial complex. would be difficult if not pelieve
rAvArArAr.dowAraurarAvArArori
At George Washington Uni- outlined the proposals in the creased options," adopted by
An executive in a major impossible for the United States principal deadlocks blocking lerar.r.ar.rw.r.ffArA
versity in the nation's capital, a memorandum to the faculty. the faculty earlier this sum- publishing company in midprogress toward an accord
to maintain its "even-handed"
On Hwy. 121
three-year degree program for
and which would permit reopening
conciliator
'For some time," he says,"a mer, is "the assignment to the Manhattan quits. Neither a role
as
exceptional students is under significant kind of student has student of a much greater re- high salary, a comfortable
al753
Ph7
:he canal:
;787
ld Hwy.)
American
(Mayfie
the
during
mediator
way.
—Israel's refusal to agree to
wanted more freedom in de- sponsibility for making up his office, nor what he once presidential election year.
of
Dr. Calvin D. Linton, dean
1
demand that any
veloping his own program from own college program," Linton thought of as the challenge of
They noted that some of the Egypt's
the Arts and Sciences College top to bottom.working in a major concern can
accord on Suez be
iterim
s
.
said.
ial
president
Party's
ic
Democrat
at GW. said the decision to go
lly designated as one
aspirants already have begun to specificia
a final settlement
toward
step
charge that the United States is
conflict, based on an
damaging the ability of Israel if the
Israeli withdrawal from all the
to defend itself by refusing to
seized in the June,
territory
agree to Premier Golds Meir's
1967 war.
of
number
large
a
for
demand
—Egypt's refusal to agree to
additional American F4 Phandemand for a permanIsrael's
tom jet warplanes.
ant ceasefire as part of any
The administration so far has
t.
refused to ennepile that Israel interim settlemen

Colleges testing
3-year degrees

Roman Forum show
ly protest
Rogers Running Out Of starts live
Time On Suez Problems

"WHERE YOU SAVE DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE"

Mirror, mirror,
in the pool...

WE PAY AN EXTRA QUARTER!
OCTOBER IS THE MONTH TO
MOVE YOUR MONEY TO US
FOR HIGHER EARNINGS!
Interest Paid Quarterly On All Certificates and Passbooks

Murray Branch
Federal Savings & Loan
Main at 7th Street

Phone 753-7921

\1:17(1T1)
V \I% Fli.-11
Member, of ill. I niversits Ilf
Alabama swimming team are
using a mirror in the pool to
find out what they 're doing
wrong or right.
The mirror, made id stainless steel, portable, imbreak
able and highly refleetive, permits the swimmer tO study his
form and correct flews before
they become habits.
The mirror is of 16-gage
Type :tat stainless. weighs
about 65 pounds,and is framed
in split metal tubing. It is the
brainchild if metallurgical engineering professiir Edward J.
Planz arid swimming eoai•li
-John Foster who wiirked 1/i1
de‘ehiprnen I with engineers from Republic Steel (..11
ira In in
Coach Foster hail machinist Billy Ryaii add hanger, to
that it earl lie
iii.' mirror
completely or partially sub.
merged. This enables the
stroke both
frier Ii -:er his arm
.11111Ve arid below the water
lii.' mini ir
flat
-ii

* For Special Convenience Use Our Drive-In Window *
-

an

als.'i be pia, eil

1)4,110111
MI trier

"(

tin'

11.11k Itla

•Il
down can view his stroke %,
mut,ir
irjlIV.)',iui.ilt
g horizontally so die
caii ,W 1111 past and.
Iii,latcral heinl turf,.

arm pull lot dropped elbows.
etc.
rai,ed out of
The mirror
Iii.' water for the backstrokers
they can cheek arm and
hand placement while miiving
away.
"cecircling tus leir,ier. a Aicinimer call get a look at about
Ii ur or five An do., a, he i111
past or 4,Ver the mirror.- -The advantage of this
teaching tool liver iither visual
a, movies and video
aids
tape is, of course, in Fog.says Foster. -In addition, the
.•iimpelitive swimmer who is
well acquainted with the rnr•ch
Airs- of the stroke, and most
are, earn make the necessary
dpistine Ili, almost inn

Western wildlife
at 10 - year high
Eleven western states had
more deer, elk and antelope in
1970 than in any year since the
turn of the century. reports the
U S Department of the Interior.
This is attributed to the
variety ,•Of
management
programs carried out on state
and federal levels.
ii.trieli may Illea,l/re up
eight feet to tin row,' of
as head.
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HOLLAND
BULBS
FOR FALL
ARE HERE!!

8 to 5 .
Mon. thru
Sat
1 to 5
Sunday

* Tulips
* Daffodil
1
* Hyacinths
1
Narcissus
1

1
1

LAWN FESCUE
for Fall Seeding
Complete Line of

ORTHO PRODUCTS

including High Nitrogen Lawn Food to give your
lawn a quick start

CLEAN WHEAT STRAW
for Winter Mulch
Complete Line of

LAWN & GARDEN TOOLS
Free Landscape Design
and Estimate
for both ComMercial and Residential
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arts.) rug and hair
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•
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liRIOng Colorsinterior

in
decor

THE ORIGINAL LATEX FORTIFIED WITH K-51 AND COLORLOCK
RUBBERIZED LATEX SATIN FLAT FOR WALLS AND WOODWORK
Irrq..'
.
/VICS u,i MIIIIIie,*(1e1.211

amik'uter•N,,

ALSO WHITE AND CEILING WHITE

(A1,,r*lint.h

Rrdler•St-ruhhuhic•N,An-velbnorw While -

UNCLE LEE
REGULAR PRICE
$5.19

PAINT SPECIAL
GOOD THROUGH
OCTOBER 31, 1971
DOOR MATS
LIST $1.59
14"X24". REG. PRICE 89c
Reversible.

MODEL M18
GENERAL ELECTRIC
•

J.' ,./st

•

ho go for a
ye with tow

100% Nylon
Removable head asst colors

SYLVANIA LIGHT BULBS
2 For The Price of 1

unyielding
udents, led
Pallottino,
is causing
to the ruins
floodlightc
pea and the
tourist.s
the liassilie spectacle.
n students,
written in
to explain
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orum near
enlist the
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a petition

All sizes 25W to 200W.
Soft white .and inside
frosted. Also 3 way
Bulbs.

'WINTER
FLO
ANTI-FREEZE

Super-tough wonder-plastic
Jacket can't rust, dent, stain
. . ever,

CHAMPION
or
A-C SPARK
PLUGS

HUNTING ARROWS

A Full Strength.
Ethlene Glycol Base
Anti-freeze and coolant

one 1

WOOD ELECTRIC SPIND.
45 to 50 LB.
U.L. Reg.
Price $7.69
DOZ.
SPECIAL

29

5787

MADE BY
$
THE MAKERS
OF
PR ESTONE
1

1

SPECIAL
Limit 2

HI PRECISION

e650
p

GAL

1
2 BATTERIES
o5 .
thru 1
t
to 5
nday
1
1

; vino

EVER,EADY®
BATTERIES

$388
PACK OF 2

MEN'S CORDUROY SLIPPERS
Reg $5.00 Value

1
1

16
1
your

1
1
•Infant's — from $5.99
•youths — from $6.99

1
1
1
!al 1

1 16 oz.

COOLING SYSTEM FAST FLUSH
10 MINUTE
PREVENTS
CLEANER
OVER
LIST $1.49
HEATING
U.L REG.
PRICE 79'

SPECIAL

57,

New Browning
Ammunition
38 SPECIAL MATCH
148 GR. WAD CUTTER
BOX OF 50
LIST PRICE 16"
Uncle Lee
SPECIAL PRICE

c

COOLING SYSTEM
STOP LEAK
HEAVY
DUTY
LIST $1.95
U.L. REG. PRICE $1.27

REPAIRS LEAKS
AND CRACKS
IN RADIATORS
AND
BLOCKS
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AUTOS FOR SALE

- Men's wear

Your Life Insurance

back
Dividends Buy Extra insurance Dimitri comes
to classic fashiqns
amount of a policy even if you
have borrowed against it. Also, the
one-year coverage is available even
if ill health keeps you from buying
a new policy.
Of course. the older you are
when you first buy a cash value
policy, the less term insurance - the
dividends will usually buy a given
number of years later. Also, since
term insurance builds up no cash
values, and assuming you have

insurance. Preyou cost. one-year term
If someone told you that
typically
e miums for term insurance
insuranc
life
your
up
step
could
but you
as you grow older.
up
it.
go
double
even
perhaps
protection,
term inyou be should be able to buy the
would
outlay,
extra
without
in spite
dividends surance which is offered.
interested? The annual
do of the rising rates.
you
let
might
on your policy
of Life
Term Insurance
just that, says the Institute
Insurance.
s that (der the fifth
ompanie
C
s
The policies which pay dividend dividend option will either let you
pating"
"partici
as the
are the so-called
as much term insurance
you buy
, or the
variety. Up to a few years ago.
dividend can purchase
four
of
of the borrowed up to the full cash value,
could generally do one
amount of the cash value
(OJAt
increases
things with the dividend:
you will not receive any proceeds
regular policy. which
to reduce
Until you ap- if you cancel it.
it in cash; (2) appl• it
from year to year.
s
dividend
annual
the premiums; (3) let
the older ages, the
If long-range savings or protecat proach
than you
accumulate with the company
dividend is usually more
nt to you, you
of
for tion is more importa
premium
the
interest; (4) buy small amounts
cover
need to
accumulate ardiveach will
por- might prefer to
unused
Any
-additional- paid-up coverage
value.
cash
at interest or buy paid-up
policy. the
can normally identis
year of the same type as the
iron Of the dividend
p- additions.
other,
the
of
one
be applied to
Fifth Option
If, you are financially pressed.
•
t ions.
use the dividend
dividend option offers you might want to
fifth
fifth
a
The
offer
now
es
Most compani
an to reduce premiums. But il you
following advantages: it's
term
the
one-year
the
as
choice, known
more immediate protection
the inexpensive way of adding short- •need
the_fifth
option. This lets you apply
protection. Your bene- than you can now afford,
death
value
term
cash
a
from
ar.nual dividend
be_best.
receive at least the facial dividend option might
will
(ow
ficiary
separate
e
policy to 'purchas
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

0000 00E0 MOO
0000 0000 M00
DOOM 0000000
01110000 0000
0000 OM 000
ODM 000000 00
MMO 00 MO ONO
00 M00000 MOO
UOM MU 0000
OUO3 OUORM2
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MOD 0000 0010
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Conjunction
Intellect
Roman tyrant
1 Devoured
4 Developed.
Keep
9 Rodent
Time gone by
Measure of
IZ Cushion
weight
13 Eagle's nest
14 The self
16 Skill
Tests
15
18 Bury
17 Marinesnail•
20 Parcel of
19 1fporsr - -,
Land
21-Terniedel •
22 Turkic
Fuegan Indian
tribesman
22 Jog
7
24 Speck
23 Lasso
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25 Train
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schedule
48 Experimental
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Make
38
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42
51 Before
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By WALTER LOGAN

into
t Inc

calthigli

military

boots.

was in tan gabardine with
big
NEW YORK (UPI)- Dimi- a wide leather belt and a
lar buckle.
rectangu
York
New
tri of Italy, the only
"And this is going to be
custom tailor to follow the
g a
Italian tradition of putting on fantastic," he said, showin in
and jeans
his own big fashion show each wool satin jacket
years
year, returned to classic shapes the style made famous are
.
They
Strauss
Levi
by
ago
and fabrics for his big extrat,, wear to cocktail parties by
vaganza at the Plaza Hotel this
couples who do not want tc
year.
is short
They happen to be the clots- wear denim. The jacket
oi
jacket,
ower
Eisenh
an
like
of
1946
sic shapes and fabrics
jacket id
and may remind • you of a like a denim cowboy
prefer.
Ralph Bellamy movie but Piero
Dimitri shows fur for the
Dimitri sets fashions and you
and like
may be sure that soon enough first time this year
coats
the
ts
garmen
cloth
the
everyone else will follow. his
was in a beige
lead. Oddly, though advanced, -were fitted. One
half belt in the
they are not too far away from nutria with a
center vent.
long
a
and
back
s.
current fashion
shape came
similar
with
Coats
Dimitri has estimated these
leather and heavy
shows cost him as much as in soft black e.
$30,000 to produce and says sueded cowhid
he puts them -on simply be- Outstanding
cause "I love fashion." This
Some of the outstanding
time he used the show to
things- made for-the show inintroduce his Fall-into-Spring
cluded:
NEW YORK (UPI)—A strong collection of what he calls
-A country suit in a caramel
will
g.
market
clothin
o-wear
the
od
that
ready-t
likeliho
grape houndstooth pattern
and
what
exactly
They aren't
rally over the next few weeks,
with a big grape color windowtesting the Dow September high other people call ready-to-wear pane overplaid, two button,
of 920 is seen by TPO Inc. The since his are made by hand in single breasted and, of course,
and
firm believes, however, that his New York workrooms
straight
e, will .run shaped. The pants hung
traders should not look for a suit, for eiampl
with a wide
made
ere.
wa
wn
a
i,
d
athnd
ts
Topcoa
$285 to $325.
bargains among severely de- from
are also mildly expensive, runpressed issues now, but should
Blazers were made with
ning $285 to $300. The custom
pleated' backs, an appliqued
confine short-term purchases to stuff is considerably more.
the
half belt in the back and shown
outperforming
issues
- Dimitri is the master ofshape with
pleated. euffless trousers.
market.
and
suits
and the waists of his
in leather and suede
The-blazers
coats have a nipped in look.
The market's technical condi- Other features of the suits are were tailored like the cloth
tion favors higher prices over , roped shouldere, cuffs on the coats. One in antelope was soft
in
the near term, E.F. Hutton Co. pants which are slightly pleated, as a kidskin glove and came
buttons.
gold
with
bluenavy
that
out
points
firm
The
says.
and extremely wide lapels.
-A suit for the beach or
during two recent sessions the - Topcoats and overcoats run
was shown in a
Dow Industrial Transportation tviria inches below the knee and the country
tion of fiocco and cotcombina
of
broke
tote
es
each
are
averag
There
fitted.
are
Utility
and
ton in a soft gray-blue basketupward through short term wrap around belts. Dimitri also weave with tiny flecks of white
has brought back the raglan
downtrend lines.
like snowflakes. it was made
sleeve and has given such coats
with a wrap around belt and
using
by
time
first
the
for
shape
promisWith President Nixon
fitted
a
buttons and can be worn
e
and
no
armhol
high
ing a tough Phase Two a
with or without a shirt. The
program, it is not surprising body.
Since he is a custom tailor same design was'in Irish linen
that the bond market has taken
makes lots of suits for for the summer.
and
off, Argus Research Corp. feels.
-Raincoats had a military
, many of the things in
The current bond market really women
look. One was in cotton, like a
both
for
a
for
shown
support
were
his show
provides added
heavy denim, made with two
constructive investment pos- men and women. One of these bellow pockets,a huge military
with
suit
ture, the firm says, despite the was a classic safari
a wrap
on the collar, epaulets and was in
r
likelihood uncertainties about two big patch pockets
Anothe
belt.
around
which tuck
the world currency situation jacket, and pants
wool denim, new this year.
pert.
A coat in black nappe leather
will
was very shaped in his "graphic"
design which features two vertical welded seams fore and aft
to emphasize the slimness.
-A spring coat was in Irish
tweed woven in a tiny herringbone pattern in pale gray with
huge windowpane overchecks white horizontal stripes and
vertical black stripes. This was
a four button double breasted
with a wraparound belt.

Wall Street
Chatter

-Colons were spectacular
and ran from grape through
plum, raspberry and purple. A
grape colored coat was in his
graphic design with a zippered
front. Another bright color
combination was a three piece
suit in a soft combination of
navy, dusty rose and gray but
with cardinal red horizontal
stripes and electric blue vertical stripes forming a big overplaid.

1971 Monte Carlo

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

$3475.00

110Impala 4 door
$2175.99
sedan.
1849 Ithigswood station
$2475.99
wagon
MO Malibu 2 door hard$21175.90
top1970 Impala 4 door. $2675.44
1964 Impala 4 door sedan,
$775.110
41,000 miles.
19911 Impala 4 door sedan,
$875.111
42,000 miles.
1968 Galaxie NI 2 door
$11175.80
hardtop.
19119 Cutlass Super Olds 2
$2475.91
door hardtop.
All the above have air,
power steering and power
brakes,are ease owner new
car trade-ins.
2-1967 Chevy I ton trucks
with new Midwest dump
beds and hoist. 13375.116
1971 Glautron Boat 14½',
50 H.P. Johnson motor, Tee
Rae trailer, one owner.
New car trade in. $1975.98

Come By and See
Our Salesmen
J. H. Nis
Guy McCuiston
Mac Fitts
Charlie Jenkins

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Across from Uncle Jeff's
Phone 753-2617

Amtrak
is seeking
$170 million
in aid
WASHINGTON WIT hi
business only five months,
the government's new National Railroad Passenger
Corp. w a nts Congress to
put up an extra $170 million to keep the trains mining for another year, government sources said today.
Known as Amtrak. the
quasi-public corporation et•
ficially took over the nation's shrinking rail passenger network May I.
The sources said Amtrak
told the Transportation Department it could use as
much as $500 million in
additional funds. However.
the reil ties t was scaled
down Iii $170 million.
Congress ct up Amtrak
with a $40 million grant
and a $100 million loan
-guarantee. Critics argued
at the time that the new
corporation was grossly under financed.

The Colonials
dv.

•

TWO BATH
THREE ACRES AND FOUR BEDROOM
about
located
heat,
electric
n,
and'ove
range
HOUSE. Built-in
00.
three miles from town on main road. Full price ;16,750.
ER.
LOOKING FOR A BUILDING LOT, LOOK NO FURTH
Broach
We have some dandies. Bagwell Manor, Circarama,
corner lot
Addition and other parts of town. Hows this one? A
quick.
sell
to
129'x150'. Priced
BRICK.
PRICE REDUCED ON THIS THREE BEDROOM
2
/
ng, 11
carptei
air,
and
heat
central
her,
Has range, dishwas
closets.
baths, den, living room, utility and carport. Lots of
care of
Needs decorating but owner has reduced price to take
it. Only ;21,900.00.
OM
ANOTHER REDUCTION ON THIS THREE BEDRO
fan,
exhaust
room,
dining
room,
living
large
BRICK. It has
at
air conditioner, carport and good big lot. Ready to move
;1,250.00 off of original price.
YEAR AROUND LAKE HOUSE — This one has all water
rights, full bath, air conditioner, three bedrooms,'electric
heat, central water system and is only 3 years old. Full price
$9,500.00.
We
ROBERTS REALTY IS LOOKING FOR FARMERS —
have some of the best farms we have ever had. They range
place
from a 44 acre place with house for ;13,250 to a 290 acre
a
house
g
dwellin
good
and
fences
dings,
outbuil
with all the
n
person could want for $68,500. We have some more in betwee
in all
these extremes both close teiltown and away from town
help
directions. Call us about your desire in a farm and we'll
you find it.
like
MOBILE HOME AND 1 acre lot on City water. This is a
and
ng
carpeti
ms,
bedroo
two
with
12'x62'
is
and
new home
sharp in every way. Only $5,000.

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

Buying, Selling, Appraising, Managing
When It Comes To Real Estate,
See
Hoyt or Ray Roberts of

ROBERTS REALTY

505 Main Street or Call 753-1651
AUTOS FOR SALE

Corona,
TOYOTA
1957 CHEVROLET pick-up truck. 1970
753Phone
0.
Needs
$1,525.0
ve.
ic,
overdri
automat
V8, 283 with
09C
tires. $350.00. Phone 435-5715. 07P 6795.

CAMPER HEADQUARTERS
* CAMPER SHELLS Paneled Windows 30", 34" & 36" Installed & Tax Paid 1295'
* CHEVY VAN MOTER HOME CAMPERS
Fully equipped and self contained
New-As Low As 1787500
ER
* 1-15' CAMP
$1475°°
Come'By and See Our Salesmen .
Mac Fitts
v Guy McCuiston v J. H. Nix
v Charlie Jenkins

-5—IMEANWHILE -AT THE SOURCE
IP. IT 1SN'T-- )
54FE
PSSni•A4157-AH CAPP —/5 ir
NOTHING /
A-0'YO'712 AIAK FUA/0'
)
IS SAFE
"1/0DERI- GULP.'- HIM ?

1-4-4EY'LL POLLY )
MOONBEAM
441-4AREVER
SHE'S
(30F.S -

C

GoIN' NOME!!
(AM HAS
SPOKEN —

'68 FORD, '65 FORD CONVERTIBLE., Both good condition. Priced reasonably. Call
08C
753-2919 on weekends.
1970 EL CAMINO,Power and air.
07C
Sharp. Call 753-7426.

/a 7.
••••••••••••••••

AUTOS FOR SALe.

70 MODE
12'x60'. St
doors, ste
Abundance
furniture.
489-2437.
CASH AND
:oads distre
room sizes a
lute back,so
Hi-density
price starts
$3.95 sq. yd.
anything in
12 and 15 ft
Paschall's
azel, Ky.4

H

1965 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 4 1969 BUICK ELECTRA, 225
door hardtop. Air conditioned. Custom, blue with black vinyl
012C
$400.00, Call 753-11786.
top, loaded, one owner. First
class condition, 36,000 actual
miles. Local car, priced timove,
door
Two
390.
XL
1969 FORD
ph.753-1955 after 5:30 p.m. 011C
power,
full
hardtop. Factory air,
black vinyl top. One owner, local
car,Call 753-5945 after 5 p.m.081' HAUL-A-WAY 6 CAR, 65

OF IT ALL.-

P

BRICK. It has two
BRAND NEW: THIS THREE BEDROOM
ng throughout
carpeti
garage,
d
enclose
full ceramic baths,
e hall,
entranc
room,
living
s
house, extra large den, spaciou
Finished price
air.
and
heat
central
patio,
closets,
of
lots
$29,400.00.

Across From Uncle Jeff's on So. 12th
PHONE 753-2617

Abner

LEGLO
TIC GOlbe
s 15ovER
cast

CLEAN FOUR
PICTURED THIS WEEK IS THIS NEAT,
e of M.S.U.
distanc
walking
within
located
BEDROOM house
Air contrees.
fruit
and
spaceExtra large lot with garden
carport. This
ditioners and carpeted, two baths and double
Only $18,000.00.
one is an excellent buy for that large family.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
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rfEAL ESTATE FOR' SALE

minCOSTUMED IIANKING—Mouddour Zakara, finance
meetister of Niger, listens to proceedings at the annual
ry Fund. in
ing of the World Rank and Moneta
anIrnraTation hcasi't.
orume
traTIVe
wea
,
Ifigtom

Chevrolet tractor, new rubber,
18,000 miles on engine; '63 model
trailer, has new rubber, road
ready. Priced forquick sale or
trade for autos. eau Jim Orr
Motor Sales, 812-949-2495, Mit08C
6e11,Indiana.

VI,
1962. CHEVROLET,
air._
and
Phone
ic,
automat
i7p...2_ton—truck. Phone 2303.
ms
_1960
a
011C
07C
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THE WANT ADS wAy75

•

Call j
-1916•
•
•
•••••

FOR SALE

( FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

RUNNING SPECIAL price on TWO-2 ton damp trucks. One flat TWO MAUSER sporting rifles, 1971 HONDA 175 SL Motor Sport.
Irish Setter puppies. Call 753-186? bed,one box bed.Phone 753one with scope; one Browning 12 excellent condition, many ac014C 7850.
TFC gauge shotgun; antique sewing cessories, very low mileage.
or 753-9457.
machine (Gerka) with at- Phone753-8425 evenings and
07C
tachments, fully operable; G. E. nights.
Mobile Maid dishwasher; two old NEW SHIPMENTS of fall furrockers, several years issues of niture now arriving. Two piece!
National Geographic, Readers Early
American, Spanish
Digest and other magazines, Modern and Hide-A-Bed living
Phone 436-2285 after 5:00
room furniture, bedroom fur
OW niture in Oak, Pecan, Manic,
p.m.
Walnut and white
3 REGISTERED % Charolais with powder table. Metal warHeifers, 8 months old; one /
-0/4s
4 drobes, wall base and utility
3
‘Ote
Charolais Bull, 9 months old; cabinets. Sweepers and vacuum
GANT -: SERO SHAPELY
.Two % Charolals Bulls, 8 months cleaners.
Largest Selection in Murray
old. Call or see Michael Shelton, Close out on wrought iron patio
Farmington,Ky.345-2264. 011P furniture. See us for your carpet
and cushion vinyl needs. Special
5 JERSEY YEARLINGS for sale. price on nylon carpet Ili-Density
a er::
About 400 or 500 lbs. 753-6920. 07C foam rubber back.
4e\ess
s\ee-\le
4•
//Zs
vo1\1.
Carraway Furniture and
ROBERT BRUCE
SEVERAL DRESSES, also some
Appliance, 105 North 3rd Street,
fall maternity dresses, size 16.
Kentucky. Phone 75307C Murray,
Phone 492-8622.
•:::
07C
1502.

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

FALL & WINTER
MERCHANDISE
: 04e
1

FOUR
ce of M.S.U.
ees. Air conarport. This
y $18,000.00.

°" SHIRTS 'sfripes

s\ee

. It has two
throughout
trance hall,
• - ..• price
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SPORT COAT
Double Knits

•••:.:

Plaids

Solids

0 BATH

t

SWEATER

SET OF World (Book Encyclopedias. Phone 753-8940. 07P

ted about
6,750.00.

13\‘"s PANTSkb
Perri7
▪▪ • st\i'es
FLAIR

FURTHER.
, Broach
A corner lot

BM BRICK.
rpteing,
- of closets.
take care of

?VzAs

•
,10/4F
ei7eot
.ess

ZOdW°1

SUITS °QINe i!!

.5.

TIES

ALL DESIGNS
Largest Selection in Murray

ERS - We
y range
acre place
house a
in between
town in all
• we'll help

•

vac'e
r\k\esSHOES
THE

4
1
/

COLLEGE SHOP
North 15th Street Murray, Ky.
Across From MSU Library
Open 8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Weekdays
Saturday Open 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
PHONE 753-3242

naging
.te ,

1651
SA Le.
Corona,
. Phone 75309C

RS
$ 129500

PHILCO
REFRIGERATOR, ONE SEMI-MOUNT John Deer
used. Phone 753-6213.
TFNC corn picker. Phone 753-8697, after
012C
6:00p.m.
70 MODEL MOBILE home,
12'x60'. Storm windows and TWO YEAR old washer and
doors, steps, all electric. dryer and electric range. Phone
08C
Abundance of closets, beautiful 435-4592 or 435-5501.
furniture. Big discount.Phone
489-2437.
07C

Inc.
th

CTRA, 225
black vinyl •
wner. First
,000 actual
ced to move,
p.m. 08C

NEW V2 H.P. Portable air
compressor. Complete with hose,
tire inflator, regulator gauges
and spray gun. $164.00. Phone
oge
753-3018 after 5:00 p.m.

CASH AND CARRY, 2 truck
!Dads distressed stock full rolls,
room sizes and wall to wall,some
jute back,some commercial type
Hi-density rubber back. Our
price starts $2.50 sq. yd. and up to 16 ANGUS brood cows, 29 Her$8.95 sq. yd. none higher. Pick ford brood cows, 15 2 yr. old
anything in house while it lasts. heifers, 10 yearling heifers. Bank
12 and 15 ft. width in stock. financing available. Circle B
Paschall's Discount House, Horse Ranch, Alternate 69 Hwy.
07C
08P Paris,Tenn.901-642-6499.
Hazel,Ky.492-9733.

7875"
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"COME AS YOU ARE"

753-41111
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STROBE LIGHTS
"The Wishing Well"

AUCTION SALE, Saturday
October 9th, at 10:00 a.m. at the
home of the late Willie and May
Lawrence, one mile southeast of
Lynn Grove, Kentucky. Nice
trinkets,glass, china and antique
collector items that have been
saved for close to a century. I
could not begin to list and
describe each item separately.
Here are Just afew; Fancy oak
dining table and chairs, nice
refrigerator and electric stove,
old rockers, glass-front kitchen
cabinet, a beauty. Jenny Lynn
2 beds, extra
1
bed, other antique /
nice spinning wheel, fancy
treadle sewing machine, fancy
love seat type couch with matching rocker, bought about the
turn of the century, and still like
new.
There will hciats of glass and
china -and green depression.
Numerous kerosene lamps, one
nice No. 1-2 wall lamps. Three
wash kettles, tea kettles, bean
pots, nice churns,jars and jugs of
all kinds, flat irons, black
skillets, brass knob, hames,
sugar buckets.
China doll and other nice dolls.
Extra *icy and old piano, wall
clock, runs good. Come expecting the usual modern furniture plus all the listed goodies
and aany more.
Fir information call Rex
Brown, 435.4855, Lynn Grove or
Otto Chester Auction Service,
455-4042, Lynn Grove. A complete
auction sale service. Licensed
and bonded. It pays to sell the
07P
Chester Way.

HELP WANTED
SUE BLACKFORD is now
FOR RENT
working at Kingswoixi Beauty
WELDER,
Salon. All friends are-Invited to FURNISHED ;SifATMENTS; EXPERIENCED
bathrooni Apply in person at Five Point
call for appointment. Phone 753- Living room, kitchen,
TFC
013C with shower and bath. 1 or 2 WeldingShop.
BREAKFAST SET with four 5587.
ApartZimmerman
bedrooms.
Phone
condition.
chairs. In good
PIZZA Palace needs
07C „.GARAGE
435-4903.
SALE, Friday, ments, South 16th Street. Phone TOM'S
013C waitress. Apply in person after
Saturday, October 8 and 9 at 624 753-6609.
4:00p.m.
07C
We are now doing
09C
PEKINGESE PUPPIES, seven Broad Street Eit.
TWO BEDROOM duplex with WILL PAY well for your spare
weeks old.$35.00 each. Phone 753custom work
011C ESTABLISHED AVON Territory central heat and air, fully car- time working at home for us.
5583.
peted with outlets for washer and Anyone who can read and write
open. Faxon School area
011C can qualify. Weekly ,salary.
Phone 753-9741.
will
MURRAY
THREE HOLSTEIN Heifers,
representative needed. Call or dryer.
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
freshen in March. Phone 753-6210 write M.Janet Kunick Route 2,
Details write: James Bliss Co. October 9th, 1 p.m., 5 miles
house,
07C Box 136-A, Princeton, Kentucky. FOUR ROOM unfurnished
P.O. Box 324 Dept. K697 Levit- southwest of Murray, Kentucky,
after 4:00 psn.
SPORT
013C turn west at Holiday Inn on South
ITC bath, carpeted. Five miles from tovm,Pa. 19053.
Phone 365-9424.
Murray. $85.00 per month. Must
and
TV ANTENNA,almost new. Also
Use 641. Drive to first road west of a
MONEY.
MEANS
TIME
753-6425
Phone
have references.
large executive desk. Call Mit. RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday,
Sinking Spring Church, turn
and
work
contact
07C spare hours for
days or 753-5962 nights.
MARINE
HartW. N. Crosthwaite, 489-2437 October 9, 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
watch your earnings grow. Local south one mile to Roy D.
08C' at the American Legion Building.
Kirksey,Ky.
Farm.
sfield
how.
you
718 S. 4th St.
show
will
distributor
furnished
ROOM
SEVEN
There will be lots of household
Having sold his farm, will offer
apartment, near University. Air- Write Box 32 Q,Murray,
753-7400-753-3619
items; Ladies and childrens
012P a 1950 Allis Chalmers tractor,
conditioned,carpeted. $125.00 per Ky.
clothing; a variet; of large size
Model B. One row good shape,
FR!DAY ONLY
month. Must have references.
men's suits, coats and pants. 09C
for
plow, disc, and cultivator, full set
OPENING
IMMEDIATE
Phone 753-6425 days or 753-5962
54" Washable Bonded
harnes,
WELL KEPT carpets show the
07C general office worker. Must be of horse drawn tools,
nights.
Acrylic Complete Stock WE ARE ready now to deliver or
results of regular Blue Lustre
,able to type, some bookkeeping chains,tools, wagon, well pumps,
'take your order for six vein EFFICIENCY APARTMENT at preferred. Equal opportunity hog feeder, wrenches and hand
spot cleaning.- Itent electric
yd.
stoker or four by seven lump coal 1602 Dodsim Avenue. Phone 753- employer. Send resume to Box tools.
09C
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
Fashion Costs Less
08C This is a family sale and will
or 6 by 3 egg. Phone 753-1813 6564.
07C rad,Murray,Ky.
When You Sew With flee
sell so many things, but with eats
Fulton Ice & Coal Service, 408
1969 SALEM MOBILE Home, 60'
Fabrics from
TFC 2 BEDROOM TRAILER, centre WANT TO do something extra anddrinks. Hope you will spend
South 4th Street.
x 12' two- bedroom with bath and
a-hall. All electric. Extra nice.
air and heat. Ideal for family or special this Christmas? Be an the afternoon buying the nice
FAB-N-TRIM
Someone to take over payments.
students. University Avon representative. Your modern as well as old pieces.
rooming
North Side Court Square
Phone 489-2576.
012C
08C earnings go a long way to make Beds, springs, mattresses,
753-9406.
Heights,
Rhonda Pans
Christmas merrier for your chiffonir, buffet, new breakfast
Is Now Employed
21" BLACK and white RCA 2 ELECTRIC HEATERS, like
HOUSE AND large shady lot, two entire family. For an interview in set (6 chairs) desk, rockers and
new,220 volts, 3,000 watts, 1 steel
television, $35.00. Phone 753miles from Murray. Five room your own home, call 365-9424 straight chairs, couch, pracat the
3410.
08NC cot. May be seen at 1002 Fairlane
house with bath, basement, collect after 7:00 p.m. or before tically new oil stove (Boss)some
Drive.
upstairs, and electric heat. 8:30 a.m. or write Mrs. Janet beautiful new quilts, pounds of
09P
LITTLE GIRL'S clothes, sizes 3
705 Chestnut
Married couples only. Rent Kunick, Route 2, Box 136-A, new quilt pieces, 40 piece silver
013C ware, buggy lapspread (animal
and 4. Phone 7534538 after 3:00 7 PC. DINETTE SET, bronze
friends $100.00 per month. Phone 753- Princeton, Kentucky.
her
all
invites
he
design) 75 pieces of beautiful
p.m.
08C tone. Good condition. Call 47409C
Shipley.
Dan
21378.
to call for appointment. $
Press, depression and two pieces
09C
=11.
SERVICES OFFERED
19 INCH PORTABLE TV,2 years
of carnival glass, churns, jars,
753-7132
NATIONAL HOTEL; furnished
old. Good condition. Call 753.9294 HAY FOR SALE, Kobe, Can be oa.o•-e•s*Z1-.0.0-.4"sto•0.004,‘CT,apartment on first floor. Inquire WILL DO trash hauling. jugs, aladdin lamps, fine dough
rate. Phone 753tray, 7 milk cans, 2 useable, book
after 5 p.m.
08C picked up in the field. 40 cents per WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone at desk.
013C Reasonable
07C
6130.
09C
and almanacs dated 1826-1887,
bail. Call 435-4865.
Oak, Kentucky. Highway 339 just
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back flat irons, beam scales, broad
off US 45. Phone 554-1842. ROOMS FOR college students on
Football Jerseys
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- axe, kegs, and barrels,4 wash
8 ROOM HOUSE with bath for Clothing and equipment for the country estate. Phone 436020NC kettles, tea kettle, pie safe,
Any name or number sale on Johnny Robertson Road entire family.
013C 5933.
November 20C 2173.
cleaning, back square table, Maytag wringer
printed while you wait, Good conditjon. Call Mrs. L. C
TANK
SEPTIC
on septic tank
09C FREE ESTIMATE
FURNISHED APRTS, living hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- washing machine and so many
four colors to choose Huie,753-3922.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC, room, kitchen, bath room with
014C other things.
5933.
from. Sizes, age 2
I appreciate helping with your
1 McCASKEY CASH register, ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- shower and bath. 1 or 2
through adult extra $75.00; I heavy duty 4-drawer vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M bedrooms. Zimmerman Apts. S. WILL KEEP elderly man in sales and wish and believe we
large.
filing cabinet, $50.00; 1 check Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- 16th St. 753-6609.
013C private home near hospitals. can have them during the week. I
Room and board. Reasonable. can help any day. Look for sale
TFC
Wallace's Book Store
writing machine, $25.00. Phone mington, Kentucky.
07P notices October 16, 23, 30, Nov. 6
3 BEDROOM TRAILER, 10 x 60; Phone 753-1851.
753-4694 or see Noel Melugtn, 710
Store Hours
and 13. And the Ft. Heiman 2nd
09C OUT OF SHAPE or overweight? '67 model. South west side of
St.
Olive
S-8 Mon.- Fri., o_s Sat,
For the easy way to lose inches in town. $80.00 per month. Call 753- tEAL ESTATE FOR SALE. sale ( parkhill) all day sale of
call
09C SMALL FARM: good location; small things could not be sold at
9293.
HONDA MINI-TRAIL and one weight fast,
753-2962.
the big furniture sale at that
2 H.P. Johnson motor and one SHAPEMAKERS.
1
2 LONE STAR quilts, new. Call 5/
NfIC THREE BEDROOM House, two business or future investment. date.
guaranteed.
436-2240.
07C 14' aluminum boat. Phone 753- Weight loss
One mile East Murray. apCheck with me at first thought
baths, built-in range, electric
09C
48iener 5:00 p.m.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs heat. Must give references and proximately 10 acres pasture. of sale and I will help you in any
GIRL'S CLOTHES,
coats,
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. way I can or buy if you do not
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
slacks, dresses, sizes 3, 4, and 8. TWO METAL bed frames on
Piano deposit. If interested call 753- Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
Lonardo
purchase.
care to have the sale. Licensed
09C
Call 753-4487.
07C casters, adjustable width. Like Company, across form Post 9357.
For appointment call 436and bonded in cit limits of
new, $10.00 each. 802 North 20th,
08C
TFC Murray as well as statewide.
Paris,Tennessee.
CHILDREN'S CLOTHES, sizes 3 2173.
09C Office,
COLOR TV Antenna, 2 tiered 753-7964.
09C
Douglas Shoemaker, Phone
-7. Phone 753-8041.
with 30 ft. extention pole. Like
WHY LIVE in a commercial area
WANT TO BUY
07C
753-3375 for information.
07C NO REGRET,the best yet; Blue
new. Call 753-9827.
and be bothered by loud truck
40"ELECTRIC RANGE, dinette noise
carpets
Lustre
cleans
an
logs
one
can
to
you
move
when
BUY;
1'0
.WANT
753-86971
Phone
WHEAT STRAW.
012c beautifully. Rent new electric standing timber. Also have for set with 6 chairs, Atlantia of the nicest residential areas in BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
after 6:00p.m.
combination coal land wood stove. Murray? Fox
$1. Western Auto, sale
Meadows and EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
-lumber and Sawdust.
Four piece bedroom suite. Coach
Home of "The Wishing •
Mobile Home PROGRAM
Estates
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
leaf table, utility
09C
Well". er
"mP°°
TFC 24"x33" drop
are quiet, modern, ar 75 year old company will hire 3
Parks
Phone 753-4147.
table, five drawer chest of
convenient to city, grade ana college men for the Executive
CREOSOTED POLES for pole WANT TO BUY; good used farm drawers, two lamps, infant car high schools, $25. per month Development Program in this
barn construction, utility poles wagon with large grain bed seat, two odd chairs, water includes most utilities and grass area. All expense paid, Home
Thompson's Chain
4 size trailer bed,
3
and boat docks. Murray Lumber (Metal preferred i. Phone 753- heater, /
mowing,some residents use their Office Training with combined 2
Reference
07C bathroom pole shelf and
Maple Street, Murray, 2700.
Co.,
savings to pay their country years field assistance. Income up
rent
medicine cabinet with mirror.
ITC
Kentucky.
dues. South 16th near to $13,000 second year. For furNew English Scofield
09C club
WANT TO BUY used T.V. An- Phone 753-8242.
ther information send resume to
753-3855 or 753Canterbury,
Reference
H & R USED FURNITURE tenna with rotary. Also need
E.D.P., P.O. Box 668, Sikeston,
030C
7964.
Store, Concord Road, is open 4
to do house work, one BRMSH 303 Mark IV rifle,
Mo.63801.
08P
Living New Testament days each week, Wednesday, someone
day a week.Phone 753-9235. 07C spoterized. From original stock.
Original sites, front and rear. SEVEN ROOM, two story house
Friday and Saturday,
and Bible Commentaries Thursday,
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. See us for WANT TO BO'camper for long Perfect condition in every way. in Hazel. Bath, gas furnace, nice
„ 09C lot and garden space. Price
all your used furniture needs If wheel base pick-up truck. Phone 150.00. Phohe 753-6496.
07P
$5,500.00. Phone 492-8610.
S
'
WALLACE
07NC
we don't have it, we'll get it. Also 43114450.
LOST & FOUND
have antiques. Call 753-6676 or
09C
CARD OF THANKS
753-4716.
WANTED TO RENT
LOST, MALE red Dachshund,
Hours: 8-8 Mon.-Fri
-- I would like to take this op- two years old in Sherwood Forest
HENS & DUCKS, fancy and old portunity to thank my many area. Wearing red leather collar WANT TO RENT_ Locel couple
Olive St. 9-5 Sat.
tune favorites. Large slection.
nO children or pets wishes to
s black fletittglar.'Answers.43 -and neighbors for
,eht white, we1Ruben "Alexander, -khree "-riales kindness,cards,Afood and flowers name of Tiki. Phone 782-311I
2Toy Poop
-nice small unfurnished
LES
south Sedalia. Phone 328my recent daytime, 753-8961- night time. house with reasonable rent.
during
sent
to
me
papers.
registration
Have
.
silver
013P surgery. Edward P. Thomas. ITC Reward.
07C Phone 753-5774 or 753-3410. 07NC
Call 753-2819 on vreekends. OaC 8561 ,

3 Choice Waterfront Lots
in Panorama Shores
//962 Cadillac Coupe De Ville
extra nice-New tires

:•:

BEDROOM
xhaust fan,
to move at

s all water
,electric
Full price

FOR SALE

POSTERS BLACK
LIGHTS

OPEN 4PM ruEs.- SAT, NOON Ow ttON,

AUCTION SALE

Sandblasting

$300

BEAUTY BOX

BIBLES

I

BOOK STORE
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New Capital for U.S.

ilawaii High School Has $10 Billion Invested
in U.S. Economy by Life Companies in '70
us
One Free Day Each Week
By RIJTH YOUNGBLOOD
HONOLAILU (UPI)
Students at St. Louis High
School are into everything but
their books on Wednesdays.
They're touring banks and
breweries, rapping about drugs
and sex, playing instruments
and painting. It's all part of
alternative school," an entire
day set aside for exploring
educational
dimensions
not
possible under traditional

A
•
total asset,. ot the natton's 1.7441
!! Nett to commercial banks and
m corporate securtlegal reserye life insurance rcomsavings and loan associations, life
,. Holdings of these securities inpanic, increased by over %IWO hirepresenting that companies are the greatest domesised hy nearly S4.11 billion. or 5
1970.
lion
in
athletic, scientific and cultural
tic
source
of
capital
required hy
..ent during 1470. reaching
much new capital made aYalable
events. As many as 45 different Li' help finance the nation's busi- The economy. In 1970, lit; insur- ,ss s billion at year
end. Holdings
supplied
ers
about
9
per
activities are offered.
cent of the
nonLirm conventional mortgaOrt
ness evpansion. housing. and cornfinancial
capital
flowing from all
Since attendance is only niercial and industiial growth, .lc'
! t S life comp.mies Consisting
taken at the beginning and end ording to the Institute of Life invested sources.
•! imilti-family and residential
The
largest
increase
in life in- 1,•11•Ing as well as commercial
As'i.e!
, now total s2 ii- 3
of the day, there is ample
and
surance company investments din des.:li,Tn—ntts. including
opportunity for truancy in billion

between. But Conrad said to the
best of his knowledge, the
number of truants has been
surprisingly low.
Conrad has found that most
of the teachers are excited
about the program and are
St. Louis, a private Catholic anxious to participate. The
tiigh school, launched "alterna- informal groups are led by
tive school" this fall on a one- teachers, out-of-school guests
year trial basis. But Ray and even students who are
Conrad, the curriculum specia- particularly proficient in some
list who developed and coordin- area.
ated the program, said the "There are about 25 students
response has been so enthusias- in a class on an average school
tic he hopes to turn it into a day," Conrad said. "But during
twice a week experience for the alternative school, there may
1972-73 school year.
be as few as six in a group or
St. Louis is the only school in even less. It gives the kids and
the state to start a one free day teachers an opportunity they
a week program on a regular wouldn't ordinarily have to get
basis, and other schools are to know each other."
keeping close tabs on its Although teachers have one
success.
day a week less to cover the
"Wherever time is needed or amount of acadernic ground
new ideas are to be explored, they have to in a year, Conrad
alternative school rnaket.. it said "alternative school" has
possible," Conrad said. "The not resulted
in
excessive
spectrum of educational choiceS homework on the other four
is broadened and deepened by days.
this method. The basic ideas "We've found the enthusiasm
are to maximize the student's generated by Wednesdays free
chance to make choices and day has carried over into the
challenge
excite
and
the classroom for the rest of the
educational appetite."
week. The students pay more
Each Wednesday is set aside attention and the teachers are
to provide an uninterrupted able to teach more in less
block of time -for students and time," Conrad said.
faculty to explore activities
they wouldn't have time for
under
a
five-day-a-week
regimented schedule," Conrad
said.
Last spring, the curriculum
specialist, who also teaches
sociology, conducted a four-day
experimental
"alternative
school'. program to as.scess
faculty and student reaction to
the idea and determine areas of
By WARREN L. NELSON
interest. The result is a full day WASHINGTON (UPI) —Conof optional activities, including essional critics of the militasometimes say the Pentagon
tours of businesses, informal
courses dealing with subjects teems to want to buy every
not ordinarily in a high school
d of new weapon an engineer
devise—especially if it can
curriculum such as celestial
navigation and palmistry and a -riatch something a Russian
wide range of musical, artistic. engineer has dreamed up to use
against the United States.
The _Defense Department has
deed pointed to Soviet missile
d aircraft developments and
en in effect asked Congress,
Official word has been received "Are you going to let them get
that on Setpember 28, Hatcher way with it?"
Auto Sales was awarded a sales But the Pentagon doesn't
agreement with Ford Motor lway.:s want whatever the
Company for their German built Russians have
because
it
import Capri.
doeSA't think the Russians are
With a first year sales record necessarily all that smart when
unequalled by any other import, it comes to picking weapons. A
Aubrey Hatcher owner said, case in point is the FOBS—an
Capri will enter the 1972 sales acronym shorthand for fractionyear with no changes in its al orbital bombardment sysdesign. A small car that in the tem. It's an orbiting bomb, so
tradition of Lincoln-Mercury to speak.
offers more, more styling, more A FOBS enters a 100-mile
comfort, more over-all value, he high orbit like an ordinary
continued.
satellite. But the FOBS can
Hatcher Ante Sates has beers
be called down onto a
franchised with Ford Motor target.
Company through the Lincoln- The FOBS can hit a target
Mercury division' since 1955 and 5,000 miles distant ,in only 10
according to Mr. Hatcher, owner minutes. Coming in under
and operator, they are looking (rdinary radar, it can cut
forward to introducing the 1972 warning tims to about three
Capri sometime in November. minutes. The ICBM, by conThe dates will be announced rast, travels in an arc as high
later.
is 800 miles, takes 15 minutes
o reach target and can be
detected earlier in flight.
FOBS' sole benefit, according
to former Defense Secretary
.ctober 2, 1971
Robert S. McNamara, is the
reduction in warning time it
‘DULTS 94
allows.
Accuracy and power are
';URSERY 8
necessary to knock out AmeriNO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS ca's Minuteman missiles, which
are buried in concrete casings
below ground to protect them
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Debra Louise Greenfield, from small or distant blasts, so
Route 3, Box 89. Murray, Mrs. McNamara did not believe the
Martha Alice Dowdy, Route 5, FOBS endangered U.S. missilMurray, Mrs.Maeola Jones, 511 rY.
North 2nd, Murray, Master The U.S. answer to FOBS is
Stephen Mark Robinson, Ill over-the-horizon radar, located
South 19th, Murray, Ernest in the United States but capable
Randolph Allen. 808 Nortlasl9th• of monitoring rocket launchings
If way around the world. It
Murray, Mrs. Karen Louise
Dowdy and Baby Girl, Route 1, recaptures the lost warning
Farmington, Mrs. Noma Faye time that was FOBS' benefit.
Eaton and Baby Girl, New The Pentagon, under control
Concord, Miss Wanda
Sue of Republicans who rarely had
Conner, Route 1, Alm°, Mrs. a kind word about McNamara,
Ruth Claire Perkins and Baby has affirmed
support for
Boy, New Concord. Mrs. Renate McNamara's logic on the FOBS
Peral Irvan, Route 5, Murray, and indicated it has no intention
Mrs. Mary Bly Cella, 416 College of developing an American
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Audrey version.
Marlene Sims, 807 North 11th,
Murray, Hardie Williams, Route NO SECRET PINUPS
,
I, Dexter, William McKinley LONDON (UPI i---The Royal
Runyon, Route 3, Murray, Atkins Navy this week issued an order
Porter, 349 Bison St., .Paris, to all personnel that barracks
Tenn., Mrs. Lois Miller, 1401 W. pinup pictures "are to be
Main, Murray, -Mrs. Fannie prominently
displayd
on
Stone, 603 South 9th5 Murray, boards
provided
(for
the
Moses Amos Oliver(expired(, purpose( and not hidden behind

Russians•
Not Always
Very Smart

Hatcher Auto Sales
Will Handle Capri

miscellaneous assets; s30 in [cal
estate: and S9 in cash.
Earnings on investments help
life insurance compAnies ai keep
0011 shalt' Ill all litc companies'
down the cost of life insurance 10
assets at the end of 1970. he would policy holders.
have had the following portfolio:
s427 in corporate securities conNow You Know
sisting of corporate bonds and
By United Press International
stocks, 959 in mortgages: S714 'n
Although he lived to the age
policyholder loans, S53 in Federal,
state and local government securi- of 89, Michelangelo completed
ties, a:, well as those of foreign no sculptures during the last
years of his life and no
central r.overnment provincial n
international agency bonds 544 in paintings in the last 14.

health
iii,leased by
$3.0 billion or 6 per cent, to a
total. el S51.3 billion at the end
of 1970. The remaining $3 billion
was mested in government securities and miscellaneous assets.
There are considerable differences from company to company
in the way life insurance assets are
invested. However. if a policyholder had held the equivalent of a

so
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policy Tht
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FINAL DAYS!! * * * ENDS SUNDAY!!

FRAMED PICTURES

LOUIS MARX

Box
of
60

Each picture handsomely detailed
Wormwood moulding
complemented by a
gold inner edge 8x10

egrdent

BIG WHEELS
• 1k1Vorld's lirst thrue
wheeled
speed cycle. Ages 3 to 10
can spot any "old fashioned''
upright tricycle a block lead
y stil l"wipe 'em out" in
any race.

Tablets

Of Waal CLItaNalla

TABLETS

88

Our
Reg.

RE 0.
13.88

5 1.27

Seer

RIGHT GUARD

SPECIAL

GILLETTE
FOAMY

4-oz. Size

ELECTRIC

Economy
Si,ze,14oz.
ONLY

SURF
SPRAY

%%moms
t-nrcfrit

88

CAN
OPENER

babV
powder
0
°11°

99

oregeoso°

SHAVE CREAM

Large
Size,10oz

Reg. '1.19

Reg. 73'

ON LY

Save over 40°, above our ever,,

COMPARE AT 7.98

88

14-oz

-lay discount price.

Sale

,This is a sensational valutit for the
housewife. Opens all size cans, has
magnei,c lid holder. Avocado color

WAGNER'S Big 54-Ounce
•

DRINKS
Breakfast Orange, Low
Calorie Orange, Grape or
Grapefruit. Better stock
up now.
Wagner

PIWIT DIUNIS

HIM AMEN

PLUMROSE

22 CALIBRE 11/fr.
HAND

PLIMBOSE

NAM
PA37.

GUNS

2411. CAN

Mark -059

3isr°

r

REVOLVER

Famous Plunwose Ham, borne
less, *Sinles,. with notur,s1
tUICOS in vacuum con

Blue Finish
NICKEL
FINISH

PLAY LIKE A PRO
SEAMLESS

OFFICIAL A.B.A. BASKETBALL
RED, WHITE & BLUE
Red, white and .blue paneft
with black striped seams. Sun
decal,
Rubber
reinflatable
valve and needle. ABA Approved.

Hospital Report

FRY

PAN

COMPARE AT

sr

14.88

DoUble action revolver firing short long and
long rale S•ven shot capacity and drop out
cylinder und 2 inch boirri length Chemically
blued, military specification 0..1 Iwo year
wOrrellly

22 CALIBER CARTRIDGES SHORTS, BOX

97

TEFLON II
Foods can't stick to the
Super-Hard Teflon II
finish . . scouring is
never needed. Just a
quick wash, rinse, and
cleaning is deft&

wusesw.

tuts

kan.,ams
loub,•
end 5 pulta,
•• ..0001s. •Il.
,1n .0
s10-011
tes
.n 15

•- .

50c

PORTABLE
MIXER
Features 3-speed selector
switch or handle for stirring, mixing, and whipping.
Button beater enjector.
No. ECI8

9.99

Reg.
9.88

$ 8
$68
7-PIECE CAST ALUMINUM

LADIES BLAZER

UNIFORM SPECIAL!

JACKETS
Chloe,* iron, 01 r,o. cla,b.•
a •,,4),0 40.05101.00els io
this doubul kn.I, Oarliterr.
a.•01 *05 p.p. tr.., Sits.
10 io II n ...Y.
a

11==EI
400

SWABS

sawn;

88

6

17-

COOKWARE SET
$766

DOUBLE KNIT

SKIRTS
doun,o .n.•
001y clie• sit",
1 Wads* 0
,raw,
b..
Md.
,a 0.1, .1,, of,
no. 2,
1000.,
•.:01 i0
MLitt

66CONON
Of a SO

F Tal,
10 MAAS

88'

The
Wbo/ o buy ,

This E.t.o-Heovy

1•iro Mick

pel• Cast Aluminum Coohyor p Sel.nrludary Onyiond
Two Quoit Coy *rod Souc•
Pont F
Dufik Civ•n 10
,
,Inch Open
Guistont••

Covei eel
oriel

LADIES LONG SLEEVE
• 100% Stretch Nylon

SLACK SETS

Bel Air Shopping Center

• Sizes 8-18

BANKAMERICARD
&vitt."'" Arif
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for, as el./
employer ha
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worse;
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TWIN TRAY 400'S

reocuire •r 0 0.

80,10

The Daws4
this week a
on "Emplo:
They note tt
from the I
Outlook. Ar
sense of hurr
smile from

$500

Kentucky:
with increa
and middle
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west tonight
state on Sall
Saturday. H
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the 4Cs. Hii
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